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Abstract
How do spores select where to settle? ‐ A holographic motility analysis of
Ulva zoospores on different surfaces
Ulva spores settle on surfaces and grow into macroscopic visible plants. This growth on man‐
made structures (e.g. ship hulls) causes enormous annual costs e.g. due to the increase of fuel con‐
sumption. For a more detailed understanding of the initial surface exploration phase, which leads to
the irreversible growth on the surface, the surface exploration and settlement behavior is studied by
digital in‐line holography in real time and three dimensional (3D). For this analysis a transportable,
digital in‐line holographic microscope was built and used to record the motility of Ulva spores. Fur‐
thermore, a software package was developed to reconstruct the holograms and to allow an auto‐
mated determination of spore positions. Following this approach, the motility of Ulva spores in solu‐
tion and in vicinity to surfaces is determined and quantified in 3D for the first time. For this study
functionalized glass surfaces with different wettability and different attractiveness for spore settle‐
ment are used: Poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG), hydrophilic glass (AWG) and hydrophobic glass functiona‐
lized with fluorooctyltriethoxysilan (FOTS). Spores accumulate in a 200µm wide near surface boun‐
dary layer. For all surfaces an accumulation of spores is found from the surface up to a distance of
200µm into the solution. A change in the movement direction which results in a parallel motion
along the surface, is found at a distance of 50µm from the surface. This change in the swimming di‐
rection is caused by hydrodynamic forces in the vicinity to the surface. The exploration behavior in
the vicinity of the surface is different for the three examined surfaces. On AWG a time independent
exploration behavior with a large variability is determined. For PEG it is observed that most spores
swim away from the surface after a short contact. This leads to the hypothesis that spores react to
the interaction of the flagella with the surface. The behavior on the attractive FOTS surface is time
dependent. In the beginning of the exploration phase the spores are trapped at the interface, which
can possibly be caused by hydrophobic interactions. With elapsing time most of the spores swim
back into the water column. However, compared to the other surfaces, a relative high amount of
spores settle at an early point in time. The observed exploration behavior shows a good correlation
to the known fouling kinetics. It turned out that it is sufficient to study the exploration behavior for
2min within the first 5min of the exploration time to predict the outcome of the 45min lasting set‐
tlement assay. Based on the results of motility analysis and earlier settlement kinetic studies a spore
settlement mechanism is postulated which predicts that the early settled spores promote further
spore settlement.
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Kurzfassung
Wie entscheiden Sporen, wo sie siedeln? – Eine holographische Bewe‐
gungsanalyse von Ulva Zoosporen an Oberflächen mit unterschiedlichen phy‐
sikochemischen Eigenschaften.
Ulva Sporen siedeln auf Oberflächen, um dann makroskopisch sichtbare Algen zu bilden. Dieser
Bewuchs auf künstlichen Oberflächen (z.B. Bootsrümpfen) verursacht enorme Kosten, z.B. durch den
erhöhten Treibstoffverbrauch von Schiffen. Um die initiale Phase der Besiedlung von Oberflächen,
die schließlich zu dem Bewuchs führt, besser zu verstehen, wurde das Bewegungs‐ und Siedlungsver‐
halten von Ulva Sporen in Echtzeit und dreidimensional (3D) mittels digitaler in‐line Holographie un‐
tersucht. Für diese Analyse wurde ein transportables, digitales in‐line holographisches Mikroskop
gebaut, mit dem die Bewegungsmuster der Algensporen aufgenommen wurden. Weiterhin wurde
die Entwicklung, Programmierung und Anwendung einer Analysensoftware, die eine Rekonstruktion
der Hologramme sowie eine automatisierte Bestimmung der Sporenpositionen erlaubt, durchge‐
führt. Auf diese Weise konnte erstmals das Schwimmverhalten von Ulva Sporen und deren Änderung
in der Nähe von Oberflächen in 3D bestimmt und quantifiziert werden. Hierfür wurden funktionali‐
sierte Glasoberflächen mit unterschiedlicher Benetzbarkeit sowie unterschiedlicher Attraktivität für
Ulva Sporen untersucht: hydrophiles Poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG), hydrophiles Glas (AWG) und mit
hydrophoben Fluorooctyltriethoxysilan (FOTS) funktionalisiertes Glas. Bei allen Oberflächen wurde
eine Sporenanreicherung bis zu einer Entfernung von mindestens 200µm zur Oberfläche beobachtet.
Eine Änderung der Bewegung findet ab einer Entfernung von 50µm zur Oberfläche statt und äußert
sich zum Beispiel in einer ausgeprägten Schwimmbewegung parallel zur Oberfläche. Diese Änderung
der Schwimmrichtung wird durch hydrodynamische Kräfte in der Nähe von Oberflächen induziert.
Für die drei verwendeten Oberflächenchemien können deutliche Unterschiede im Besiedlungsverhal‐
ten in Oberflächennähe beobachtet werden: Auf AWG wird ein zeitunabhängiges Explorationsverhal‐
ten mit hoher Variabilität detektiert. Für PEG zeigt sich, dass sich die meisten Sporen nach einem
kurzen Kontakt mit der Oberfläche wieder von ihr entfernen. Dies führt zu der Hypothese, dass die
Algen auf die physikochemische Wechselwirkung ihrer Flagellen mit der Oberfläche reagieren. Das
Verhalten auf der besiedlungsreichen FOTS Oberfläche ist zeitabhängig. In der Anfangsphase der Er‐
kundungszeit werden die Sporen an der Oberfläche festgehalten, was vermutlich auf starke hydro‐
phobe Wechselwirkungen zurückzuführen ist. Die meisten dieser „gefangenen“ Sporen schwimmen
nach einer Weile wieder zurück in die Lösung. Dennoch werden, im Vergleich zu den anderen beiden
Oberflächen, frühzeitig eine relativ große Anzahl permanenter Besiedelungsereignisse beobachtet.
Das analysierte Erkundungsverhalten in der Nähe der Oberfläche kann gut mit der integralen Besie‐
delungskinetik korreliert werden. Mittels der Motilitätsanalyse kann nach einer Aufnahmedauer von
nur 2min innerhalb der ersten 5min der Oberflächenerkundungsphase die Besiedelungskinetik sehr
gut vorhergesagt werden, die sonst nur in einem 45 minütigen Besiedelungsversuch bestimmt wer‐
den konnte. Basierend auf den Ergebnissen der hier vorgestellten Bewegungsanalyse und auf Daten
aus früheren Besiedlungskinetik‐Studien wird ein Sporen Besiedelungsmechanismus postuliert, der
besagt, dass die anfänglich adhärierende Sporen die weitere Sporen‐Besiedlung der Oberfläche kata‐
lysieren.
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1 Introduction
Marine biofouling can be defined as the undesirable growth of microorganisms, plants and ani‐
mals on submerged surfaces. Biofouling causes severe economics cost, e.g. because of the increased
drag of a moving vessel which results in a higher fuel consumption. For the US Navy alone the annual
extra cost caused by fouling on ship hulls is estimated to be 1 billion US$1.
Over the decades scientists and engineers have tried to find an effective way to prevent fouling
on man‐made structures. While in the past success has been achieved with toxic surfaces (e.g. tribu‐
tyltin (TBT)‐based paint) by killing the settling organisms, nowadays these surfaces are restricted by
the European Union (E.U.) and International Maritime Organization (IMO) legislation because of the
large environmental side effect on the marine ecosystem and accumulation of the toxic ingredients
in the food chain2, 3. Finding an environmentally friendly antifouling surface has been a major field of
research over the last years. Even though many design guidelines for the latter have been published
recently it still remains difficult to develop an effective antifouling coating 4‐11. The reason for that is
on the one hand the very diverse range of fouling marine organisms (e.g. bacteria, algae, barnacles)
with stages of settling spanning several orders of magnitude, ranging from hundreds of nanometers
to centimeters. On the other hand, to design an antifouling coating endeavors knowledge from the
field of surface science, biomaterial science, marine biology, organic chemistry and engineering. The
aim of the EC Framework 6 Integrated Project AMBIO (“Advanced Nanostructured Surfaces for the
Control of Biofouling”)12 is to find new approaches to design environmentally friendly antifouling
coatings and therefore combines industry and university knowledge throughout the above men‐
tioned fields. The here presented work is funded by this project.
One environmentally friendly possibility to keep a ship hull fairly clean is the use of fouling‐
release coatings (e.g. Intersleek® International Paint) which can be cleaned by applying a weak me‐
chanical force, such as the one supplied by shear forces acting on a boat in motion13. Nevertheless
these types of coatings can only be applied on ships which do not stay in a harbor for longer periods.
Once a certain mass of fouling has accumulated on the coating it is hard to remove and the coating
has lost its fouling release properties.
The result of biofouling is easily recognizable on a macroscopic level, but the initial process which
leads to fouling occurs on a small length scale which depends on the size of the fouling organism14.
The length scale for bacteria for example is hundreds of nanometer, whereas for the algae Ulva, foul‐
ing occurs on a length scale of 5µm. The experiments in the course of this thesis are exclusively done
1
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with spores of the algae Ulva linza commonly known as seaweed. Ulva linza is used in AMBIO as a
model organism to represent soft‐macrofouling species.
The performance of a potential antifouling surface is rated by two factors. First, the amount of
settlement is determined after a defined time span and second, the adhesion strength of the at‐
tached organisms is analyzed. For microscopic organisms (bacteria and algae) this strength is typically
determined by shear stress15, for larger organisms (mussels, barnacles) a manual or automated force
gauge16 are used.
Even though the performance of an antifouling coating can be described based on these two fac‐
tors, the dynamics in the exploration behavior are not accessible using this approach. For organisms
in the size range of hundreds of micrometers (e.g. barnacles) it is possible to study the exploration
behavior by video microscopy17‐19. However, for smaller organisms (e.g. bacteria and algae) tracking
by video microscopy gets more challenging. For example in the work of Berg it was only possible to
follow one microorganism at a time20, 21. Iken et al. studied the swimming behavior of spores of
brown algae in a 10µl drop between a microscope slide and 22x44mm cover slip which was sup‐
ported at both ends by a cover slip to allow spore movement22, 23. With this setup they reduced the
natural three dimensional (3D) motion into a two dimensional (2D) movement and could therefore
acquire trajectories of many organisms simultaneously. Nevertheless, they observed several different
swimming patterns and were able to correlate these to different spore behavior.
In the course of this thesis, digital in‐line holographic microscopy (DIHM) is used to obtain not
only 2D but the real 3D movement of spores. DIHM goes back to the initial idea of holography pro‐
posed by D. Gabor in the nineteenforties24. In the last decades H.J. Kreuzer successfully adapted this
idea for LASER radiation with digital data acquisition and implemented a fast and accurate numerical
reconstruction algorithm25, 26. Furthermore, he could demonstrate the applicability of this technique
to study marine organisms as algae27, 28 and developed an instrument for in situ measurements in the
ocean29.
The aim of this work is to study the 3D exploration behavior of algae spores near surfaces using
DIHM and correlate this behavior to the known antifouling performance of the surfaces. It is known
that Ulva spores can select their surface position prior settlement. Whether the exploration behavior
is influenced by the surface properties is studied in this thesis. The major effort during the course of
the thesis was to develop semi‐automatic software to determine the motion trajectories from the
measured data. The software was programmed in MATLAB® and was used to process large amounts
of motion data. Within the course of this thesis the motility of Ulva spores is characterized in detail in
3D for the first time. The motility is analyzed in solution and in vicinity to different surfaces.
2

In the following chapter (chapter 2), an introduction to the basic theory of holography is pro‐
vided. To put the work of this thesis in a general context the existing literature is reviewed in the next
section (chapter 3). Since the focus of the work is on the analysis of swimming behavior, the devel‐
oped software is described together with the experimental details in chapter 4. The results obtained
for the motility are presented in the next chapter (chapter 5). The chapter is organized the way that
first the motility in solution is explained and discussed before the behavior in vicinity to different sur‐
faces is concisely presented. The full and detailed analysis of the surface exploration behavior is pro‐
vided in the appendix (10.1 AWG, 10.2 PEG, and 10.3 FOTS). The observed surface exploration beha‐
vior is discussed in an independent chapter 6. Finally, an outlook for future experiments and experi‐
mental development concludes the thesis.
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Holography has been used as a tool to determine the 3D motion data of swimming microorgan‐
isms hence the basic principle of holography is briefly explained in this chapter. A more detailed ex‐
planation of holography can be found in the Phd theses of Dr. R. Barth30 and Dr. M. Schürmann31 and
in the Diploma thesis of T. Gorniak32 all carried out in our group. Furthermore, this introduction is
based on the corresponding chapters in common textbooks33‐39.
To understand the basic holography principles some general wave phenomena are briefly ex‐
plained in the following.

2.1 Properties of light waves
2.1.1 Intensity
When detecting a light wave the crucial parameter is the intensity of the wave. This is true for a
human eye as well as for other detectors40. A light wave can be described by the wavefunction34
exp
where

is the amplitude and

(2.1)

is the phase. The intensity is defined as the square of the

absolute value of the wave function
|

| .

(2.2)

In general, the intensity describes how much energy per time is transported to a plane perpendi‐
cular to the wave vector. For plane ( )and spherical (

| | and

r

) waves it is39, 40
1

| |

(2.3)

2.1.2 Interference
Interference is the superposition of two or more waves. Since the wave equation is a linear diffe‐
rential equation the resulting wave function is the linear combination of the individual functions34.
For two monochromatic waves (

,

) with equal frequency and polarization the total intensity

is
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|

The individual intensities are

|

and

2

and the phase difference is

cos

.

(2.4)

. Apparently the

total intensity is not the simple sum of the individual intensities, but the so called interference term
2

has to be added. This term can be positive (constructive interference) or negative

(destructive interference) and causes the modulation of the intensity visible as dark and bright
fringes34, 39.

2.1.3 Coherence
The basis for interference phenomena is a constant correlation of the phases of the individual
waves. This correlation is called coherence and it is distinguished between temporal and spatial co‐
herence. Temporal coherence is understood as the measure of the average correlation for a wave at
two points in time (separated by a delay). If the source is not point like but rather extended in one or
two dimensions, spatial coherence describes the ability of two points in space to interfere with each
other34.

2.1.4 Diffraction
Another important phenomenon for (light) waves apart from interference is diffraction. If a wave
encounters an obstacle with dimensions in the range of its wavelength diffraction occurs which can‐
not be explained by geometrical optics. The Huygens’ Principle gives a qualitative explanation for dif‐
fraction. It states that “every point of a wave front can be considered as a point source for a second‐
ary wave. The wave front at any other place is the coherent superposition of these secondary
waves”34. When a circular aperture (e.g. a 500nm pinhole) is used with visible light a spherical wave is
generated by diffraction which can be used for illumination in a holographic experiment.

2.2 Holography
Standard photography is widely used to conserve moments, but it has the disadvantage that only
a two‐dimensional projection of the three‐dimensional world is stored. Conventional recording me‐
dia (e.g. CCD‐chip, photo plate, …) only respond to the intensity of the light waves. Therefore, accord‐
ing to equation (2.3), the phase information
as well as the phase

is lost in the image storing process. If the amplitude A

of a wave front in an image can be reproduced, a perfect image of the object

is generated which is impossible to distinguish from the original.
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2.2.1 Principle
Denis Gabor observed a possibility to record the phase additionally to the amplitude and subse‐
quently to reconstruct the object wave24. Since any light sensitive media ‐as described above– is only
able to store the amplitude of a wave, D. Gabor encoded the phase information of the object wave
obj

by recording an interference pattern of the object wave

obj

and a reference wave

ref .

Accord‐

ing to equation (2.4) the observed intensity of the interference pattern is
,

ref
ref
ref
ref

obj
ref

ref

2

obj
obj

2

obj

ref

ref obj
ref obj

obj

cos

cos

obj

obj
ref

ref

obj
obj

(2.5)

and is called a hologram34, 39. The recorded object can be reconstructed either by illumination of
the reference wave33, 34, 39

ref

or by a numerical reconstruction26. The latter is widely used today and

makes holography feasible for many applications27, 29, 41‐47.
Holography can be performed by using plane or spherical reference waves and it is also possible
to work in different setup geometries. D. Gabor himself used the so called in‐line geometry. This se‐
tup is also used in the course of thise thesis and is therefore introduced in the following. The other
geometries like off‐axis and Fourier geometries are not discussed but a detailed description can be
found in literature30, 33, 34.

2.2.2 Inline holography
The characteristics of the in‐line geometry are that the source of the reference, the sample and
the recording screen are placed on one axis. Typically, the recording screen is orientated perpendicu‐
lar to the optical axis. In figure 1, a schematic drawing of D. Gabors In‐line setup is shown.
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Figure 1: In‐line holography setup as published by D. Gabor in his article “A New Microscope Principle”24.

The object of interest is placed in a certain distance to the recording screen and is illuminated
with a spherical reference wave

ref

propagating from the source towards the screen. The wave

which is diffracted at the sample forms the object wave
part of the reference wave

ref .

obj

which interferes with the undiffracted

The resulting interference pattern is observed on the recording

screen and is called a hologram.
The easiest way to achieve a magnification in the in‐line geometry is to use a spherical reference
wave for recording and a plane wave with the same wavelength during the reconstruction. If the dis‐
tance of the recording screen to the point source is L (see figure 2), and the object is placed in a dis‐
tance to the point source, the magnification is34, 36

.

(2.6)

Using this approach and especially in combination with a numerical reconstruction, in‐line holo‐
graphy can be used as a powerful microscopy technique27, 42, 43, 45.

8
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Figure 2: Schematic drawing of an in‐line geometry setup. The pinhole detector distance is L. The sample
(green) is positioned in a distance l from the pinhole and the detector size is D. The reference wave ref is
illustrated in black and the object wave obj in red. The half‐angle of beam spread is marked in yellow.

2.2.3 Numerical reconstruction
In digital holography the hologram is recorded digitally and can be reconstructed numerically. To
perform this calculation the propagation and thus the complex amplitude of the wave is computed
numerically. The derivation of the wave front in a specific plane is called numerical reconstruction26.
These reconstruction planes correspond to a focus plane in standard light microscopy. Thus, a stack
of various amounts of two‐dimensional reconstruction planes derived from a single hologram pro‐
vides information of the complete observation volume.
The reconstruction algorithm is based on the calculation of the Fresnel‐Kirchhoff Integral 26, 48

exp

where
, ,

, ,

2

(2.7)

is the position vector indicating a point in the observation plane,

, denotes the coordinates on the screen at a distance L to the point source, is the wave‐

length, and

is the intensity pattern of the hologram. The integral extends over the surface S of

the recording screen. The equation (2.7) is only valid for a spherical source wave and under the as‐
sumption of the validity of the Fraunhofer condition49. The absolute value of |
the intensity distribution

, ,

| corresponds to

in the reconstructed xy‐layers along the z‐axis.

In contrast to a photographic plate a CCD chip is discontinuous and consists of discrete pixels.
Therefore the coordinates in the equation (2.7) have to be expressed as a discrete grid. Due to the
non‐linearity in the phase vector, equation (2.7) is extremely time‐consuming to calculate. H.J.
Kreuzer succeeded to develop an algorithm which is capable of removing the non‐linearity in equa‐
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tion (2.7) and allows an exact and fast calculation26. More details on the algorithm can be found in
the patent of H.J. Kreuzer26 or in the PhD thesis of R. Barth30.

2.2.4 Resolution
In analogy to standard light microscopy, the resolution in digital in‐line holography (DIH) is de‐
termined by the numerical aperture (NA) and the used wavelength. In general the NA is defined as
NA

n · sin

(2.8)

where n is the refractive index of the medium (1.0 for vacuum, 1.33 for pure water) and

is the

half‐angle of beam spread (see figure 2).
If the used wavelength and the pinhole diameter are of the same order in dimension the
achieved resolution is not dependent on the pinhole diameter. This case is achievable if visible light is
used as a source wave. In DIH the numerical aperture is determined by the pinhole‐detector distance
(L, see figure 2) and the size of the detector (D) if the latter is completely illuminated. Otherwise only
the illuminated fraction of the screen has to be taken into account. By using visible light as a source
wave it is possible to illuminate the complete detector. The numerical aperture in DIH is given by

2

NA

.

(2.9)

2
Since

the approximation

is valid. Therefore the NA in DIHM is given as

NA
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2.

(2.10)

2.2 Holography
The achievable resolution in DIH is subject to many studies and a detailed explanation can be
found in S.K. Jericho et al. 29, J. Garcia‐Sucerquia et al.50 and R. Barth30. For the theoretical lateral and
depth resolution follows

lateral

depth

(2.11)

NA
2 NA

.

(2.12)

According to those equations the achievable resolution for the setup used in the course of this
thesis is
latera

2.3μm and

depth

5.6μm.

(2.13)
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The aim of this thesis is to study the exploration behavior of microorganisms and to correlate the
observed behavior with the known antifouling performance of surfaces. In the following, the existing
knowledge in literature important for the scope of this thesis is reviewed. First, the used organism is
described followed by a detailed description of surface cues altering the observed settlement. After‐
wards the general swimming properties of microorganisms are explained in detail. Finally the results
of this thesis are compared to other 3D motion studies published in literature.

3.1 Alga Ulva linza
Within AMBIO12, model organisms which represent the major fouling groups (microfouler, soft‐
and hard‐macrofouler) are selected to study the performance of potential antifouling coatings. Dur‐
ing the course of this thesis, experiments were done exclusively with spores of the green alga Ulva
linza which represents the soft‐macrofouling species.
Ulva commonly known as seaweed or sea lettuce is a bright green plant and can also be found in
brackish water, particularly estuaries. The plant lives attached to an object (e.g. rocks, ship hulls,
piers,…) in the middle to low intertidal zone. It is also found in a great amount on man‐made struc‐
tures, especially ship hulls, causes severe economical problems51.
The life cycle of Ulva is shown in figure 3. All Ulva species are isomorphic, meaning that they al‐
ternate between gametophytic and sporophytic life stages with similar morphologies. In the center
of figure 3, these life stages are illustrated by macroscopically visible plant leaves. The gametophytes
are haploid and the sporophytes are diploid. The gametophytes produce biflagellate haploid gametes
through mitosis. Male and (slightly larger) female gametes are positive phototactic and swim until
they find each other and fuse. The formation of the syngamy is studied by video microscopy52. After
the fusion, a negative phototatic spore is formed which swims towards a surface where it selects a
place to settle and grow. Sporophytes produce quadriflagellate haploid zoospores through meiosis.
These spores are negative phototactic and swim directly towards a surface to find a place to settle.
This stage is regarded as the important step in reproduction of Ulva and therefore needs to be stu‐
died in detail to understand the mechanisms of surface colonization. Consequently, all experiments
within the course of this thesis are done with spores. In figure 4 panel (a) a false colored scanning
electron microscopy (SEM) image of a spore is shown.
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Figure 3: Ulva life cycle.

The chemotaxis and the light stimulus response of Ulva spores is studied by Wheeler et al.53. The
fruiting pattern of Ulva is controlled by the lunar cycle and the release of spores follows the gametes
a few days later. The periodicity of gamete formation and release helps to ensure genetic exchange
within the population and is additionally assisted by the fact that each fond is of a different sex and
therefore cannot self‐fertilize.
The process of settlement has been studied in detail and is shown as a cartoon in figure 454. After
a spore has selected a position on the surface a cue triggers the irreversible commitment to adhe‐
sion. Prior to and during the discharge of the contents of the adhesive vesicles (EPS) the spore ro‐
tates over a specific surface position54. During the adhesive release the spore withdraws the flagellar
axonemes into the cell. This process (release, withdrawal) takes about 30‐60s and is followed by the
synthesis of a new cell wall54.
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Figure 4: a) False colored SEM picture of Zoospores1; b) Cartoon showing the steps involved in the set‐
tlement of Ulva spores1.

The adhesive is composed of polysaccharides and proteoglycans. In detail, it is a polydisperse,
self‐aggregating hydrophilic glycoprotein54. It is similar to the group of hydroxyproline rich extra cel‐
lular matrices of both plants and animals54. After the release the adhesives swells around 300 times
and forms a pad around the spore. The latter starts to cure immediately after discharge. After the
spore is firmly attached to the surface it starts to grow into a plant of macroscopically visible size (see
life cycle in figure 3).
The motility and the flagellar beating pattern of various algae is studied by Inouye et al.55. To our
knowledge the flagellar beat of Ulva zoospores has not yet been studied in detail by video microsco‐
py. However, the swimming pattern of Ulva gametes has been studied, but gametes only have two
flagella. Therefore figure 5 displays the flagellar beat pattern of other related quadriflagellate algae
which, according to the literature, swim in a similar fashion55. During forward swimming these algae
swing their flagella back along the cell body with the tips pointing backwards (see figure 5, panel (a)).
The beat pattern can be described by an undulatory wave produced at the base propagated towards
the tips of the flagella. Figure 5, panel (b) shows the flagella during forward swimming of Prasinopa‐
pilla vascuolata. The direction of the beat is radial and the four flagella are arranged in a cruciate pat‐
tern (figure 5, panel (c)).
For Ulva gametes (figure 5, panel (h)) only forward swimming is observed whereas for Prasino‐
papilla vascuolata (figure 5, panel (e)) an avoiding response is observed in which the four flagella are
in front of the cell. For the quadriflagellate Cymbomonas tetramitiformis (figure 5, panels (f, g)) a
backwards swimming pattern is observed. According to Inouye et al.55 Cymbomonas tetramitiformis
is so far the only green algae examined which uses forward and backward swimming as normal me‐
thods of swimming. The forward and the backward swimming are reversible and spontaneously, but
forward swimming appears to be more frequent. The forward swimming is similar to the motion ob‐
served for Prasinopapilla vascuolat. During the backwards swimming the four flagella are held in
front of the cell and beat synchronously and uni‐directionally (figure 5, panels (f, g)).
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Figure 5: a) Schematic flagellar beta pattern for swimming “normal” (forward) of green algae of the ge‐
nus: Bryopsis, Claulerpa, Ulva, Cymobomonas and Prasinopapilla; b) One frame out of a video microscopy
study showing the flagellar beat of Prasinopapilla vascuolata; c) Prasinopapilla vascuolata cell view from the
posterior side, showing cruciate profile of the flagellar beat. d) Schematic flagellar beat pattern for the avoid‐
ing response of Prasinopapilla vascuolata and the backwards swimming flagellar beat pattern of Cymobomo‐
nas tetramitiformis; e) Avoiding response of Prasinopapilla vascuolata; f) backwards swimming flagellar beat
pattern of Cymbomonas tetramitiformis; g) backwards swimming flagellar beat pattern of Cymbomona te‐
tramitiformis; h) schematic flagellar beat pattern of Ulva (Bryopsis maxina, Pertusa and Caulerpa raceemosa)
gamets while forward swimming; All images are taken form Inouye et al.55.

The flagella movement plays an important role in the fusion of Ulva gametes which is similar to
that of Chlamydomonas52. When a male gamete finds a female gamete, initial cytoplasmic contact
between the two occurs at the tip of the flagella and the anterior end of the flagella base. Subse‐
quently the male gamete establishes contact with the anterior end of the female gamete cell body,
while for a short time period the contact between the flagella is lost. Following the distal part of the
male flagellum comes in contact with that of the female gamete again. Subsequently, the male ga‐
mete maintains contact with the female gamete and the anterior side of the cell bodies and the fla‐
gella tips. The adhesion of the flagella tip is strong enough to hold during the ongoing flagella motion.
Finally, the gametes lay side‐by‐side with their longitudinal axes nearly parallel to each other and
fuse to form a syngamy.
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3.2 Influence of surface properties on settlement and the adhe
sion strength of Ulva spores
Ulva zoospores are able to select their desired settling position on a surface. In the following dif‐
ferent surface cues are presented which alter this selection. The standard way to study the latter is
by simply counting how many spores of a known spore number have settled on the surface after a
certain period of time.
The strength of spore attachment to the surface is dependent on the surface properties. Typically
the adhesion strength is determined by shear water stress and the performance of the coating is
commonly stated in percentage removal of the settled spores before and after the applied flow56.
Surface parameters causing low settlement do not a priori imply weak spore surface attachment. in
fact the opposite trend is observed for silicone elastomeric coatings based on poly(dimethylsiloxane)
(PDMS). On these surfaces a high spore settlement is generally observed but the attached strength is
small enough to allow washing the spores off the surface easily (e.g. caused by a moving vessel)57.
Since, these coatings do not fulfill all necessary requirements to be named “antifouling coatings”, yet
inhibit permanent fouling, they are called “fouling release coatings”. To this day, they are the only
environmentally friendly coatings on the market.

3.2.1 Wettability
The influence of wettability is studied with various systems. On mixed OH/CH3 alkanethiol self as‐
sembled monolayers (SAMs) on gold the spores avoid to settle on the hydrophilic surface and instead
select the hydrophobic surface as shown in figure 6, panel (a)58‐60. However, although in the experi‐
ment more cells settled on the hydrophobic CH3‐enriched SAMs, they were weaker adhered than to
the hydrophilic surfaces.
On hexa(ethylene glycol)‐containing SAMs (EG6) with systematically changed end group (R‐OH
(contact angle (CA): 35°), R‐OMe (CA: 60°), R‐OEt (CA: 70°) and R‐OProp (CA: 87°)) a similar trend is
observed for the firmly adhered cells (see figure 6, panel (b))61. This is in good agreement to the pro‐
tein resistance of the surface. If these surfaces can be studied in detail and the spores are counted on
the surfaces, without passing the surfaces through the air‐water interface, a completely different
settlement trend is observed. The highest amount of settlement is observed on the protein resistant,
hydrophilic EG6‐OH surface. Still, the spores are so weakly attached to the surface that by passing the
air‐water interface all spores are washed off the surface. Therefore, the expressed low settlement
amount in figure 6, panel (b) is not due to settlement inhibition per se, but rather to the extremely
weak spore attachment to the surface and the removal of the spores from the surface during the
handling of the sample during the assay.
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Figure 6: Influence of wettability on spore settlement. a) mixed OH/CH3‐SAMs60 and b) EG6‐SAMs with
different end groups.61

In another study the influence on spore settlement was investigated on a patterned hydrophobic
and hydrophilic surface62. Stripe pattern consisting of poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) and fluorinated si‐
lane forming SAMs on silicon wafers were manufactured in different stripe width. In figure 7 the
spore settlement is shown. Up to a stripe width of 5µm the spores nearly exclusively settle on the
fluorinated areas whereas on the PEGylated areas hardly any spore settlement was observed. Thin‐
ner stripes (2µm) were not recognized by the spores. In consequence, the spores settled homoge‐
neously. However, up to a certain distance the spore can actively discriminate between the different
surface chemistries.
The typical trend most observed (high settlement on hydrophilic and low on hydrophobic surface
area)59, 60 was confirmed for the homogeneous surfaces chemistries study by Chaudhury et al.63.
However, if wettability gradients were generated out of the same components the amount of set‐
tlement is inverted63. In this publication the authors suggest that the gradient has a direct and active
influence on the spore sensing abilities. This can be explained by the biased migration of the spores
during the initial stages of surface sensing.
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Figure 7: Spore settlement on the PEGylated and fluorinated areas. The spores settle on the fluorinated
strips exclusively up to a dimension of 5µm. For 2µm strips the spore settlement is equally distributed. Im‐
ages are shown at a 10x magnification except the 5µm and 2µm images, which are shown at 20x magnifica‐
tion62.

3.2.2 Ethylene glycol containing surfaces coatings
Poly(ethylene glycol)surfaces (PEG) are used in the course of this thesis. Ethylene glycol surfaces
with different repeat units have been used for years in biomedical research as model surfaces in or‐
der to study their interaction with proteins, bacteria and cells57, 64‐67. In the marine environment PEG
surfaces are also studied57, 67. As long as the surface is stable under the experimental conditions the
spores only settle in very small amounts on the surface and the very few attached spores are ex‐
tremely weakly attached. Interestingly, the spore behavior on the EG6‐OH61 is significantly different
than on PEG68 although the difference is just based on the amount of ethylene glycol repeat units (43
for PEG and 6 for EG6). For both surfaces the contact angle, the surface energy and the observed set‐
tlement after the standard assay is similar. However, as already described in section 3.2.1, on EG6 the
initial settlement during the assay is extremely high, but the spores are only loosely attached to the
surface and are removed from the surface by handling the sample. In contrast this high initial settle‐
ment is not observed for PEG.
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3.2.3 Lubricity
For the release rate the surface lubricity on a nano scale plays an important role whereas the set‐
tlement amount is not affected by lubricity 69. Bowen et al. studied this effect by preparing alkane‐
thiol SAMs of different chain lengths (C8‐C18)69. The SAM structure changes from amorphous to crys‐
talline but the surface energy and contact angle is similar for all prepared SAM. The change in struc‐
ture is correlated to a higher release (see figure 8) and therefore depends on the friction coefficient
of the surface.

Figure 8: Percentage of removal of cells dependent on the friction coefficient of the surface.

3.2.4 Charge
The influence of a net surface charge on the settlement and adhesion of Ulva spores was studied
by Rosenhahn et al.70. The zeta potential of a spore has been determined to be ‐19.3±1mV and a re‐
duced tendency for spores to settle on negatively charged surfaces has been observed. If spores did
settle on the latter, their adhesion strength was lower than on neutral or positively charged surfaces.

3.2.5 Topography
Spore settlement is strongly influenced by the topography of the surface71‐74. If the topography
provides depressions (e.g. holes, channels) which are large enough for the spores to fit inside, the
surface is more attractive for settlement than a smooth surface of the same material71‐73. If the fea‐
ture size is smaller than the spore body (<5µm) the surface is less attractive for settlement than a
smooth surface74‐77. If ridges and channels are arranged as shown in figure 9 the resulting pattern is
called sharklet AFTM. This surface structure is bio‐inspired by the texture of the shark skin. The ob‐
served settlement on the sharklet AFTM pattern is very low76, 77. The performance of the sharklet AFTM
is even better than other structured surfaces (pillar arrays, channels, triangles, …) with a feature size
smaller than the spore body76, 77. Therefore the settlement inhibition has to be due to the specific
arrangement of the features in the sharklet AFTM pattern. The reason for the latter is under discus‐
sion76.
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Figure 9: SEM image of the engineered Sharklet AFTM pattern77.

The sharklet AFTM with a feature size (ridge width, channel width) smaller than 5µm works very
well against fouling of Ulva spores the surface, but fails as an antifouling surface in the real world.
The reason for this is that the surface is encountered by a number of different species such as bacte‐
ria, algae, and barnacles ranging several orders of magnitude (from hundreds of nanometers to cen‐
timeters). To prevent fouling by topography hierarchically structures are necessary5, 6. Schumacher et
al. showed that is possible to prevent both barnacles settlement and Ulva spore settlement if the
sharklet AFTM pattern is superimposed on a larger channel structur77. Recently the performance of
hierarchical structures to prevent biofouling has been studied in a field test78. The surface remains
relatively free from biofouling even after prolonged exposure to seawater for 18 months.

3.3 Motility of Microorganisms
The fluid dynamics of fast, large self‐propelled objects ranking from krill to whales is extensively
studied79,80, but is fundamental different to the motility of microorganisms81. For these large objects
the Reynolds number (Re) ranges from somewhat > 1 to enormous (2∙108 for a whale82). For micro‐
scopic swimmers (bacteria, uni‐ and multi‐cellular algae and protists) which, although capable of
swimming many body lengths per seconds, Re

183,84. Although their presence is usually not imme‐

diately obvious, microorganisms constitute the major part of the world’s biomass. The fluid habitants
of these organisms range from soil moisture and melting snow to lakes, oceans and even saturated
saline ponds. Their population dynamics ‐replication and decay, accumulation and dispersal‐ mod‐
ulates and regulates their own life, the life of larger creatures that feed on them, and even the cli‐
mate85. The motion of peritrichously flagellated bacteria, e.g. Escherichia coli (E. coli), close to surfac‐
es are relevant to understanding the early stage of biofilm formation and of pathogenic infections86‐
89

. Such motion next to solid boundaries is different from the motility in boundary‐free solution for

many microorganisms, as it has most extensively been studied for E. coli90‐92.
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3.3.1 Hydrodynamics basics: Life at low Reynolds number83
The Reynolds number (Re) indicates a measure for the ratio of inertial forces to viscous forces.
For a typical microorganism the Reynolds number ranges from of 10‐4 to 10‐5 and can be calculated
according to equation (3.1) where

is the viscosity of the medium,

the diameter of the object,

the fluid density, v the velocity of the object and the kinematic viscosity (10‐2cm2/s for water). At
small Re the inertial forces can be neglected for a swimming microorganism and the swimming per‐
formance is dominated by the viscous forces.

Re

inertial forces
viscous forces

(3.1)

The significance of low Reynolds number for the motility is clarified in the following example. A
bacterium swims with a speed of 30µm/s in average. If a bacterium is pushed by an external force to
move and suddenly the force vanishes, it will coast within 0.1 and about 0.6µs. Therefore a micro‐
organism’s action at a specific moment is determined by the forces on the organism at this moment
only and not by earlier exerted forces93. The energy E. coli has to spend in order to move can be cal‐
culated to 2∙10‐9µW assuming the efficiency of the swimming apparatus to be 1%.

3.3.2 Properties of swimming Microorganisms
The group of swimming microorganisms includes bacteria, spermatozoa and other gametes, uni‐
cellular and colonial algae and protozoa. Their mean diameter lies between 1 and 200µm. These or‐
ganisms are denser than the water in which they swim, by a few percent for algae, approximately
10% for bacteria such as B. subtitlis, and 30% for spermatozoa94.
Microorganisms propel themselves through the water by using waving, undulating or rotating
appendages called flagella or cilia which are arranged in various geometries95. A typical flagellum has
a diameter of 45‐130 where a cilia has a diameter of about 1000

83

. The swimming speeds (vs) can

reach up to several hundred µm/s. One intensively studied plant cell system are algae from the genus
Chlamydomonas (d= 10‐20µm, vs = 50‐100µm/s). These organisms are in approximation a spheroid
that swims by a breaststroke like motion of two flagella, which are attached near the anterior end96‐
100

. For this organism the mass distribution is typically anisotropic, so that the center of mass is post‐

erior to the center of buoyancy.
Another well studied microorganism is E. coli. E. coli is propelled from the rear by several rotation
flagella90. Figure 10, panel (b) shows a semantic view of E. coli. The motor (flagellum) is able to rotate
clockwise (CW), as seen by an observer standing outside of the cell looking down at the hook, or
counterclockwise (CCW).
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Figure 10: a) SEM picture of E. coli; b) model for the “run” swimming phase of E. coli. The flagellum bun‐
dle is rotating CCW while the cell body is rotating CW101.

When the motor turns CCW, the filaments rotate parallel in a bundle that pushes the cell body
steadily (in a straight‐line) forward. This movement is called “run”. While the motor rotates CCW and
the cell moves forward the cell body has to turn CW to balance external torque102. When the motor
turns CW, the flagella turn independently and the cell body moves erratically with little net displace‐
ment. This movement is described as “tumble”. The two modes alternate. The cell runs and tumbles,
executing a three‐dimensional random walk, as shown in figure 11. The mean run interval is about
1s, whereas the tumble interval is only 0.1s.

Figure 11: This plot shows about 30s in the life of an E. coli K‐12 bacterium swimming in an isotropic ho‐
mogenous medium. The track spans about 0.1mm form left to right. The plot shows 26 runs and tumbles, the
longest run (nearly vertical) lasting 6.6s. The mean speed is 21µm/s103.

The change in angle between the runs is generated by the tumble phase and is approximately
random (with a slight forward bias). If a cell follows a special gradient of a chemical attractant the
runs are extended. If the bacterium chooses the opposite direction, runs revert to the length ob‐
served in the absence of a gradient. Thus, the cell is able to move up or down the gradients. The me‐
chanism of gradient sensing of E.coli is temporal and not spatial. E.coli does not determine whether
there is more attractant, say, in front than behind; rather, it determines whether the concentration
increases when it moves in a particular direction. Studies of impulsive stimuli indicated that a cell
compares the concentration observed over the past 1s with the concentration observed over the
previous 3s and responds to the difference104, 105. The runs in figure 11 are not quite straight because
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the cell is subject to rotational Brownian movement that causes it to wander off course by about 30°
within 1s. After about 10s it drifts off course by more than 90° and “forgets” the direction in which it
was going.

3.3.3 Hydrodynamics interaction at solid boundaries
The role of hydrodynamic interaction in the locomotion of microorganisms is theoretically de‐
scribed in a number of publications83, 84, 95, 102, 106‐111. These publications explain the movement in solu‐
tion away from any boundary. Rothschild112 in the mid nineteen sixties and Berke et.al113 more re‐
cently studied the distribution of spermatozoa and E. coli between two glass slides (shown in figure
12). Although they used different organisms, both measured a very similar cell distribution.

Figure 12: Cell distribution between tow glass surfaces. a) bull spermatozoa112; b) E.coli 113.

The favored explanation for that result is the presence of hydrodynamic forces as described in a
number of theoretical calculations 113‐115. In comparison to the motile organisms a non motile object,
e.g. a polystyrene bead, is repelled by a surface due to hydrodynamic forces if no attractive forces
(like e.g. electrostatics) are present116. Figure 13 shows this theoretical calculation for a 2.5µm large
particle approaching a surface. The drag force acting on a moving object in the low Reynolds number
regime is described by Stokes’ law and is dependent on the radius r of the object and its velocity.
When an object approaches a solid interface the drag forces (Stokes’ law, equation (3.2)) has to be
modified by a correction factor .
6
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Figure 13: Theoretical calculation for the distance dependent increase of the drag force ( ) of an object
of the same size as an Ulva spore116.

The drag force increases at a distance of 10µm from the surface. For swimming objects the hy‐
drodynamic forces caused by the beating of the flagella have to be taken into account as well. In the
case of swimming cells the repulsion by the drag force is overcompensated by different attractive
forces. The flow around most flagellated swimming organisms, including spermatozoa cells or bacte‐
ria such as E. coli, is well approximated by a force dipole (stresslet)94. The flagellum provides the
force which is opposed by the drag on the cell body. As the cell swims it sets up a dipolar flow field
which in general does not satisfy the no‐slip boundary conditions near a solid interface. The flow in
the presence of the interface is the result of the linear superposition of the infinite‐fluid, plus any
image flow field on the other side of the surface which is necessary to enforce the boundary condi‐
tions near the solid interface111. Physically, the approach to image flow fields is similar to the method
of images in electrostatics, with the only difference that in fluid dynamics the image is a vector field.
This force dipole induces a flow of fluid towards the wall. To gain physical intuition, it is easier to pic‐
ture a dipole near a free surface; in that case, the image system is an equal dipole on the other side
of the surface, and two parallel dipoles attract each other113. For the motility of cell this flow results
in a change of swimming direction into a movement parallel to the surface as schematically illu‐
strated in figure 14.

Figure 14: Induced rotation of swimming cells by a solid interface. A cell which is pushed from behind is
hydrodynamically orientated into a swimming direction parallel to the surface.111

Bondi et al. measured the velocity distribution of E.coli in micro channels117. They found that E.
coli swims faster in a 3µm height channel than in a free solution or 10µm channel. Ramia et al. pre‐
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dict in their theoretical calculation that a back‐propelled microorganism moves faster when it is
swims in close vicinity to the surface84. This speed increase near a wall is a result of the increasing
hydrodynamic forces near the solid interface. The reason for that is that the propulsive force of the
flagellum is drag based and therefore more effective near the wall111. However, if the swimmer is
assumed to swim with a constant power, then the boundary condition near the solid interface in
general leads to a decrease of the swimming speed111. Magariyama et al. studied the motion pattern
of the mono flagellated Vibrio alginolyticus in solution and near different chemical modified
surfaces118. They observed a significant difference in the motion pattern if the cell is close to the sur‐
face in comparison to the motion in solution. Drescher et al. showed that the spherical algae Volvox
are attracted to each other and can form stable bound states in which they “waltz” around each oth‐
er if they swim near a solid boundary119. These bound states are induced by fluid dynamics and hy‐
drodynamics near the surface119.
If E. coli is closer than 2µm to the surface, it does not swim in straight runs but is observed to
trace out clockwise circles92, 120. The swimming direction is clockwise when viewed from above. The
circular swimming motion of the cell is due to the rotation of the cell body and hydrodynamic drag.
This effect has been used to predict the direction of cellular motion in the micro channel91.
As described above, microorganisms can spend periods of times (> 1min) swimming in close
proximity to a surface120‐122. In irreversible adhesion, by contrast, bacteria adhering to the surface do
not move, either by swimming or Brownian motion86, 123, 124. Before cells irreversible adhere, they can
(but do not have to) become “tethered” to the surface. “Tethered” describes a state when a flagel‐
lum adheres to the surface but the cell body still rotates freely125, 126. “Tethered” cells are in an in‐
termediate state between swimming and irreversible adhesion because they are able to either start
swimming again or adhere to the surface. Adhesion of individual cells to a surface is the first step in
the formation of biofilms127. The standard model for bacterial adhesion implies that bacteria proceed
from a loosely attached, reversible state to a more strongly attached, irreversible state128. Bacteria
within a biofilm are much harder to kill than swimming bacteria129; therefore it would be of advan‐
tage to control cellular adhesion and prevent the very formation of harmful biofilms130.

3.4 Tracking in 3D
Tracking light microscopy has been used to investigate bacteria like E. coli21. By using this tech‐
nique it is possible to track one bacterium at a time in three dimensions by using translation stages. It
was found that a single bacterium switches its motility patterns over time between swimming and
tumbling phases20. Another way of measuring three‐dimensional trajectories is stereoscopy, which
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requires two synchronized cameras131, 132. Confocal microscopy has also been used to study the mo‐
tion of particles in colloidal systems over time, however the nature of these scanning technique limits
the achievable frame rate133. Another common technique to image a flow‐profile is µPIV, which uses
small tracer particles134. However, traditional PIV methods were found to have difficulties in mapping
the complex three dimensional trajectories.
Digital in‐line holography (DIH) provides an alternative: lensless microscopy technique which in‐
trinsically contains complete three‐dimensional information about the investigated volume. The me‐
thode does not require a feedback control which responds to the motion and it uses only one CCD
camera. This very straightforward method and can be realized by a very simple setup as shown in
figure 15, panel (a) or explained in section (2.2). Holography has been applied in the past to study
swimming marine organisms such as algal spores27‐29, 42, 135, predator‐prey interactions of dinoflagel‐
lates and the resulting changes in their behavior45 and in microfluidics to visualize liquid flow fieled136,
137

.
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In this chapter the developed hardware (holographic microscope, wet cell, heat isolation, sub‐
sonic noise isolation) and software (data acquisition, reconstruction, trace determination and trace
interpretation) is described in detail. Furthermore, all experimental details regarding surface position
determination, preparation of the used organisms and the synthesis of the used surfaces are pro‐
vided.

4.1 Setup
4.1.1 Holographic Microscope
A transportable holographic microscope was developed in order to be able to measure in differ‐
ent labs. The basic idea for the instrument follows the implementation described earlier by Kreuzer
et al.138. In figure 15 panel (a) a picture of the main components is shown. Laser, focusing optics, pin‐
hole, wet cell (including the sample) and CCD are set up in the in‐line geometry.

Figure 15: a) schematic sketch of the in‐line geometry; b) picture of the built in‐line holograph. The opti‐
cal path is horizontal aligned in a cage system (Thorlabs GmbH, Germany).

The optical components are aligned horizontally whereas the wet cell for the sample is mounted
vertically in order to prevent any debris from sinking down to the surface driven by gravity. Objective
(Euromex Microscopes, 20x, NA 0.4, Neatherland) and pinhole (500nm, National Apertures, USA) are
mounted in a cage system (Thorlabs GmbH, Germany). The objective can be moved within the cage
system independently in respect to the pinhole by an adjustable platform (change in z‐position). This
adjustment is necessary to perfectly focus the laser onto the pinhole and thereby maximize the pho‐
ton flux on the CCD‐Chip. The pinhole is fixed at a position in the cage system but mounted on a xy
translator (travel distance 13mm, Thorlabs GmbH, Germany) to move it precisely into the focus of
the beam. A DPSS laser (green, 532nm, 10mW, IMM Meßtechnologie, Germany) is coupled into the
optical axis via two mirrors. Two irides are used in the cage system to align the laser beam and to
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clean the beam profile. The irides also block unwanted reflections from the objective and adjusting
mirrors.
The CCD‐camera is a Lumenera Lu160M with 1392 x 1040 pixels (1280 x 1024 active pixels) and
an area of 6.45 x 6.45µm per pixel as applied previously for underwater digital in‐line holography29.
The sensor is also mounted on the cage system which allows adjusting the distance between pinhole
and CCD‐camera continuously. While performing the experiments, the distance between the chip
and the pinhole was typically 16 mm, which is a compromise of optimal illumination of the complete
CCD chip, large enough magnification and big enough observation volume. For the camera used, the
best achieved frame rate was 11Hz.
The wet cell is not attached to the cage system to keep as much flexibility as possible and to al‐
low a simple surface exchange. The wet cell is mounted on an individual xyz adjustable platform in
order to have three degrees of freedom to access a random position of choice and to optimize the
magnification. To obtain the necessary resolution to resolve Ulva spores the wet cell pinhole distance
has to be smaller than 1mm.
To make the instrument deployable in different environments the microscope is shielded from
daylight by a wooden box. The wooden protection device is equipped with windows to access the
translation stages during the measurement. Those windows are covered with laser curtains to pro‐
tect the setup from stray light. Including the wooden box the instrument has a dimension of 52cm x
32cm x 40cm, weighs 6kg and is therefore easily transportable.

4.1.2 Wet cell
In figure 16 the observation chamber is shown. The cell is designed for fast exchange of the sur‐
face being investigated. The chamber consists of three parts, the observation chamber itself made
from Teflon with a volume of 1 mm³ and two steel lids. The lids are used to seal the cell by pressing a
transparent surface (e.g. a glass cover slip) on the o‐ring embedded in the observation chamber. The
lids on each side can be changed independently. This setup allows an easy exchange of sealing sur‐
faces. In figure 16 panel (b) a drawing with dimensions is shown to clarify the real size of the cell.
Panel (c) shows the finished and complete assembled wet cell. The surfaces used to seal the wet cell
can be used simultaneously, e.g. as samples to study the exploration behaviour of swimmers in vicin‐
ity to a surface.
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Figure 16: wet cell: a) CAD assembly; b) drawing with dimensions; c) complete assembled wet cell.

4.1.3 Subsonic noise isolation
The setup is isolated from subsonic noise by the use of four posts of soft tissue situated under‐
neath the instrument.

4.1.4 Data acquisition program
For the exact calculation of the spore velocities the holograms were stored with a timestamp, as
the frame rate for acquiring the images is not constant. Figure 17 panel (a) shows an example for a
trajectory recorded with inconstant frame rate. In the magnified area (see panel (a)) of the trajectory
the spore suddenly moves approximately five times the distance it usually moves. In figure 17
panel (c) the velocity is calculated for the trajectory shown in panel (a). When the velocity is calcu‐
lated assuming a constant frame rate (green curve in panel (b)) the velocity jumps for a single point
to a high value. This velocity value is not correct.

Figure 17: Example for the recording without a constant frame rate. a) xz view of a spore movement
with magnification of the readout delay; b) velocity calculation for the spore trajectory shown in a).

The data is acquired via an USB 2.0 port so that the hard disk speed limits the used frame rate.
The storage of the images can cause a delay for further acquired images. To overcome this problem a
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timestamp with a precision in the range of milliseconds was included in the filename for each ac‐
quired image. The modification of the existing Labview® program was done with the help of Florian
Staier, a former colleague from the work group. The time information is provided by the Windows
system time. In addition a faster hard disk was bought to keep the readout delays as small as possi‐
ble.
In the course of the detailed motion analysis it turned out that the timestamp is not always
stored accurately. Two examples in which the velocity jumps for a single data point to an extremely
high value are shown in figure 18. In figure 18 panel (a) at 2.3s the velocity jumps from 150µm/s to
1173µm/s and back to 210.0µm/s. In the z‐position (blue curve) and in the x‐ and y‐position (not
shown) no big changes are found which could explain the velocity spikes. A readout delay as de‐
scribed above can also be excluded. Therefore the error has to be due to the timestamp. In figure 18
panel (c) the time values for the plot in panel (a) are shown. The velocity spike occurs in the fifths
row where Δt is only 0.015s.

Figure 18: Two examples for an incorrectly stored timestamp. In panels (a, b) the velocity is plotted in
black (left side) and the change in z‐position is plotted in blue (right side). Both are plotted against the
elapsed observation time. In panel (c) the details for the spike in panel (a) are shown.

To exclude a systematic jitter the timestamp was assigned to the previous (timestamp ‐1) or the
next (timestamp +1) image. Even if the velocity is calculated with these new assignments the spikes
in the velocity data still occur (see figure 18). A possibility to avoid the high values is to calculate the
velocity assuming a constant frame rate. For the data shown in figure 18 this approach works well.
But, as described above, the data is not actually stored with a constant frame rate and therefore this
approach is not suitable for all data even if it works in this special case.
Even if the saved timestamp is not always stored correctly the data can still be analyzed more ac‐
curate than without the timestamp because the readout delay can be analyzed correctly. For the da‐
ta recorded and analyzed within this thesis the timestamp is therefore used. To avoid errors in the
interpretation of the data any velocity value greater as 500µm/s is excluded.
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Figure 19: Example for the timestamp jitter in the calculated velocity. Even if the saved timestamp is as‐
signed to the previous (“timestamp ‐1”) or the next (“timestamp +1”) image the velocity spikes still occur.
Only if the velocity is calculated assuming a constant frame rate the velocity jump can be prevented.

For future experiments a new camera (pco.1200s.) will be used where the timestamp is provided
by the camera software and is not added by Labview® when the image is stored on the hard disk.
This camera also makes use of an individual storage and is therefore not prone to limited acquisition
speed by the data transfer. The new camera was purchased not only because of the timestamp prob‐
lem but as well for many other reasons such as higher frame rate (max. 636 fps), bigger CCD chip
(12.3 x 12.3 mm), passive cooling of the CCD, and higher signal to noise ratio (SNR).

4.1.5 Heat isolation
A major problem occurring in the first acquired data was that in addition to the cell’s self‐
propulsion motion a convection induced flow was recorded. Figure 20 shows a typical example for
the obtained data for Ulva spores with superimposed convectional flow.

Figure 20: Example for convectional flow a) 3D view; b) xy view; c) xz view.

The convection is caused by the waste heat of the CCD‐chip. To solve this problem the CCD chip
was cooled by a nitrogen stream. Therefore a rubber tube was installed in the instrument. To adjust
the flow of nitrogen a temperature control was build in next to the CCD‐chip to keep the tempera‐
ture constant during the measurement. With this setup it was possible to record convection free data
(described in section 5).
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4.2 Experimental procedure
Figure 21 shows a flowchart of the experimental procedure. In the chart the different work phas‐
es are color‐coded. The measurement (marked in green) was done with the instrument described in
section 4.1 in the labs of Prof. Callow in Birmingham, UK. While running the experiments the first
analysis “online filtering for events” (marked in red) is done. The analysis is basically done by watch‐
ing the interference pattern recorded by the camera. The main focus of this analysis is to check the
following:
•

check for a stable illumination

•

check whether convection occurs in the observation volume (see section 4.1.5)

•

check the swimming performance of the spores (dead or alive)

•

note surface events (if possible to witness)

If the experiment was successful (based on the parameters above) the holograms are stored in a
“Data bank A”. The data volume recorded is in the range of 2 Gigabyte per experiment. Before the
holograms are reconstructed the data is analyzed again (“Offline filtering for events”) to search for
events of interest (for example settlement events). In section 5.2.3 the analysis is shown in detail.

Figure 21: Schematic overview of the procedure from the experiment to the motion analysis.

For the trajectory analysis (marked in blue) and the trajectory interpretation (marked in yellow)
individual programs are written in matlab® (Mathworks 2007a) which are briefly explained in the
next sections (4.3 and 4.4).
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4.3 Trajectory analysis
In this section the trajectory analysis (marked in blue in the flowchart shown in figure 21) is ex‐
plained. The section is divided into two parts: (i) reconstruction and (ii) position determination.

4.3.1 Reconstruction
To analyze sequences of thousands of images a batch reconstruction program is needed because
the existing reconstruction program only works for a single image. The reconstruction routine itself is
described in detail in section 2.2. The structure of the program is kept extremely simple for a fast ex‐
ecution. It is based on a spread sheet, which the program executes line by line. In the spread sheet
(saved as a text file) all needed parameters are defined.
Before reconstructing a complete frame sequence (500‐1000 frames), the reconstruction dis‐
tances (L11 and L12) have to be determined. L11 and L12 define the position of the lowest (L11,
nearest to the point source) and highest (L12, furthest to the point source) reconstruction plane. To
analyze the exploration behaviour of zoospores on a surface the lower distance (L11) has to be below
the surface. L11 is defined by reconstructing a few composite holograms (generated out of ≈20 im‐
ages) at different points in time in the frame sequence. In this composite hologram the lowest object
position is determined. From the obtained value for L11 100µm is subtracted to make sure not to cut
off any objects in the following reconstruction. The higher distance (L12) is typically 800 ‐ 1200µm
higher than L11 somewhere in the solution. After defining these parameters the resulting volume is
reconstructed in steps of 5µm. A step width of 5µm was determined to be the perfect value to save
reconstruction time but to be still able to determine the position very accurately. If the step width is
smaller more time to reconstruct the images is necessary without achieving a better z‐determination.
In general the depth resolution for most experiments is anyway only 5.6µm (see equation (2.13),
page 11). For a 800µm high volume this results in a stack of 160 reconstructed images for each holo‐
gram. If a large dataset is reconstructed the result is a huge amount of data which involves the prob‐
lem of data handling similar to time lapse measurements in confocal microscopy. Therefore the need
of storage capacity for the reconstructed data was reduced by generating three projections from the
three dimensional image stacks. These are the XY‐, XZ‐ and YZ‐projections. In figure 22 typical projec‐
tions are shown.
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Figure 22: Calculated projections from the reconstruction stack. a) simple addition in XZ‐ & YZ‐
projection; b) addition of only the max values in XZ‐ &YZ‐projection139.

For the XY‐projection a simple addition of each stack layer works very well, but for the XZ & YZ‐
projection this leads to very noisy data (see figure 22 panel (a)) and makes it impossible to reliably
extract coordinates. Therefore each pixel in a XZ‐ & YZ‐projection only contains the maximum value
present in the projected rod of pixels. A typical result for the three projections obtained is shown in
figure 22, panel (b). The low noise in the background allows for distinguishing the objects in the vol‐
ume from the background. For the XY projection also a small improvement in the signal to noise
(SNR) ratio is achieved by only using the maximum value present in the projection rod of pixels
(figure 22, panel (b)). These projections are stored on a hard disk before the position determination
is started.

4.3.2 Position determination
It turned out to be necessary to have a customized position determination program to be able to
analyze many spores’ positions fast and accurately. This data is needed to study the exploration be‐
havior of Ulva spores. The position determination software is one main effort of the thesis. The histo‐
ry of the software development is summarized shortly.
The first approach was to use imageJ® with the plugin “object tracker”. This determination works
well in the xy‐plane but to determine the z‐coordinate a different program had to be used because
the “object tracker” only determined in 2D. This approach worked well enough to analyze the first
motion data and to obtain a few trajectories of moving spores. Yet in total this approach was too
time consuming and too inaccurate in all spatial directions as it dependent on the position which the
user chose by hand.
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The second approach followed the idea of a completely automated position determination,
which was implemented in Matlab® together with Peter Divós. But the routine turned out to be very
error prone so that checking the data needed the same amount of time as determining the position
using the first approach.
The third and last approach is a combination of the earlier ones. It is implemented in Matlab®
and has a graphical interface to allow easy use, especially for other users. The program is imple‐
mented the way that the trajectories are analyzed subsequently. After a start position is manually
assigned to a spore, the program automatically determines the spore positions in the consecutive
frames until it leaves the field of view (FoV) or cannot be definitely allocated (e.g. crossing of trajec‐
tories).
To locate the 3D position of an Ulva spore in the projections, the position in the XY plane is first
determined. After an initial coarse determination of the position by the user, an area with a size of
only 3 times the spore diameter is used for locating the centre of mass of the spore. This is necessary
to avoid problems caused by other spores in its vicinity. In order to disregard brighter tails or neigh‐
boring Ulva spores, a threshold is applied which sets all points with a brightness below a certain gray
value to zero. If more than one object is present in the image cutout the algorithm keeps the object
of interest and discards the other object. This threshold parameter usually lies in the order of 60% of
the brightest feature and has to be optimized to the imaging conditions and to the contrast the ob‐
jects causes. Subsequently the corresponding z‐positions are determined from the XZ and YZ projec‐
tion. Self‐consistency needs to be maintained for the two projections. Using the starting point in the
three spatial directions of the first frame in the time sequence, the subsequent frame is analyzed au‐
tomatically in the same way under the assumption that the spore does not swim further than max‐
imal four times the mean travel speed. The automatic routine runs until the spore cannot definitely
be allocated or it is aborted by the user. If the spore density is small enough within only approximate‐
ly 20 objects being present in one projection at a time, the determination works nearly without user
intervention. In the end, uncertain position determinations (mainly lacking self‐consistency in the z
values) are marked and thus can manually be refined by the user. To realize this position determina‐
tion program the important steps are shown in a flowchart (see figure 23).
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Figure 23: Flowchart of the position determination program (see figure 22 for an complete overview of
the experimental procedure).

The program is controlled by the main user interface (see flowchart). In this interface (see figure
24 for a screenshot) all necessary parameters for the determination can be adjusted. It turned out to
be necessary to exclude points (e.g. static objects) which can interfere with the automated determi‐
nation. Figure 25 shows a screenshot of this interface (“Exclusion points”). “The trajectory start point
determination” has an individual interface (not shown as an individual figure) in which the start val‐
ues for a trajectory can be defined. These values are added to a list which is automatically evaluated
by the “automated trajectory determination” routine. If the automatic routine is not able to deter‐
mine the next spore position, the trajectory is marked as “finished; wait for user responds” and is
passed to the “Determined trajectory control” routine. The interface for this routine is shown in fig‐
ure 26.
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Figure 24: Screenshot of the main user interface.

Figure 25: Screenshot of the “exclusion points” interface.

Before a trajectory can be added to the “Data bank B” it has to be checked by the user. The “De‐
termined trajectory control” interface makes it easy to refine the trajectory, paste it back to the au‐
tomated routine after solving a problem (e.g. crossing of two spores), or add the trajectory to the
“Data bank B” when the trajectory is completely determined (the spore leaves the FoV or the last
image is reached). If the trajectory is added to the data bank the spore positions of this trajectory are
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excluded from the automatic determination. This exclusion allows the routine to evaluate crossing
points because some objects are known and cannot be determined anymore. Therefore the auto‐
matic determination works better with increasing amount of analyzed positions.

Figure 26: Screenshot of the “determined trajectory control” interface.

The strength of this algorithm is that it is programmed in a way that the automatic routine runs
independently on a separate computer while the user can mark new start values or refine/check al‐
ready automatic determined positions. The data between the two computers is always synchronized
to allow a fast determination. All presented trajectories are analyzed with this software.
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4.4 Trajectory interpretation
The trajectories stored in “Data bank B” are used to analyze the spore exploration behavior (see
flowchart in figure 21). To study the latter it was necessary to implement an analysis tool (“trace in‐
terpretation interface”) with a graphical interface (see figure 27 for a screenshot of the interface). In
the following the options of the analysis tool are described.

Figure 27: Screenshot of trace interpretation interface.

From the low numerical aperture in the used setup it becomes obvious that the z‐resolution is
worse compared to the x/y‐resolution (see equation (2.13), page 11). This is illustrated in figure 28,
where a static particle on the surface was imaged 500 times. In the determined positions the
x‐position remains quite stable and varies only by roughly 500nm (approximately 15% of the spore
diameter) but the z‐determination varies by 2.5μm, which is in the order of the diameter of the spore
body. Although this uncertainty does not affect the descriptive component within the thesis, the
analysis of velocity histograms will suffer as the z‐component of the velocity vector contains more
noise. Therefore, spans of 13 data points were approximated by a 2nd‐degree polynomial model in a
local regression and the different regressions were weighted by linear least squares while disregard‐
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ing severe outliers. This results in a drastically reduced noise which is much closer to the one in the
XY projections. This ensures that the width of the histogram is similarly influenced by the uncertainty
present in all three vector components of the single positions. In the “trace interpretation interface”
the span of the polynomial model can be altered to smooth the data according to the experimental
needs because the resolution in x/y and z depends on several variables (see equation (2.13), page 11)
and can therefore change between the experiments.

Figure 28: Fluctuation in position determination for a static point on the surface recorded over 40
seconds139.

To understand the exploration behavior throughout the course of the thesis many different ana‐
lysis approaches are implemented and combined in the “trace interpretation interface”. In the fol‐
lowing only the used analysis approaches are listed and in the brackets an example within the thesis
is shown:
•

•

•
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3D plot for the trajectories
o

complete volume (figure 46, page 73)

o

individual trajectories (figure 69, page 129)

o

color coded for different velocities (figure 40, page 60)

velocity histogram
o

individual trajectories (figure 38, page 58)

o

section of the observation volume (figure 79, page 138)

angular (αv and αz) and velocity distribution
o

individual trajectories (figure 69, page 129)

o

section of the observation volume (figure 82, page 142 and figure 83, page 143)

4.4 Trajectory interpretation
•

distribution of mean values (mean velocity (vm),

v

and

z)

o

section of the observation volume (figure 82, page 142 and figure 83, page 143)

o

detailed analysis to characterize the movement in the section towards and
away from the surface (figure 57, page 90)

•

•

detailed trajectory analysis
o

velocity versus time (figure 69, page 129)

o

αv versus time (figure 69, page 129)

o

αz versus time (figure 69, page 129)

o

Distance from the surface versus time (figure 69, page 129)

spore density distribution (figure 81, page 140)

The angle αv (see figure 29, panel (a)) is defined as the angle between two consecutive displace‐
ment vectors. If for example αv is 0° the spore swims in a straight line and if αv is 180° it swims back‐
wards.
The angle αz is defined as the angle of the spore velocity vector with respect to the surface nor‐
mal and is illustrated in figure 29, panel (b). If αz is smaller than 90° the spore swims away from the
surface, and if αz is bigger than 90° the spore swims towards the surface.

Figure 29: Sketch to illustrate the definition of αv (a) and αz (b).

To discuss the spore motility in detail, especially to study the approach and detachment from the
surface, the motility parameters (αv, αz and vm) of individual trajectories are determined for different
sections of the observation volume. Figure 30 shows a theoretical and 2D simplified example for this
analysis. The motility vectors are assigned to the different sections dependent on the start point of
the vector. The analysis is exemplary shown for the section 10‐20µm from the surface. Only the red
and green highlighted vectors are assigned to the section. The start value of the gray vectors is out‐
side the section and therefore does not belong to this section. Based on the value of the αz, the vec‐
tors can be assigned to pointing towards the surface (red) and pointing away from the surface
(green). The mean value of all vectors in the section is plotted in the corresponding graph (see figure
30). An example can be found in figure 57, page 90. Respectively, this analysis can be done for αz and
vm.
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Figure 30: 2D sketch to illustrate the motility analysis in dependency to the distance from the surface.
The motility vectors marked red point towards the surface, whereas the vectors marked green point away
from the surface. Only vectors with a start value within the section are assigned to the section. The start val‐
ue of the gray vector is outside the section and therefore belongs to the upper section. The average value of
all observed vectors is plotted. This sketch is shown as an example for αv but is done in the course of the the‐
sis for αz and vm as well.

Whether a spore swims isotropic in volume can be studied by the means of the mean

z

distribu‐

tion shown in figure 31. The sketch shows a simplified 2D movement vector distribution. Depending
whether the vector points towards the surface the vector is marked red or if pointing away from the
surface it is marked green. The distribution is isotropic if the average angle is 90° and the average
angel in the half spaces is 56° for the spore fraction swimming away and 124° for the spore fraction
swimming towards the surface. For the mean angles in the half spaces, at a first thought, one would
expect a mean value of 45° and 135°, respectively, which is true for two dimensions. However, in a
three dimensional volume, it has to be taken into account that a vector has more possibilities of
adapting an angle of 90° than of 0°. Therefore, the mean value shifts to 56° and 124°, respectively
(see figure 31, isotropic distribution).
If the mean angle over the complete angle range (figure 31, anisotropic distribution I) is not 90°,
the movement of the spores is anisotropic and a trend to swim either towards or away from the sur‐
face is observed. However, if a spore moves parallel to the surface, the mean angle for the complete
angle range is still 90° although the spore movement is anisotropic (figure 31, anisotropic distribution
II). This anisotropy can be described by the mean value of

z

of the half spaces. If the value is >56° for

the movement away from the surface and <124° for the movement towards the surface and the ab‐
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solute value of difference 90°

towards/away

is for both angles the same, the spore swims parallel

to the surface.

Figure 31: Simplified 2D sketch to illustrate the movement vector distribution. The orientation of the
movement vector in correlation to the surface is described by αz. Depending on the calculation only angles
between 0‐180° are possible. The possible orientation of the vector can be divided in two sections (half spac‐
es). A value of αz between 0 and 90° means that the spore swims away from the surface (marked green),
whereas a value of αz between 90 and 180° means that the spore swims towards the surface (marked red).

The spinning motion (definition in section 5.2.4.5) is described by the radius (ra) and the angle β.
Blue dots mark the determined center of mass of the spore bodies. The center of the circle (marked
red) is calculated by the median of the displacement vector. The radius (ra) is the vector which points
from the center of the circle to the obtained spore position. The angel β is defined as the angel be‐
tween two subsequent radial vectors.

Figure 32: Definition of the radius (ra) and of the angle β to quantify the spinning motion.
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4.5 Surface position determination
To be able to study the exploration behavior of Ulva zoospores on surfaces the exact surface po‐
sition within the setup (see figure 15 for a schematic sketch) needs to be known. To determine the
surface position is not trivial because the used surfaces are transparent and are therefore not visible
in the reconstruction. One approach was to scratch the surface on the back side with a diamond pen.
Once the scratch is recorded it is necessary to change the field of view for the motion analysis be‐
cause the scratch strongly disturbs the acquired hologram. It is possible to reconstruct the scratch
but the obtained position is not precise enough for the surface localization. The reason for the insuf‐
ficient position determination of the scratch is that it has no defined edges and the light is strongly
diffracted. Another approach was to glue a hair on the backside of the surface. But again the position
determination is not precise enough. Here the reason is that the object is too big to be recorded with
the used magnification. For the reconstruction too much reference wave information is lost to obtain
a good image.
As a solution the surface position is determined by obtained motion data itself. If a spore settles
on a surface the surface plane can be easily determined. If no settlement event is observed during
the recording the surface determination is difficult. Nevertheless, based on the knowledge of the
motion data analyzed on surfaces where settlement occurs it is possible to define the surface plane
also on surfaces on which no settlement is recorded.

Figure 33: Example to determine the surface position on PEG (a) and on FOTS (b). The trajectories are co‐
lored to distinguish between the individual trajectories. Please note that the field of view for FOTS is 1.5
times larger than for PEG. This difference is due to a different pinhole sample distance.

Figure 33 shows an example of the surface position determination based on the motility data.
With the known uncertainty of the position determination of a static object (e.g. settlement event,
see figure 28, page 42), the surface position can be found by the calculation of the average z‐values
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of all settlement events. Assuming the same determination uncertainty the surface position on PEG is
defined respectively.

4.6 Experiments with Ulva Zoospores
Zoospores where collected and released according to an established protocol51. In the thesis of
Schilp a detailed description is provided68. Fertile plants of Ulva linza were collected from the sea‐
shore at Llantwit Major, South Wales, U.K. (51°40’N; 3°48’W) a few days before spring tide. In order
to remove any debris which could alter the measurements, the artificial sea water (ASW, Tropic Ma‐
rin®) and the spore suspension was filtered twice with a 20μm filter. The optical density of the sus‐
pension of released spores was measured and diluted to a final concentration of 20000 spores/ml. To
prevent settlement the spores were kept on a magnetic stirrer for 15min. This time was held con‐
stant to obtain the same conditioned spores for all work phases. The suspension (1ml) was injected
into the dry wet cell and the spore motility was typically recorded for 1h resulting in 2Terabyte of
storage image per experiment. The recording was started with the injection of the spores and was
stopped after the experiment was terminated. The experiment was terminated by sucking the spore
suspension out of the wet cell. Afterwards the wet cell was dismounted and the spore settlement on
the used surface was counted, or the surfaces were used in a standard settlement assay to deter‐
mine their performance under established conditions.
The AMBIO standard settlement assay is the following: 10ml of the spore suspension
(1.5∙106 spores/ml) are added to an individual compartment of a sterile Quadriperm dish containing
the test surface of interest. The sample is incubated in darkness for 45min and then washed gently in
ASW to remove unsettled, i.e motile spores. The spore were fixed in a 2.5% solution of glutaralde‐
hyde in ASW over night. Subsequently the surface are washed first in ASW, than in 50/50 ASW and
deionized water and finally in deionized water. The spores are counted under a Zeiss epifluorescence
microscope taking advantage of the autofluorescence of the chlorophyll locate settled spores.

4.7 Investigated surfaces
Apart from the glass surface all other surfaces were prepared and characterized by X. Cao, a for‐
mer group member. Within his thesis (chapter 5.5.1, 5.5.2 and 5.6.1) a detailed description of the
preparation and the characterization is provided140.
In the course of the thesis the following surface are used:
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•

AWG (glass coverslips: 22mm x 22mm, 0.14mm thickness, purchased by Roth GmbH &
Co. KG, Germany).

•

PEG (polyethylenegycolmonomethylether [MW: 2000g/mol with 43 etylenegycol units],
synthesized by X. Cao140) crafted on glass coverslips.

•

FOTS (tridecafluoroctyl‐triethoxysilane, purchased from Degussa, Germany) crafted on
glass coverslips.

The coverslips were cleaned by rinsing with deionised water, followed by an ultrasonic treatment
for 15min, rinsing with deionised water, leaching for at least 12h, rinsing with deionised water and
finally blow drying with nitrogen. The prepared surfaces (PEG and FOTS) were stored under nitrogen
after the preparation and were blown off with nitrogen before the use.
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Ulva zoospores
Understanding the exploration behavior of alga Ulva zoospores will give a great insight in how
spores select where they settle. Therefore the motility and surface exploration of Ulva zoospores is
studied. Ulva spores are fast swimmers and actively search for a place on a surface to settle for grow‐
ing into a new plant. The goal of the motion analysis is to understand the surface exploration beha‐
vior in deeper detail. This knowledge can be used for example in antifouling assays to distinguish be‐
tween attractive or repellent surfaces and therefore can assist the development of antifouling coat‐
ings. One important condition to further understand the complex surface exploration behavior is to
know the motility in solution. Therefore the following chapter is split into two sections: first, the mo‐
tion analysis in solution and second, the surface exploration behavior.
The experiments with Ulva zoospores were done in collaboration with the group of Prof. Callow
at the University of Birmingham, UK. Four experimental sessions were carried out in September
2006, April 2007, October 2007 and June 2008, each lasting six weeks. Over this time the setup was
refined to fulfill experimental needs and a semi‐automatic position determination software package
was developed. The data used for the following discussion was acquired in June 2008 because in the
earlier recorded data a convection induced flow has been present (see section 4.1.5).
Ulva spores cannot be cultivated and have to be harvested at the sea shore prior to an experi‐
ment. The plant only releases a high amount of spores on full or new moon therefore the harvest has
to be a few days earlier to obtain sufficient quantities of spores. Data from two collection trips was
analyzed.
The following code is used to distinguish between the collection trips. All experiments marked
with “***‐A‐*” were done with spores harvest on June 13, 2008 (5 days before full moon) in Llantwit
Major. Experiments marked with “***‐B‐*”were done with spores collected on June 16, 2008 (2 days
before full moon) in Llantwit Major. Table 1 shows an overview of the experiment timetable. The
spores were released for each experiment separately.
The experiments (e.g. “AWG‐A‐*”) are named according to the following system: first, the sur‐
face is abbreviated: (e.g.: “AWG”: glass, “PEG”: poly(ethylene glycol) coated glass and “FOTS”: fluori‐
nated monolayer on glass), second, the collection trip is specified (e.g. “A”: collection trip A) and
third, the experiment number is shown (“ * ”: all experiments, “1”: experiment number 1, ….). For
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the motility in solution the surface abbreviation is replaced by “Bulk” and a number “I”. For all expe‐
riments the starting point (t = 0min) is when the spore suspension is injected into the observation
chamber.
For the experiments Bulk‐I‐A‐* and Bulk‐II‐A‐* the spores were released on June 14, 2008 and for
the experiment Bulk‐III‐A‐* at the same day as the collection trip (June 13). The spores used for the
experiment Bulk‐IV‐B‐* were harvested on June 16, 2008 (collection trip B) and were released at the
following day (June 17).
Table 1: Overview over the analyzed experiments.
Name
AWG‐I‐A‐* (Bulk‐I‐A‐*)
PEG‐A‐* (Bulk‐II‐A‐*)
FOTS‐A‐* (Bulk‐III‐A‐*)
AWG‐II‐B‐* (Bulk‐IV‐B‐*)

Surface
AWG
PEG
FOTS
AWG

Collection trip
A (June 13, 2008)
A (June 13, 2008)
A (June 13, 2008)
B (June 16, 2008)

Day before full moon
5
5
5
2

Day of the experiment
June 14, 2008
June 14, 2008
June 13, 2008
June 17, 2008

Table 2 gives an overview of the analyzed data. In total 662 traces corresponding to 61,146 data
points are analyzed. This data is assorted out of 12 individual experiments combining different sur‐
faces and different collections trips. The spore motility is analyzed over an observation time of
11:38min in total.
Table 2: Numbers of analyzed traces, data points, and observation time.
All
Name
AWG‐I‐A‐1
AWG‐I‐A‐2
AWG‐I‐A‐3
PEG‐A‐1
PEG‐A‐2
PEG‐A‐3
PEG‐A‐4
FOTS‐A‐1
FOTS‐A‐2
FOTS‐A‐3
AWG‐II‐B‐1
AWG‐II‐B‐2
SUM
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Number
of traces
40
59
44
42
44
33
54
49
81
113
44
57
660

Number of
data points
2,293
4,206
3,548
2,031
2,335
1,689
3,768
6,145
14,997
8,779
4,652
6,703
61,146

Close to the surface
(0‐200 µm)
Number of Number of
traces
data points
21
1,002
47
2,523
31
2,252
23
774
22
914
18
733
35
2,110
17
3,749
41
10,464
79
6,099
28
3,221
51
5,809
414
39,650

Bulk (200‐1200 µm)
Number of
traces
25
22
18
26
26
20
27
44
63
52
18
14
354

Number of
data points
1,291
1,683
1,296
1,257
1,421
956
1,658
2,396
4,533
2,680
1,431
894
21,496

Observation
time
[s]
41.9
41.8
42.0
43.3
41.8
42.3
42.2
55.1
83.8
59.4
102.8
102.4
698.6
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Figure 34: Swimming pattern in solution. Any influence of the surface on the motility can be neglected
because only data points which are further than 200µm from a surface are taken into account. a‐d) 3D view;
e‐h) xy view; i‐l) xz view. The trajectories are colored differently for a better differentiation between individ‐
uals trajectories.
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To investigate the interactions of spores with a surface it is necessary to understand the motion
in solution at first. For this motility study only trajectories are taken into account which are far away
from the surface (>200µm). A detailed discussion about the ability of an Ulva spore to sense a surface
can be found in section 6.4. These results show that any influence of the surface on the motion can
be neglected at distances greater than 200µm to a surface.

5.1.1 Bulk motility: Global analysis of traces
Figure 34 shows some typical swimming patterns of spores in solution. In this figure, 354 individ‐
ual traces are shown. Bulk‐I‐A‐*, Bulk‐II‐A‐* & Bulk‐III‐A‐* are individual experiments done with
spores from the same collection trip. The spores are released for each experiment separately (see
table 1 for details). Since the analysis only regards the motility in solution the surface used to seal the
wet cell is not important. Nevertheless, the type of surface is listed in table 1.
In figure 34 the motion data is shown for Bulk‐I‐A‐* (panels (a, e, i)), Bulk‐II‐A‐* (panels (b, f, j)),
Bulk‐III‐A‐* (panels (c, g, k)) and Bulk‐IV‐B‐* (panels (d, h, l)). Each experiment is analyzed at various
points in time (see table 3) and the complete analyzed motion data for the different points in time
(for each experiment) is shown in a single 3D plot. For Bulk‐I‐A‐* (figure 34 panels (a, e, i)) the total
observation time is 2:05.7min (41.9s + 41.8s + 42.0s). The first trajectories are analyzed after 0:35min
and the last after 11:57min (see table 3 for details and for the other experiments (Bulk‐II‐A‐*, Bulk‐III‐
A‐* and Bulk‐IV‐B‐*)).
Table 3: Details for the experiments in solution.
Name
Bulk‐I‐A‐1
Bulk‐I‐A‐2
Bulk‐I‐A‐3
Bulk‐II‐A‐1
Bulk‐II‐A‐2
Bulk‐II‐A‐3
Bulk‐II‐A‐4
Bulk‐III‐A‐1
Bulk‐III‐A‐2
Bulk‐III‐A‐3
Bulk‐IV‐B‐1
Bulk‐IV‐B‐2

Elapsing time [min]
0:35
3:14
11:57
1:26
2:09
2:51
6:54
0:29
1:24
6:24
5:00
22:39

Observation time [s]
41.9
41.8
42.0
43.3
41.8
42.3
42.2
55.1
83.8
59.4
102.8
102.3

All recorded spores shown in figure 34 move independently from each other in different direc‐
tions. Some of them move straight, others perform kinks or swim in large circles. No movement into
a preferred direction and also, no swarm behavior is detected in the data. Furthermore the data is
free of convection.
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Figure 35: Velocity histograms for the analyzed spores in solution. a) Bulk‐I‐A‐1 (0:35min); b) Bulk‐I‐A‐2
(3:14min); c) Bulk‐I‐A‐3 (11:57);d) Bulk‐II‐A‐1 (1:26min); e) Bulk‐II‐A‐3 (2:51min); f) Bulk‐II‐A‐4 (6:54min); g)
Bulk‐III‐A‐1 (0:29min); h) Bulk‐III‐A‐2 (1:24min); i) Bulk‐III‐A‐3 (6:24min); j) Bulk –IV‐B‐1 (5:00min); k) Bulk‐IV‐
B‐2 (22:39min). The red bars indicate velocities of 50, 150 and 250µm/s.

To obtain a quantitative understanding of the motility data shown in figure 34, velocity histo‐
grams are calculated and displayed in figure 35. To analyze the time dependency for the experiments
one point in time is shown as a histogram for each observation cycle. The relevant values of these
time points are summarized in table 4. The red bars indicate a velocity of 50, 150 and 250µm/s and
are supposed to help to distinguish changes between the histograms.
For all experiments the velocity distribution changes significantly with elapsing time. For example
in Bulk‐III‐A‐1 (panel (g)) analyzed after 0:29min only one broad peak at a mean velocity of
208±14µm/s is visible for the velocity distribution. 0:55min later in Bulk‐III‐A‐2 (panel (h)) two clearly
distinguishable peaks are present in the histogram. The position of peak (I) is 57±7µm/s and of peak
(II) 224±14µm/s. The position of peak (II) is within the error unchanged compared to the position ob‐
served in Bulk‐III‐A‐1 whereas the slower peak appears with increasing time. For Bulk‐III‐A‐3 (panel
(i)) after 5:54min the two peaks are also clearly distinguishable. With respect to the already listed
peak positions for Bulk‐III‐A‐1 and Bulk‐III‐A‐2, the position of peak (II) (205±14µm/s) is unchanged
whereas the position of peak (I) is shifted to lower velocities (42±6µm/s). The same trend – two
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clearly distinguishable peaks developing with increasing time ‐ holds true for the other three experi‐
ments, too. In table 4 the peak positions for each histogram are shown.
Table 4: Details for the histograms shown in figure 35 (RSF: Ratio between slow and fast spores).
Experiment

Panel

Elapsing time [min]

Peak (I) [µm/s]

Bulk‐I‐A‐1
Bulk‐I‐A‐2
Bulk‐I‐A‐3
Bulk‐II‐A‐1
Bulk‐II‐A‐3
Bulk‐II‐A‐4
Bulk‐III‐A‐1
Bulk‐III‐A‐2
Bulk‐III‐A‐3
Bulk‐IV‐B‐1
Bulk‐IV‐B‐2

a
b
c
d
e
f
g
h
i
j
k

0:35
3:14
11:57
1:26
2:51
6:54
0:29
1:24
6:24
5:00
22:39

51 ± 7
36 ± 6
43 ± 6
57 ± 7
30 ± 5
30 ± 5
‐‐
57 ± 7
42 ± 6
35 ± 6
55 ± 7
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Mean
peak (I)

44 ± 8

42 ± 15

49 ± 10
45 ± 14

Peak (II) [µm/s]
156 ± 12
149 ± 11
167 ± 12
172 ± 13
174 ± 12
173 ± 12
208 ± 14
224 ± 15
205 ± 14
154 ± 11
158 ± 10

Mean
peak (II)

157 ± 9

170 ± 6

212 ± 10
156 ± 7

RSF
0.4
1.8
1.6
0.3
0.4
0.4
0
0.4
0.3
2.1
4.0
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Figure 36: Comparison of the spore performance between the individual experiments. a) number of slow
(v < 100µm/s) spores divided by number of fast (v >100µm/s) spores (RSF); b) comparison of vm for the fast
spores harvested at different collection trips (A and B). The exact release time after the collection trip is
summarized in table 1. For collection trip A the mean value of vp for Bulk‐I‐A‐*, Bulk‐II‐A‐* and Bulk‐III‐A‐* is
used; c) vm for the fast spores harvested at collection trip A versus storage time.

Interestingly, the value for peak (I) which is listed in table 4 is fairly constant for all experiments,
whereas peak (II) is only constant within an experiment. Also the ratio between the amount of slow
and fast spores (RSF) is different for the individual experiments and changes with increasing observa‐
tion time (see figure 36). For this analysis, a threshold of 100µm/s was used to differentiate fast and
slow spores. The threshold was chosen such that it corresponds to the average of the minima in the
velocity histograms shown in figure 35. For example, in Bulk‐IV‐B‐* (red curve), after 300s, twice as
many data points are assigned to slow spores as assigned to fast spores. For Bulk‐IV‐B‐* with increas‐
ing experimental time the ratio increases. After 1300s the RSF rose to four times more slow spores
than fast spores. In general the amount of slow spores in the bulk increases with elapsing time (see
figure 36, panel (a)).
Furthermore the RSF is related to the mean velocity (vm) of the fast spore fraction. The faster the
mean velocity (peak II) the smaller the RSF (see table 4 or figure 36, panels (a, b)). However, the vm
depends on the time of release of the spores (see figure 36, panel (c)). The earlier the spores are re‐
leased after the harvest at the sea shore and the shorter the collected leaves are stored in a fridge,
the faster the released spores are able to swim. Furthermore the RSF can also be related to the sto‐
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rage time of the leaves after the harvest. No significant divergence is observed for the mean velocity
of the fast spore fraction released from leaves harvested at different collection trips (see figure 36,
panel (b)).

Figure 37: Color coded swimming pattern in solution (•: v < 100µm/s; •: 100µm/s < v < 500µm/s); a‐d) 3D
view; e‐h) xy view; f‐l) xz view.
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Figure 37 shows a color coded version of figure 34 to distinguish between slow (marked red) and
fast (marked blue) spores. Interestingly, each trace of a spore is either slow or fast. In the complete
data set not a single trace is detected which shows a switch between slow and fast fraction.

5.1.2 Bulk motility: Detailed motion analysis for individual traces
Of all traces discussed in the section above, five representative traces are chosen for detailed
motion analysis. The discussed traces are chosen from different experiments to demonstrate that the
trends are identical. The analysis is mainly based on the 3D rendered plot, velocity histogram and a
detailed angle analysis. Each velocity histogram is fitted with a Maxwell‐Boltzmann distribution (g(x)
equation (5.1))141 with the free parameters a, b and c:

(5.1)

The Maxwell–Boltzmann distribution is derived from the Boltzmann distribution of energies and
is valid for an ideal gas141. It describes speeds of gases, where the particles do not interact with each
other aside from collisions. The objects move freely between the collisions. In the experiment de‐
scribed here the spore concentration is very low and according to figure 35 it the spores move inde‐
pendent of each other. Therefore the Maxwell–Boltzmann can be used and it describes the Ulva
spore velocity distribution very well.
This section is split into two subsections. In the first part, the spore fraction which moves fast is
discussed, the second part deals with the slower spore fraction.

5.1.2.1 Fast spore fraction
In figure 38, five individual traces are shown exemplarily. The trajectories are named according to
the following system: “Bulk‐III” represents the experiment (as described in the previous section) and
“FaS‐xy” denotes: Fast Spore number xy. Figure 38 shows that all spores steadily move forward and
do not stay at certain positions. The corresponding velocity histograms are shown in figure 39, panels
(f‐j)). For the five exemplary traces the most probable velocity (vp) and the full width at half‐
maximum (FWHM) are summarized in detail in table 5.
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Figure 38: Five fast swimming individual and exemplary traces; a‐e) 3D view; f‐j) xy view; k‐o) xz view.
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Figure 39: Five fast swimming individual and exemplary trajectories. a‐e) 3D view; f‐j) velocity histogram
of the trajectory with fitted Maxwell‐Boltzmann distribution; k‐o) elapsed time versus angle distribution (αv ,
red, scale on left side) and distance to the surface (blue, scale on right side). The meaning of αv is explained
in figure 29, page 43.
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Table 5: Comparison of the individual fast spores (vp ± half width at half‐maximum (HWHM)) to vm of the
fast spore fraction of the corresponding experiment (see table 4).
vp [µm/s]
single trace
complete experiment

Bulk‐III‐FaS‐1
203 ± 58
212 ± 14

Bulk‐III‐FaS‐2
209 ± 55
212 ± 14

Bulk‐III‐FaS‐3
254 ± 56
212 ± 14

Bulk‐II‐FaS‐4
144 ± 37
170 ± 12

Bulk‐I‐FaS‐5
176 ± 30
157 ± 12

As already described in section 5.1.1, for the general velocity histograms there is a significant di‐
vergence for vp between the experiments. But even for an individual experiment the difference be‐
tween single spores can be large (see table 5, Bulk‐III‐FaS‐1: 202µm/s, Bulk‐III‐FaS‐3: 253µm/s). For a
fast spore the FWHM is 44±12% of vp. Even though this number is high for an individual trajectory, no
longer fast and slow movement phases are observed. In the motion pattern no run or tumble phases
as in the movement of for example E. coli (see section 3.3.2 for details about run and tumble) are
found. As explained in section 5.1.1 (see figure 36, panel (b)) the mean velocity for the fast spore
fraction (within an individual experiment) does not change with increasing recording time, only the
ratio between slow and fast spores is increasing with elapsing time. For the individual traces it is not
observed that a fast swimming spore is getting “tired” (slower) while it swims in solution (see histo‐
gram in figure 35 or figure 36, panel (b)). The different values in table 5 for vp show that individual
fast spores have different capabilities how fast they can swim. Some are able to swim very fast (e.g.
Bulk‐III‐FaS‐3: 254µm/s) and others are slower (e.g. Bulk‐III‐FaS‐1: 203µm/s).

Figure 40: Motility of fast spores in solution color coded for different velocities. Panel (a): 3D view and
panel (b) xz view.

Figure 40 shows the swimming pattern of spores assigned to the fast spore fraction in the bulk. In
this figure, the spore position marker is colored according to the velocity. The color gradient encod‐
ing different velocities spans from 50µm/s (light blue) up to 500µm/s (pink). Based on the histograms
shown in figure 34 50µm/s and 500µm/s are used as a threshold to describe the velocity distribution.
For most trajectories shown in this figure it is observed that the spores swim slower when they per‐
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form a turn. The slowdown is apparent in a blue shift of the individual trajectory. The observation
that spores swim slower when performing a turn can explain the broad velocity histogram of the in‐
dividual spores (see figure 39).
Furthermore, to describe the swimming characteristics of the spores the angular distribution of
αv is plotted in figure 39, panels (k‐o). The angle αv (see figure 29, page 43) is the angle between two
consecutive velocity vectors. If for example αv is 0° the spore swims in a straight line and if αv is 180°
it swims backwards. In figure 39, panels (k‐o) αv (red, scale on left side) and the z distance to the sur‐
face (blue, scale on right side) is plotted against the observation time. For the traces Bulk‐III‐FaS‐2,
Bulk‐III‐FaS‐3, Bulk‐II‐FaS‐4 and Bulk‐I‐FaS‐5 αv it is ≈20° with only a few values higher than 40° (see
figure 39 panels (l‐o)). For Bulk‐IIII‐FaS‐1 the values of αv are slightly higher but none of them is larger
than 70° (see figure 39 panel (k)). For a fast spore αv is typically in the range from 5° to 60° which
means that the spore does not move in a straight line but with a strong forward preference. The
change in z‐position as shown in figure 39 (blue curve) is not so relevant for the discussion in the bulk
but will get more important in surface exploration section 5.2, 10.1, 10.2 and 10.3.
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5.1.2.2 Slow spore fraction
To characterize the slow spore fraction five exemplary traces are shown in figure 41 and 42. The
trajectories are named following the same systematic used for the fast spores. The name consists of
the name of the experiment (e.g. Bulk‐I) and an abbreviation for Slow Spore number xy (SlS‐xy). In
figure 41 the motion patterns in solution are shown. The 3D rendered plots appear similar to the mo‐
tion pattern shown in figure 38 for the fast spores. Slow spores, in comparison to fast spores, swim
significantly slower (see figure 42, panels (f‐j)) and fidgety around a position. The most probable ve‐
locities (vp) are summarized in table 6.
Table 6: Comparison of the vp ± HWHM for the individual slow spores and vm of the slow spore fraction
of the corresponding experiment (see table 4).
vp [µm/s]
single trace
complete experiment

Bulk‐I‐SlS‐1
19 ± 15
44 ± 8

Bulk‐I‐SlS‐2
29 ± 12
44 ± 8

Bulk‐I‐SlS‐3
52 ± 27
44 ± 8

Bulk‐II‐SlS‐4
30 ± 13
42 ± 15

Bulk‐III‐SlS‐5
35 ± 18
49 ± 10

Between the spores which are assigned to the slow spore fraction a significant divergence for vp
is observed. This observation is exemplary explained for traces analyzed within experiment Bulk‐I
(see table 6). The trace Bulk‐I‐SlS‐1 is slow (vp=19 ± 15) whereas the trace Bulk‐I‐SlS‐3 is quite fast
(vp=52 ± 27) for a slow trace. For the other experiments (Bulk‐II, Bulk‐III and Bulk‐IV) differences be‐
tween the velocities of individual traces are also observed.
The slow spore fraction does not only differ from the fast fraction in speed but also concerning
the αv distribution. In figure 42, panels (k‐o) the distribution of αv (red, left side) and the change in z‐
position (blue, right side) are plotted against the observation time. The obtained values for αv range
between 10° and 170° for all analyzed spores. This means that a spore does not swim forward (like it
is observed for a fast moving spore) but rather in an erratic motion.
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Figure 41: Five slow swimming individual and exemplary traces; a‐e) 3D view; f‐j) xy view; k‐o) xz view).
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Figure 42: Five slow swimming individual and exemplary trajectories. a‐e) 3D view; f‐j) velocity histo‐
gram with fitted Maxwell‐Boltzmann distribution; k‐o) time versus angle distribution (red, left side) and dis‐
tance to the surface (blue, right side).
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5.1.3 Summary of the motility in solution
From the observed data the following conclusions can be drawn:
•

There are two distinguishable spore fractions (fast and slow) in solution.

•

Spores have different capability how fast they can swim.

•

No swarm behavior was found in the motion data. The spores move independently
from each other.

•

While a spore performs a turn it is slower than swimming straight.

•

Within the recorded trajectories spores do not switch between the fast and the slow
spore fraction.

•

Fast spores swim with a strong forward preference ( v= 28±25°).

•

Slow spores swim also forward but do change their direction of motion with a high fre‐
quency ( v= 38±30°).

5.1.4 Discussion of the motility in solution
The 3D motion analysis of the swimming behavior of Ulva zoospores in solution shows that two
different kinds of swimming patterns (slow and fast spore fraction) are observed. Several potential
explanations are discussed to understand the occurrence of the different kinds of spore fractions.
In general, the ratio between slow and fast spores (RSF) and the vp of the fast spore fraction is
different for each release and correlates with the time passed after the spore harvest. The sooner
the spores are used, the faster they are able to swim and the less slow spores are observed. The dif‐
ference in the performance between individual releases is on the same order as between different
collection trips. The data show that individual spores swim with a constant speed that differs from
spore to spore.
One potential explanation for the different spore fractions is that the spores are able to swim in
different modes. This is supported by the motility studies of Chlamydomonas142‐144. After photoshock,
Chlamydomonas swim in a straight line backwards. This reverse movement only lasts for a short pe‐
riod and ends typically with a randomization of the direction of movement and subsequent with a
normal forward swimming (for more details see section 3.3.2). This kind of motion is not observed
for the slow spore fraction, because a typical slow spore swims according to the “slow” motion pat‐
tern for a long time, meaning that it does not swim in a straight line but rather in a changeful swim‐
ming motion. For Cymbomonas tetramitiformis it is observed that the alga is able to swim in two dif‐
ferent modes which occur with a similar probability55. Cymbomonas t. changes frequently between
the different swimming modes. However, no switch between fast and slow swimming spore fraction
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is observed within the motility study of Ulva, it could still be possible that spores are able to swim in
two modes. The reason that no switch is observed could be that the switch is irreversible and there‐
fore the probability for the observation is very low.
The slow mode swimming might be a more passive motion in which the spore saves energy, or
does not have enough energy for the active exploration. This hypothesis is supported by the fact that
spores have limited capabilities to produce energy. When they are released from the plant they have
a certain amount of energy to find a place to settle and to grow to a new plant. If this energy is con‐
sumed they die.
Another theory is that the slow spores are not spores but rather gametes (see section 3.1 for de‐
tails of the Ulva live cycle). Gametes only have two flagella and therefore might be not able to swim
as fast as spores with four flagella. Gametes are positive phototactic and swim actively towards light,
whereas spores are negative phototactic. Spores and gametes are released at the same time. The
two types can be separated because spores accumulate at the bottom of the flask whereas gametes
tend to swim towards the water air interface. The fact that the amount of slow spores increases with
elapsing experimental time can be understood if the slow spores are gametes. The field of view (FoV)
is the brightest location in the wet cell because it is illuminated by the laser for the recording. Ga‐
metes would swim into the field of view within elapsing time because they are positive phototactic
and accumulate whereas the spores tend to move away from the light out of the FoV. Thus the RSF
increases.
A fourth explanation is that some spores are probably damaged by the stirrer, or during the re‐
lease from the plant, or even at their “production” and therefore are slower. In the study of H. irre‐
gularis (a brown algae) by Iken et al22 a slow spore fraction is also observed. In this study the slow
spore fraction is most probably explained with damaged spores. In the upcoming section 10.1‐10.3
another explanation why the RSF in solution increases with elapsing time is shown. The motility data
can be interpreted in the way that the fast spore fraction accumulates near any surface whereas the
slow spores stay in the water column. Therefore the slow spore fraction remains in solution and in‐
creases in concentration.
Concluding, the origin of the slow spore fraction cannot be unambiguously identified. We favor
at the moment the last explanation.
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5.2 Surface exploration
The result of fouling is easily recognizable on a macroscopic level, but the effects that lead to it,
surface location, exploration and adhesion occur for Ulva spores on a micrometer length scale. To
study the exploration behavior and the settlement process in situ, three surfaces with different at‐
tractiveness for spores are chosen. The used surfaces are already described in detail in section 4.7.
However a short summary is given in the following section.

5.2.1 Standard settlement study
The settlement of spores on the used surfaces is determined by a standard settlement assay
which is used in the AMBIO project to evaluate potential anti‐fouling coatings14. The assay is in detail
described in section 4.6. In briefly, ten ml (1.5x106 spores per ml) of freshly released spores are incu‐
bated in darkness for 45min. Subsequently the surfaces are washed gently to remove unsettled
spores. After fixation and drying, the spores are counted under an epifluorescence microscope to
determine the total settlement. The result of such a settlement assay for the three surfaces is shown
in figure 43.
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Figure 43: Spore settlement per mm² on the investigated surfaces (PEG: poly(ethylene glycol) coated
glass surface; AWG: glass; FOTS: tridecafluoroctyl‐triethoxysilane monolayer on glass).

The glass surface (AWG) was selected because it is widely used as a standard surface to compare
settlement and adhesion studies. With respect to the settlement on the other investigated surfaces
AWG is an intermediately attractive surface. The second surface is a poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG)
coated surface which is protein resistant and anti adhesive for Ulva zoospores– as long as the surface
is stable (≈13h)67. The third surface is a fluorinated self assembled monolayer on glass (FOTS) where
the overall fouling is fairly high, but ‐ which makes the fluorinated coatings commercially interest‐
ing ‐ the adhesion strength of an organism is very low (fouling release coating)62.
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5.2.2 Expected spore settlement during a holographic tracking experiment
The standard settlement assays are used to determine the time dependence of the settlement
on the investigated surfaces. The settlement is determined after 10, 20, 30 and 60min and the
amount of settled spores is counted at 30 positions on each slide to obtain the average settlement
for the complete surface. Figure 44 shows the results of this study. The study was done within the
Diploma thesis of Isabel Thomé in our group145. The FOTS and PEG chemistries are grafted onto a
gold substrate by a thiol linkage whereas the surfaces used for the holographic tracking are grafted
on glass via a silane coupling to obtain a better transparency of the surfaces.

Figure 44: Time dependent settlement analysis for FOTS, AWG and PEG (see inset) surface. The settle‐
ment increases linear with elapsing time145 (Black lines linear fit).

The settlement increases approximately linearly with elapsing time. The slope for the increase is
significant different for the different surfaces. With this knowledge the expected settlement for the
holographic experiment can be calculated on the basis of the assumption that the settlement is ho‐
mogeneous over the complete surface. This assumption is important because for holographic record‐
ing the field of view (FoV) is fixed and has a size of only a few square hundred micrometers (160µm2‐
340µm2). Holographic recording is only feasible with a much lower spore concentration (max. 2∙104
spores/ml) than used in the standard assay (1.5∙106 spores/ml)51. Based on the approximated lineari‐
ty of the curves we assume that the spores settle with the same rate even at these low concentra‐
tions. The duration of a typical holographic experiment is max. 40min. In this time period the in‐
crease in settlement is linear with the elapsing time (see figure 44).
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· ·

(5.2)

The expected settlement for the concentration used in holography is summarized in table 7 and
calculated according to equation (5.2) where S(t): settlement [

]; FoV: field of view [

²]; r:

linear increase observed for the standard settlement assay with the standard assay concentration
]; t: time [

[
tration [

]; C: holographic recording concentration [

]; Cs: standard assay concen‐

].

Table 7: Number of expected settlement events during the holographic recording for the investigated
surfaces and the imaged field of view (FoV).
time [min]
1
5
10
20
40

PEG
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

AWG
0.0
0.1
0.3
0.5
1.0

FOTS
0.2
0.9
1.9
3.7
7.4

The values shown in table 7 illustrate that it is difficult to monitor a settlement event on the re‐
sistant surface PEG and also on AWG. This is due to the low concentration and the small FoV in the
experiment. However, it was possible to record settlement events at the FOTS and even on the AWG
surface.

5.2.3 Settlement analysis on the investigated surfaces
It is important to know whether settlement occurs on the investigated surfaces or not. During
the measurement it is possible to witness the spore motility directly in the holographic diffraction
pattern. During the lifecycle of an Ulva, spore settlement is a crucial step and if settlement oc‐
curs ‐during the recording‐ it is possible to make the assumption that the used spores are “healthy”
and explore the surface as they do in the standard lab bench assays. The settlement during the holo‐
graphic recording is determined by a direct analysis of the holograms without a reconstruction. The
following analysis is demonstrated only for the FOTS coating but the settlement events on PEG and
AWG were evaluated in the same way.
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Figure 45: Hologram series for the FOTS surface. For all images the time in minutes is printed in the up‐
per left corner. The first image (upper left corner, time: 00:00min) is the injection of the spores. The steel
needle is visible at the left side of the image (black) and the surface is clean. With elapsing time spores
(marked with different colors) settle in the field of view. After 6:32min (10,000 recorded frames) the frames
are acquired with a lower frame rate. The experiment is terminated about 30min later by sucking out the
spore suspension. For four spores the released glue was already hard enough to withstand the shear stress
created by sucking out the suspension, but the green spore is washed away. In total, during 36min of the
experiment, four spores settled in the field of view.

It is possible to interpret the recorded holograms without reconstruction because the movement
of the spores can also be detected in the change of the interference fringes in the hologram. Settle‐
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ment events can be detected in the hologram because the movement of a swimming spore suddenly
stops. This is a fast possibility to obtain an overview of the recorded images. In figure 45 a hologram
series is shown for the fluorinated (FOTS) surface. The series lasts 36:00min in total (11063 frames, or
13.5 Giga Byte (GB)). The experiment starts with the injection of the spores into the wet cell. This
image is shown in the upper left corner, marked with the time label 00:00min. The steel needle for
the injection (black area at left side) and a clean surface are visible in this image. After the injection
spores start to explore the surface. Settled spores are marked with colored points in the time series.
To determine settled spores the analysis starts with the last image. The experiment is terminated by
sucking out the spore suspension. As the surface was clean before the spores were injected, the four
spores visible in the last image have settled during the experiment. The four spores adhered strongly
enough to the surface to withstand the shear stress created by sucking out the suspension. These
four positions are used to identify when a swimming spore has settled on the surface. This analysis is
started at the last image and settled spores are tracked back in time until they start to move.
The spores marked red and green do not change their respective position on the surface from
point in time 2:42min after the spore injection. Both spores do not leave the surface until the expe‐
riment is terminated. Even though the spore marked green was on the surface for about 33min it did
not adhere strongly to the surface whereas the red marked spore withstand the shear stress and
therefore is permanently adhered to the surface. The purple (since 4:07min), blue (since 5:31min),
and orange (since 26:23min) marked spores are, like the red spore (since 2:24min), adhered to the
FOTS surface strong enough to withstand the water shear stress. Consequently, spores do not have
to settle when they establish a contact with the surface. In the hologram series (shown in figure 45)
surface events occur and are not marked because the spores swim away after spending some time
on the surface. With this analysis permanent settlement events are detected, but to obtain a deeper
understanding of the settlement behavior, the holograms need to be reconstructed in order to ob‐
serve these events with a better resolution.
Table 8: Comparison of the number of expected settlement events and of the observed settlement
events on the investigated surfaces.
PEG
Time [min]
1
5
10
20
40

Expected
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

AWG
Observed

0

Expected
0.0
0.1
0.3
0.5
1.0

FOTS
Observed

2

Expected
0.2
0.9
1.9
3.7
7.4

Observed

4(+2)
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In section 5.2.2 the number of expected settlements was calculated. In table 8, this numbers are
compared to the observed events. For the FOTS surface the settlement expectation is 7.4 spores in
the FoV after 40min according to the kinetic study (see table 8). In the holographic experiment four
spores settled in the FoV (marked in figure 45) and two more spores (not marked in figure 45) are
visible on the edges of the FoV. The observed settlement and the expected settlement are in good
agreement. The settlement results for AWG and PEG (see table 8) are also of the same order. On
AWG two settlement events are observed in the FoV, whereas on PEG no settlement event could be
recorded which is also expected.
The settlement analysis shows that the spores are “healthy”. Therefore it is justified to regard
the exploration behavior during the holographic recording as comparable to the standard assays.

5.2.4 General exploration patterns
Before the general exploration patterns are discussed, the complete analyzed motion data is
shown in figure 46. In this figure, the motion data from the surface (0µm) until ≈800µm in solution is
shown for three independent experiments. The experiments (e.g. “AWG‐A‐*”) are named according
to system introduced in section 5 on page 49. For each individual surface experiment all analyzed
different points in time are combined in only one diagram. The exact experimental details for each
experiment can be found in the corresponding section (e.g. see section 10.1: Exploration behavior on
AWG for the details of “AWG‐A‐*”).
Figure 46 shows that spores move in an erratic, random motion and also on the surface no
swarm behavior can be detected at this low spore concentration. The visible increase of size in the
field of view (FoV) with greater distance to the surface is due to the holographic technique146. The
motion data shows that the spore concentration is higher in the first 200µm distances to the surface
than further away. The effect ‐ that microorganisms accumulate in the vicinity to the surface ‐ is de‐
scribed in literature for bacteria112, 113 and is also observed for spores in this study. This accumulation
of spores shows that the surface has a great influence on the motility of spores. The motility in the
bulk has already been discussed in 5.1. In the following section the motility within the first 200µm
above the surface is analyzed in detail.
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Figure 46: 3D rendered plots for spores collected at collection trip A. All analyzed trajectories from the
surface (0µm) until far into the solution (>700µm) are shown (a‐c) 3D view; d‐f) xy view; g‐i) xz view).

In a previous work it has been shown that spores of the brown alga swim in different motion pat‐
terns22. One example is a light microscopy study on spores of the brown alga Hincksia irregularis. For
H. irregularis five different swimming patterns are found. In figure 47 panel (a), a schematic sketch is
shown for these swimming patterns ((A) straight path, (B) search circles, (C) orientation, (D) gyration
and (E) wobbling). These motion pattern can be assigned to certain spore behavior (e.g. settlement,
dying, exploration, swimming,…). These patterns will be referred to in the following as the “Iken pat‐
tern”. The author claims that the motion analysis could facilitate a new antifouling bioassay by only
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determining the change in the ratio of RCD (rate of change direction) and SPD (swimming speed). It is
shown that the RCD/SPD ratio changes when certain chemicals are released into seawater.

Figure 47: a) Swimming pattern of H. irregularis tracked by computer‐assisted motion analysis:
(A) straight path, (B) search circle, (C) orientation, (D) gyration and (E) wobbling22; b) 3D exploration pattern
for Ulva zoospores: (1) straight path, (2) orientation, (3) search circle, (4) gyration42.

In figure 47 panel (b), the data of Ulva spores exploring a glass surface is shown42. The data was
recorded in September 2006 and analyzed with the first trace determination software. It was possi‐
ble to demonstrate the applicability of digital in‐line holography to answer questions relevant to the
understanding of Ulva spores surface exploration. The swimming patterns observed by Iken et al.22
can also be found in the motion of Ulva spores and are described in greater detail in the following
section. In the reconstructed images the occurrence of the “Iken patterns” can be linked to a certain
distance to the surface which is not possible for the original 2D data. The motion data is classified in
several motion patterns to describe the motility of Ulva spores in detail.
In analogy to the “Iken pattern” the following patterns are defined to describe the general motili‐
ty of Ulva spores:
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•

orientation (section 5.2.4.1)

•

wobbling (section 5.2.4.2)

•

gyration (section 5.2.4.3)

•

spinning (former search circle42) (section 5.2.4.5)

•

settlement (section 5.2.4.6)

5.2 Surface exploration
Figure 48 shows a schematic overview of the identified motion patterns.

Figure 48: Schematic overview of the identified general motion patterns: a) orientation (section 5.2.4.1);
b) wobbling (section 5.2.4.2); c) gyration (section 5.2.4.3); d) spinning (section 5.2.4.5) and e) settlement
(section 5.2.4.6). The special pattern: hit and run (section 5.2.4.4) and hit and stick (section 5.2.4.7) are not
shown.

For a more detailed quantification of the surface exploration behavior two additional motion pat‐
terns are defined which combine the general motion pattern in a defined temporal frequency. These
patterns are:
•

hit and run (section 5.2.4.4)

•

hit and stick (section 5.2.4.7)

It is important to note that the described patterns are not mutually exclusive for a recorded tra‐
jectory. Spores frequently swim in a combined pattern.

5.2.4.1 Swimming pattern: Orientation
This pattern is defined for motion in solution. Figure 49 shows two (extreme) examples for the
pattern. The swimming speed and the distance to the surface are the most important parameters to
fit a spore trajectory to the swimming pattern. The pattern is only assigned if the spores swim faster
(vp of the complete trace) than 100µm/s. The spore swims straight for a certain distance before it
performs a turn and afterwards swims straight again. The distance that a spore swims straight before
the next turn occurs is variable as visible in figure 49. All spores which are described in section 5.1 as
the fast spore fraction belong to this pattern. Therefore in section 5.1.2.1 a detailed description of
this swimming pattern is already provided.
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Figure 49: Two examples for the swimming pattern orientation: Panels (a, d) 3D view; panels (b, e) xy
view; panels (c, f) xz view.

5.2.4.2 Swimming pattern: Wobbling
In figure 50, an example for the wobbling motion is shown. The spores are classified according to
their swimming speeds. A spore is assigned to this pattern if vp is significantly smaller than 100µm/s.
The spores assigned to the pattern often change their direction of movement and only swim in
straight lines for very short distances. The spores described in section 5.1.2.2 as the slow spore frac‐
tion are all assigned to this swimming pattern. Therefore, in section 5.1.2.2 a detailed description of
this swimming pattern is already provided.
In the study of H. irregularis by Iken et al.22 the appearance of this pattern is most probably ex‐
plained with damaged spores. In section 5.1.4, a detailed discussion of the origin (or kind, if gametes)
of these spores is provided. The spores showing this behavior occur within the complete observation
volume. Only two of the 147 wobbling spores within a distance of 200µm from the surface swim with
a strong preference towards the surface. Therefore these spores do not explore the surface actively.
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Figure 50: Swimming pattern: Wobbling. This trace is discussed in section 5.1.2.2 in detail a) 3D view, b)
xy view, c) xz view.

5.2.4.3 Swimming pattern: Gyration
For the exploration of surfaces this pattern is extremely important. The pattern occurs on all in‐
vestigated surfaces but for each surface small differences within the pattern are observed. Therefore
the pattern is discussed in detail separately for each investigated surface. This detailed analysis is
provided in the appendix in the chapters 10.1.1, 10.2.1 and 10.3.1.

Figure 51: Swimming pattern: Gyration. a) 3D view, b) xz view, c) αv versus elapsing time (red, left side)
and z‐position versus elapsing time (blue, right side).

Swimmers are assigned to this pattern if surface contacts are observable and the trajectory does
not belong to the spinning pattern. The gyration pattern can therefore be described as an orientation
pattern with occurrence of surface contacts.
It is typical for the gyration pattern that the spore is not always in close contact to the surface. It
swims towards the surface, sometimes it stays close to the surface for a certain time span, and then
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it moves away or starts to spin. Often the spore swims in wavelike motion (for the z‐position, see fig‐
ure 51, panel (c) blue curve) relative to the surface. This behavior is a general searching behavior
which is found for many other species in nature as well. The organism examines an area in detail,
“decides” not to “like” it and then moves away from the surface to obtain an overview over the re‐
gion and to start the next detailed exploration at a different position. A very common example for
this search pattern are birds which search for nesting147.

5.2.4.4 Swimming pattern: Hit and run
A special case of the gyration pattern is the hit and run pattern. The hit and run pattern is de‐
fined because it helps to describe the general exploration behavior and is useful for the comparison
of the investigated surfaces. It is the extreme case of the gyration pattern and is defined as follows: A
spore swims towards the surface and detaches from the surface after only a short surface contact.
Afterwards no further surface contact is observed in the FoV for this spore.

Figure 52: Swimming pattern: Hit and run.

5.2.4.5 Swimming pattern: Spinning
In an earlier light microscopy study51 the authors described a motion in which the spore rotates
in a rapid top‐like configuration over the surface. During this motion the spore establishes contact
between the apical “papilla” and the surface51. In high magnification and slow motion the rotation
frequency was determined by taking the time of a specific feature of the spore (such as the eyespot‐
or a flagellar root) that needs to make a full rotation. The rotation speed for spores was determined
to be 240rpm. During the spinning the spore secretes a small amount of adhesive which is left behind
when the spore stops spinning and swims away from the surface51. The spinning pattern of an indi‐
vidual organism can last for many minutes (observed for more than 5min) without a significant
change in the rotation frequency. Even after spinning for several minutes, the spore is still able to
swim away from the surface. Even if spinning does not necessarily lead to settlement, settlement
only occurs out of the spinning motion. Typically before a spore settles the rotation frequency of the
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spinning motion gets slower until the spore shows lateral or 'twitching' movements and finally per‐
manently settles, not move anymore.

Figure 53: Swimming pattern: Spinning. a) 3D view and b) xy‐view for the motion pattern. Each blue dot
describes the center of mass of the spore. To obtain a feeling for the dimensions a sketch of a spore is in‐
cluded in the figure. The spinning motion is characterized in the following by the angle and the radius of
the circle.

Figure 53 shows an example for this motion observed by the holographic tracking. The center of
mass of the spore is shown as a blue dot. To obtain an image for the dimensions a sketch of a spore is
also included in the figure. The motion data was acquired with a frame rate of 11Hz and therefore
the spore position is only captured at three positions within a circle until the spore has performed a
complete turn. Due to the low acquiring frame rate in the holography motion study it is not possible
to proof the observation of the light microscopy study51 that the spore rotates on the surface. It is
also possible to interpret the holographic data in the way that the spore is pinned at the apical ‘papil‐
la’ and 'twitches' around this position on the surface. However, since this motion is a 2D event it is
studied in greater detail (higher resolution, higher frame rate) by standard light microscopy so that
the motion is named and described in analogy to the previous study51. The motion is characterized in
the following by the angular frequency (af)

β

and the radius (ra) of the circle. In figure 32, page 45

a definition of the radius (ra) and β is provided. To compare the motion with the motion observed in
light microscopy the rotation frequency (rf) is also calculated.
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The spinning pattern is not observed on the PEG surfaces but on AWG and FOTS coating. On
AWG and FOTS the pattern is similar. However, it is discussed later in detail for each surface sepa‐
rately.

5.2.4.6

Settlement

Settlement occurs out of the spinning pattern. While spinning the spore releases its adhesive.
This process is studied better and in more detail in the earlier light microscope study51. In sec‐
tion 5.2.3 the details for the settlement events on the FOTS surface are described. Settlement is an
important process in the spore lifecycle, but the focus of this work is on the initial approach to the
surface and exploration behavior which leads to settlement. From a motility analysis point of view
the settlement event cannot quantitatively be studied as it is simply a static point.

5.2.4.7 Swimming pattern: Hit and stick

Figure 54: Example for the sticking phase during the hit and stick pattern. A sketch of the spore is in‐
cluded to obtain a feeling for the dimension of the motion during the sticking phase. The blue dots denote
the center of mass of the spore

The hit and stick pattern is unique for FOTS and is therefore not defined as a general motion pat‐
tern. In section 10.3.1.1 the pattern is described in detail. It can be divided into four parts: (i) ap‐
proach, (ii) sticking, (iii) spinning, (iva) detachment or (ivb) settlement. The pattern combines general
motion patterns (orientation, spinning and settlement) but it is defined as an individual pattern be‐
cause many spores swim exactly according to the above defined temporal order of motion patterns.
On none of the other studied surfaces (AWG, PEG) a swimming motion which is similar to sticking
phase in the hit and stick pattern is observed. Figure 54 shows an example for the sticking phase.
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5.3 Summary of the results of the surface exploration
In the following the exploration behavior in the vicinity to the studied surfaces is demonstrated
in a short and concise manner. In the appendix (section 10.1‐10.3) a complete analysis is provided to
address arising questions in detail. The analysis for each surface follows the same structure so that
each section can be understood independently. For every surface, first, the motility in vicinity to the
surface is discussed by showing exemplary trajectories and classification using the swimming pat‐
terns described in section 5.2.4. Subsequently the general motility is discussed by the velocity histo‐
grams and by the detailed analysis of the motility parameters (velocity, αv and αz). Section 10.1 dis‐
cusses the observed behavior in the vicinity to AWG, section 10.2 to PEG and section 10.3 to FOTS.
The comparison of the behavior in respect to the surfaces mentioned above is discussed in chapter 6.

5.3.1 General observations on motility for all investigated surfaces
•

It is observed that the spores belonging to the wobbling pattern do not actively explore
the surface whereas the spores assigned to the spinning, gyration and orientation, hit
and run, and hit and stick patterns search for a place to settle.

•

To study the behavior of spores searching for a surface position suitable for settling on‐
ly a subclass of the defined motion patterns is necessary. These are gyration, hit and
run, orientation, and the approach and detachment assigned to the hit and stick pat‐
tern. They provide the major information and are therefore referred to in the following
as the “active searching motion” (ASM). In contrast, spores performing the spinning
pattern locally probe the surface at a fixed surface position and do therefore not pro‐
vide information on the surface approach.

5.3.2 Summary of results for the exploration behavior on AWG
•

In the FoV two settlement events are observed after 40 min. Even if the number ap‐
pears to be small it comes up to the expectations for the total amount of settlement
during the holographic recording. The occurrence of settlement allows the conclusion
that the spore behavior is comparable to the observed activity in the standard assays.
For details see section 5.2.3.

•

The spores accumulate in vicinity (0‐200µm) to the surface (see figure 81, page 140).

•

The spores swim slower if they are close to the surface. At a distance of 120µm from
the surface the swimming speed starts to decrease (see figure 83, page 143). Further‐
more, in a distance of 60‐200µm from the surface the spores swim faster towards than
away from the surface (see figure 84, page 144).
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•

The swimming speed drops significantly if the spores swim at distance of 0‐30µm from
the surface. This drop in velocity can be correlated to the interaction strength of spores
with the surface.

•

The

v

distribution changes significantly if a spore swims close enough to the surface.

This means that a spore changes its swimming direction more frequently than in the
bulk. This increase in

v

is observed at a distance of 60µm from the surface (see figure

82, page 142).
•

The

z

distribution shows that the spores have a preference to swim towards the sur‐

face in the bulk (240‐720µm). In vicinity to the surface (0‐240µm) no preference in the
swimming direction is observed (see figure 82, page 142).
•

The trend for the surface exploration is reproduced in two individual experiments
(AWG‐I‐A‐* and AWG‐II‐B‐*) for spores harvested at different days.

5.3.3 Summary of results for the exploration behavior on PEG
•

No settlement is observed on the coating which illustrates the inhospitability of the PEG
coating (see section 5.2.3).

•

The center of mass of the spore body – except for the spores analyzed within the trajec‐
tory “PEG‐Un‐1”‐ are not observed in the surface plane. The closest distance of the cen‐
ter of mass of the spore body is found 5µm from the surfaces. However, for most
spores a parallel motion along the surface or movement away from the surface occurs
if the center of mass of the spore body is detected 15µm from the surface.

•

Spores accumulate in the vicinity (0‐200µm) to the surface.

•

The velocity of the swimming spores in vicinity to the surface (up to 180µm) is slightly
smaller than in the bulk. There is no significant difference between the spores which
swim towards or away from the surface. This means that the spores have a small inte‐
raction strength with the surface.

•

The

v

distribution strongly increases starting at a distance of 180µm from the surface.

A considerable difference for the

v

distribution is observed for the spores approaching

and swimming away from the surface.
•

Up to a distance of 90µm from the surface a small preference is observed for the spores
to swim towards the surface (

•

z

distribution >90°).

The trace “PEG‐Un‐1” is the only recorded spore which explores the surface. Its swim‐
ming characteristic is somewhere between the gyration and spinning pattern (see sec‐
tion 10.2.1.3).
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5.3.4 Summary of results for the exploration behavior on FOTS
•

Six settlement events are observed in the FoV (see section 5.2.3).

•

The hit and stick pattern, which is unique for FOTS, is observed.

•

The exploration behavior of the surface changes with elapsing recording time. In the
beginning (FOTS‐A‐1) the surface is explored via the hit and stick pattern, while the gy‐
ration pattern is not observed. In FOTS‐A‐3 only the gyration pattern is observed whe‐
reas the hit and stick pattern does not occur anymore. In FOTS‐A‐2 both patterns are
found and therefore this dataset set the point in time of the changes in the exploration
behavior (see section 10.3.2).

•

The spore accumulation in the vicinity to the surface changes for the individual experi‐
ments. In the beginning (FOTS‐A‐1) no accumulation is observed. With elapsing time
the typical accumulation in the vicinity (0‐220µm) to the surface is observed (FOTS‐A‐3)
(see figure 116, page 182).

•

The

z

distribution also changes during the experiment. In the beginning (FOTS‐A‐1) a

strong preference is observed to swim towards the surface. This flow of spores towards
the surface is observed for the complete observation volume (>1000µm) and is signifi‐
cantly stronger pronounced than for AWG and PEG. Later (FOTS‐A‐3) this preference is
lost nearly for the complete observation volume and is similar to the other surfaces
(see figure 118, page 184 and 120, page 186).
•

In FOTS‐A‐1 the spores approach the surface steeper than in the following experiment.
For the detachment the opposite trend is observed. In FOTS‐A‐1 the spores leave the
surface with a small angle to the surface normal. In the later experiments the detach‐
ment angle increases. In FOTS‐A‐1 the approach angle and the detachment angle are
significantly different. This difference is lost during the experiment (see figure 118, page
184 and 120, page 186).

•

The approach angle for all observed trajectories assigned to the hit and stick pattern is
50° while the detachment angle is 21°. The spores approaching the surface are faster
(223±48µm/s) than the spores leaving (168±38µm/s) the surface (see table 17, page
172).

•

The velocity distribution changes during the experiment. For FOTS‐A‐1 the spores leav‐
ing the surface are faster than those approaching the surface. A dip in the velocity dis‐
tribution of the spores approaching the surface is observed at a distance of 90µm from
the surface. This peak coincides with the peak in the

z

distribution. This means that the

spores perform a turn at a distance 90µm from the surface and swim towards the sur‐
face (see figure 119, page 185 and 121, page 188).
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•

In experiment FOTS‐A‐2, ‐3 the spores leaving the surface are significantly slower than
the spores approaching the surface. At a distance of 240µm from the surface the
swimming speed starts to get slower for both spore fractions (towards and away from
the surface) (see figure 121, page 188).
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6 Discussion of the motility of Ulva zoospores in
vicinity to surfaces
In this chapter the surface interactions of spores are compared. Therefore the motility of Ulva
spores in solution (section 5.1.4.) is set into context with the motility observed in vicinity of the sur‐
face. Although multiple measuring trips were conducted throughout the course of this thesis, only
results from the last measuring session are shown. The reason being, that for the previous trips the
experiment was in an optimization process to obtain a convection free environment, greater magnifi‐
cation, and better image quality. However, the major results (spinning & settlement on AWG42, no
settlement in the FoV on PEG, and the hit and stick pattern on FOTS) are observed and reproduced
for all the experiments.

6.1 Occurrence and time evolution of the exploration behavior
in vicinity to different surfaces
For the first time the spore motility in vicinity of various surfaces is determined and analyzed in
3D. The observed motility is different on the investigated surfaces and can be correlated to the at‐
tractiveness of a surface. The latter describe how fast the surface is colonized by the organisms. This
settlement kinetic is determined by spore settlement assays which are described in section 4.6.
To characterize the spore behavior different motion patterns are defined and described in detail
in section 5.2.4. In the sections 10.1.1, 10.2.1 and 10.3.1 the observed movement characteristics
within these patterns are described for each surface. The defined motion patterns encode different
surface interaction. The shortest surface interaction time is observed for the hit and run pattern
whereas the gyration pattern describes a longer surface interaction time. While swimming in a gyra‐
tion fashion the spore spends a reasonable amount of time on the surface but moves around steadi‐
ly. The next longer spore surface interaction time is observed within the spinning pattern and the
longest spore‐surface interaction time are found during the sticking phase of the hit and stick pat‐
tern.
Figure 55, panels (a‐c) gives a summary of the occurrence of the observed motion patterns on
each surface. The amount of settlement on the used surfaces is studied by a standard AMBIO settle‐
ment assay145. The result of this assay is shown in figure 55, panel (d). After 45min of spore incuba‐
tion almost no spores have settled on PEG (27±11spores∙mm‐2), whereas quite a number of spores
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select AWG as suitable for settlement (820±67spores∙mm‐2). The highest amount of settlement is
observed on FOTS (2255±207spores∙mm‐2).
For the intermediately attractive AWG surface the gyration pattern is the most dominant motion
pattern (63%, see figure 55, panel (a)), whereas 11% of the spores belong to the spinning pattern. For
these spores the surface appears to be worth for a more detailed exploration. On average every fifth
spore (22%) finds the surface as not suitable for settlement after the first contact (hit and run pat‐
tern).
In comparison to AWG the situation on the unattractive PEG coating (panel (b)) is different. The
amount of spores identifying the surface as not suitable for settlement after the first contact is twice
as high as on AWG (42% hit and run). Nevertheless, the amount of spores assigned to the gyration
pattern is still of the same order (57%) compared to AWG (63%). However, the most striking differ‐
ence between the surfaces is that no spinning event is observed on PEG.

Figure 55: Summary of the observed motion patterns for the investigated surfaces (a‐c). d) spore settle‐
ment amount after 45min observed in a standard AMBIO settlement assay145. e) for FOTS the exploration
behavior changes with elapsing time so that the individual experiments are shown in detail.

It is observed that the settlement on FOTS is fairly high in respect to the other surfaces. This high
amount of fouling can also be seen in the distribution of the motion patterns. The percentage of the
hit and run pattern is small (4%, panel (c)) in comparison to AWG (22%) or PEG (42%) while the per‐
centage of the spinning pattern is significantly higher on FOTS (27%) than on AWG (11%) or PEG (0%).
Furthermore, on FOTS a spinning phase is involved in each hit and stick pattern (21%) and therefore
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6.1 Occurrence and time evolution of the exploration behavior in vicinity to different surfaces
an effective percentage of 48% spinning is observed for all analyzed spores on FOTS. The temporal
change in the occurrence of the exploration pattern on FOTS (panel (e)) is discussed in section 6.3 in
which the exploration pattern on FOTS, especially the hit and stick pattern, is discussed in detail.
The occurrence of the spinning pattern (FOTS: 48% (21%+27%), AWG: 11%, PEG 0%) goes along
with the determined settlement by the AMBIO standard settlement assay. But also the amount of
the hit and run pattern (FOTS: 4%, AWG: 22%, PEG: 42%) correlates with the assay result. There‐
fore ‐shown for the first time‐ the spore exploration behavior in vicinity of a surface can be corre‐
lated to the fouling rate of irreversible adhesion during the first 40 min of contact time determined
by the AMBIO standard settlement assay. The occurrence distribution of the motion patterns is dis‐
tinctive for each investigated surface and encodes the expectations for settlement on the surface.
Furthermore, the analysis of a few short sequences with a time span of 30s out of the recording
within 10min of spore incubation are sufficient for the 3D motion analysis to answer the question
whether a surface is attractive (early occurrence and high percentage of spinning, e.g. FOTS) or unat‐
tractive (no spinning, high percentage of hit and run, e.g. PEG). Especially, the first 3 minutes are sen‐
sitive and thus predict the outcome of the standard AMBIO settlement assay. This result can envisage
for future high throughput screening technique based on the motion analysis to anticipate the anti‐
fouling performance of a coating as measured in the assays.
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6.2 Deterrent properties of the PEG Surface
In contrast to the standard AMBIO settlement assay which only observes the total number of set‐
tled spores, the 3D motion pattern study analyzes the settlement behavior itself. This knowledge can
provide information to understand the mechanism causing a surface being attractive or unattractive
for spore settlement.
It is necessary for a spore to spin in order to form an adhesive pad before it is able to settle51, 148,
149

. During the spinning the spore establishs contacts between the spore body and the surface. No

spinning event is observed on PEG within the observation time and in the FoV. This observation cor‐
responds with the low settlement found in the standard AMBIO settlement assay, but why does the
pattern not occur? To answer this question the motion pattern on PEG is discussed in detail.

Figure 56: Spore distribution close to PEG (a, c) and AWG for the spores assigned to ASM (Active Search‐
ing Movement, see section 5.3, page 81). Panels (a, b) observed trajectories and panels (c, d) relative spore
distribution.

In the discussion, only spores assigned to ASM (Active Searching Movement, for a definition see
section 5.3, page 81) are considered. When the trajectories within the vicinity of the surface are
compared for AWG and PEG (figure 56, panels (a, b)) the center of mass of the spore body is not de‐
tected within the surface plane on PEG, whereas on AWG contacts between the cell bodies and the
surface are observed. The spore distribution can be studied in more detail in the histogram shown in
figure 56, panels (c, d). For both surfaces the highest spore concentration is observed at a distance of
15‐20µm from the surface, but aside from the maximum the shape of the spore distribution is differ‐
ent for the investigated surfaces. The distribution for AWG is nearly symmetrical around the maxi‐
mum. The spores assigned to ASM prefer to stay at this distance and swim along the surface. The
probability for a spore observed at a distance of 15µm to swim towards or away from the surface is
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similar for both cases. In contrast, for PEG the spore distribution is asymmetrical around the maxi‐
mum. No spores assigned to ASM are observed in the section 0‐5µm (depletion volume) and in the
section 5‐10µm significantly less spores are observed compared to AWG. In contrast to AWG the
spore concentration on PEG is higher for greater distances (>20) from the surface. This means that
the spores rather swim away than towards to the surface if they are at a distance of 15‐20µm from
the surface. In the following the different spore motilities near the surfaces are characterized by the
swimming parameters:

v,

z

and vm shown in figure 57.

Figure 57: Comparison of the exploration behavior on PEG and AWG. Only the spores assigned to ASM
are shown. Panels (a, c, e) show the behavior for PEG, whereas in panels (b, d, f) the behavior for AWG are
illustrated. Panels (a, b) v distribution, panels (c, d) z distribution, panels (e, f) vm distribution and panels.
In panels (a‐f) the line color encodes the following: ⎯ towards the surface, ⎯ all spores, and ⎯ away from
the surface.

In section 4.4 the angle
lar), and

z,

v,

which describes the direction of the movement (e.g straight or circu‐

which describes the movement towards or away from the surface, are explained in de‐

tail. The mean swimming velocity is abbreviated by vm. Figure 57 shows the motion parameters

v,

z

and vm distribution for spores assigned to ASM and for PEG and AWG. The distribution is shown for a
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span from the surface up to 250µm into the water column. In all panels the blue marked line de‐
scribes all analyzed spores, whereas the red marked line represents the sub spore fraction swimming
towards the surface and the green marked line shows the sub spore fraction swimming away from
the surface.
Figure 57, panels (a, b) shows

v

distribution for PEG and AWG. The general trend for both distri‐

butions is similar. In the water column at a distance bigger than 50µm to the surface the value of

v

scatters around a certain value. The value is for PEG 27±2° and for AWG 20±2°. At a distance of 50µm
from the surface the distribution changes and increases significantly. To study the motility causing
the depletion volume the distributions in the first two bins (0‐10; 10‐20µm) are important. For AWG
no difference between the spore fractions swimming towards (red) and away (green) from the sur‐
face is observed. At the section 0‐10µm the value of
v

v

is 58±5°. In contrast on PEG the shape of the

distribution is different. There is a significant difference between the spore fractions swimming

towards ( v=48±12°, red curve) and away ( v=83±10°, green curve) from the surface. The value for
the spores swimming towards the surface is within the error in the same range as observed on AWG,
but the value of

v

observed for the fraction swimming away from the surface is significant higher.

Before the meaning of this observation for

v

is discussed the

z

distributions for PEG and AWG are

explained (figure 57, panels (c, d)).
As for

v

in general the distribution for both surfaces is similar. For all analyzed spores (blue

curve) the value of the

z

distribution scatters around 90° for the complete volume. With greater dis‐

tance to the surface the statics of the observed spores are smaller and therefore the error bars get
bigger. Therefore, no trend is observed of more spores swimming away or towards the surface. The
z

distribution is isotropic if the mean angle is 90°, and for the half space which describes the motion

away from the surface (that corresponds to values in αz between 0° and 90°) the value for an iso‐
tropic distribution is 56°, for the fraction swimming towards the surface it is 124° (see section 4.4,
figure 31, page 45).
Depending on the distributions in the half spaces the movement on AWG and PEG is isotropic for
a distance greater than 50µm (≈60° for away and ≈120° for towards). There is no significant differ‐
ence in the shape of the distribution for the movement away or towards the surface. Closer than
50µm to the surface the value of

z

approaches 80° for the spores swimming away and 100° for the

spores swimming towards the surface. This change in the value of

z

towards 80° (or 100° respec‐

tively) means that the spores do not move isotropic but rather along the surface.
Even if the spores swim on both surfaces parallel to the surface, close to the surface the spores
on AWG are slower than the spores observed on PEG. In the section 0‐10µm from the surface the
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average swimming speed on AWG is decreased by 38% whereas on PEG the velocity only decreases
by 17%. This difference in the decrease means that the surface‐spore interaction is much weaker on
PEG than on AWG. The difference for the velocity distributions is not only observed in the section 0‐
10µm but also in the section 10‐20µm. On AWG the interaction is significantly stronger than on PEG
resulting in the slowdown. At greater distances the difference in the slowdown between the surfaces
is not obvious anymore (section 20‐30µm decrease: AWG 13%, PEG 12%).
A possible explanation for this observation is that the spore is able to interact with the surface by
its flagella before the cell body gets in contact with the surface. The flagellar beating pattern of Ulva
linza zoospores is not jet studied in detail. However, the swimming performance of other algae and
of Ulva gametes (which only have two instead of four flagella) is studied by Inouye et al. 55. The fla‐
gella arrangement during swimming is shown in figure 58 and explained in detail in section 3.1. The
complete length of the Ulva linza flagellum is 15µm and the flagella are hold back in a cruciate pat‐
tern during forward swimming. During the fusion of gametes the first contact between the cells is
established at the tips of the flagella52. This means that the spores can use the flagella not only for
swimming but also to start the signaling process which triggers cell fusion.

Figure 58: Sketch to illustrate the flagella arrangement and the dimensions of a swimming Ulva spore. a)
flagellar beating pattern of gametes from the alga Ulva Bryopsis maxima which has two flagella55; b) lagella
arrangement of Prasinopapilla vacuolata during normal forward swimming holding their flagella back in a
cruciate profile55; c) sketch of a Ulva zoospore with the marked dimensions for the cell body and the flagella.

For the spores assigned to ASM the highest spore density is observed at a distance of 15µm from
the surface (shown in figure 56). For most spores a swimming motion parallel to the surface is ob‐
served at this distance. Due to the cruciate arrangement of the flagella, at least one flagellum has to
get very close to the surface during the beating pattern while swimming parallel to the surface. If the
spore swims closer to the surface the flagella could come in contact with the surface during the beat‐
ing pattern. This contact results in the observed drop in the swimming speed observed for AWG
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(figure 57) and FOTS‐A‐3 (discussed in the section 6.3, figure 61, page 100). On PEG this drop in the
velocity is not as strong, which leads to the conclusion that the interaction between the flagella and
the surface is weaker. Furthermore, only on PEG the center of mass of the spore body is not ob‐
served within the surface plane (see histogram figure 56). The observed
57, towards:

v=48±12°,

away:

v=83±10°)

v

distribution on PEG (figure

can be interpreted the way that the spores swim away

from the surface immediately when getting closer than 10µm to the surface. This movement leads to
the observed depletion layer next to the surface. The exploration behavior has to be due to the
properties of the PEG coating which the spore is probably able to examine once the flagellum get in
contact with and the surface. PEG is a highly hydrated polymer and its anti‐adhesive properties as
well as the settlement inhibition are based on steric repulsion of the highly hydrated and loosely
packed chains forming a diffuse interphase67, 150‐152. The tip of the flagellum is too large and complex
in order for the initial concept of steric repulsion being exclusively able to explain the interactions
between the flagellum and surface. Nevertheless, the first contact between the flagellum and the
PEG interface also occurs on a molecular level. Therefore, it appears to be possible (especially, if it is
envisioned that the flagellum moves in a wave like fashion) that, at the first contact, the flagellum
does not stick to the interface but rather slides along the interface. This potential sliding of the flagel‐
lum results in a weak surface interaction which has a deterrent effect on the exploration behavior.
Thus, the fact that no spinning occurs on PEG is connected to the fact that the spores swim away
from the surface if they are getting closer than a distance of 10µm to the surface. Probably the
spores sense the surface properties of PEG with the tips of their flagella and identify the surface as
not suitable for settlement and thus swim away. To our knowledge this effect of active response to
the properties of the PEG interface is shown for the first time for relatively large (5µm) swimming
microorganisms. Furthermore, the flagellum‐surface interaction is significantly smaller on PEG than
on AWG. This interaction is observed by the velocity slowdown on both surfaces. The interaction be‐
tween flagella and the AWG surface must be higher than on PEG, because the slowdown in the
swimming speed is already observed at a distance where contact of the spore body with the surface
is observed. Based on this discussion it is possible to postulate the hypothesis, that a spore needs a
sufficient strong flagella surface interaction to establish a spore body surface contact.
With elapsing time, even on PEG, a few spores are observed to settle on the surface
(30 spores/mm145). These spores are able to overcome the repulsion of the PEG coating. The trajecto‐
ry PEG‐Un‐1 is the first spore after the injection into the wet cell observed to overcome the deterrent
effect of the interface.
Schilp et al. showed that, even if a spore achieves to actively overcome the steric repulsion and
settles on the surface, the released glue cannot penetrate the coating (because of its anti‐adhesive
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properties (steric repulsion)) and it is only loosely attached67. Thus the spore can be rinsed easily
from the surface67. Whether a spore “knows” in advance that its glue will not stick to the surface and
therefore selects the surface as not suitable for settlement is not known and appears to be unlikely.
It is more likely that the spore “interprets” the PEG coating with its flagella as a place not suitable to
settle. Interestingly, on an EG6 coating which is, as PEG, a protein resistant surface the spores are also
not able to adhere to the surface. Nevertheless the observed amount of initial settlement on EG6 is
high in contrast to the very low settlement on PEG61. The protein resistance which explains that the
spores cannot stick to the surface is caused by different surface properties on PEG and EG6: EG6 is
protein resistant because of a water layer strongly bound to the surface, whereas PEG is protein re‐
sistant because of steric repulsion. This difference in surface properties leads to the fact that while
both surfaces are anti‐adhesive and protein‐resistant, PEG additionally shows a deterrent effect on
the exploration behavior of spores. Therefore PEG fulfills all necessary requirements for an antifoul‐
ing coating, whereas EG6 is “only” a very good fouling release coating.
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6.3 The hit and stick pattern and its importance for the ob
served high amount of settlement on FOTS
The observation unique for the FOTS surface is the hit and stick pattern. Shortly after the spores’
injection into the wet cell the first spores arriving at the surface are trapped at the interface. The hit
and stick pattern is only assigned to spores for which a sticking phase is observed in the trajectory.
The hit and stick pattern only occurs in the first 3 minutes after the injection. At a later point in time
the exploration pattern in vicinity to FOTS is similar to the observed motility on AWG. Nevertheless,
the number of settled spores observed after 45min by the AMBIO settlement assay is high on the
FOTS coating in comparison to AWG. Therefore the short trapping phase in the beginning has to have
an influence on the fouling rate on FOTS because otherwise the amount of fouling on AWG and FOTS
should be fairly similar.
The change in the exploration behavior is observed for many exploration parameters (αv, αz ve‐
locity, spore enrichment close to the surface) but is first discussed with the help of the relative occur‐
rence of the motion patterns shown in figure 59. For FOTS‐A‐1 the most dominant pattern is the hit
and stick pattern (77%). Experiment FOTS‐A‐1 starts 0:29min after the injection and last until
1:24min. For the first 30s of FOTS‐A‐1 the hit and stick pattern is nearly the exclusively observed mo‐
tion pattern next to the surface. With elapsing time the other surface exploration patterns also oc‐
cur, while the hit and stick pattern gradually vanishes. On FOTS spinning occurs at any point in time,
because each hit and stick pattern includes a spinning phase. Due to the hit and stick pattern the
spinning pattern is populated to a higher degree than for the other surfaces. In comparison on AWG
the first spinning event is only observed after a few minutes and on PEG no spinning is observed at
all. In FOST‐A‐3 30% of the observed spores are spinning. Even if this number is significantly higher
than for AWG (11%) the amount of spinning spores is decreasing from FOTS‐A‐1 (77% hit and Stick,
0% spinning), to FOTS‐A‐2 (34% hit and stick + 30% spinning) and FOTS‐A‐3 (0% hit and stick, 31%
spinning). This decrease also correlates with the disappearance of the hit and stick pattern. Anyhow
the first permanent settlement is not witnessed before FOTS‐A‐3 when the hit and stick pattern has
completely vanished.
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Figure 59: Observed motion patterns on FOTS.

Furthermore, for all three subsets the hit and run pattern occurs only seldom (FOTS‐A‐1 (8%),
FOTS‐A‐2 (6%), and FOTS‐A‐3 (2%)), meaning that only a few spores select the surface not to be suit‐
able to settle after a brief contact, but most of the spores give the surface a try. This could be due to
the attractiveness of the surface (spore – surface interaction), or it could be a collective effect caused
by other spores spinning on the surface (spore – spore interaction).
In FOTS‐A‐3 the gyration pattern is the most dominant surface exploration pattern (67%). Its
amount is similar to the amount of gyration on AWG (63%). Anyhow, at this point in time the explo‐
ration appears to be ‐ based also on the other obtained parameters (e.g. enrichment, velocity distri‐
bution) discussed later – similar to the exploration on AWG.
To understand the observed high surfaces settlement in the standard AMBIO settlement assays
the hit and stick pattern is the key even if it only occurs within the first 3 minutes after the spore in‐
jection into the wet cell.
In section 10.3.1.1 the hit and stick pattern is discussed in detail. In table 17, page 172 all ob‐
served trajectories assigned to the latter are summarized. The unique feature of the hit and stick pat‐
tern is the sticking phase which leads to the observed surface trapping. On average the sticking
phase last for 15±12s. The longest observed phase lasts 50s. With elapsing time the duration of the
sticking phase is getting shorter until the pattern vanishes completely. No spore trajectory not con‐
taining a sticking phase is assigned to the hit and stick pattern. In the reconstruction and the 3D anal‐
ysis it can be depicted that the spore is not resting on the surface but rather try to break free from it.
To draw a comparison the spore motion during the sticking phase seams similar to a bug lying on its
back and trying to get back on its feet. Therefore the spores appear not to be “satisfied” with their
position on the surface. The phase can be interpreted the way that the spores try to break free from
the surface to reobtain their motility and to search for a more suitable place to settle.
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Figure 60 shows the

v

distribution for the spores assigned to ASM (Active Searching Motion see

section 5.3) on AWG (panels (a)) and FOTS (panels (b‐d)) at different points in time. In this figure the
total number of spores is marked in blue whereas the subset swimming towards the surface is col‐
oured red and the fraction swimming away from the surface is marked in green. The observed per‐
centage of motion patterns are also shown in the figure.
In the water column (50‐250µm) for all experiments a similar trend is observed ( v=20±4°). As
also observed for PEG (shown and discussed in the last section) the value of
spore is swimming to the surface. The value of

v

v

increases the closer a

starts to increase at a distance of 50µm from the

surface. During the hit and stick pattern the approach to the surface is unique. This can be seen in
figure 60, panel (b). For the approaching spores (red curve) the value of

v

(30‐40µm 16±2°, 20‐30µm

22±4°, 10‐20µm 21±4°, 0‐10µm 33±1°) does not change considerably in comparison to the observed
value for the bulk. This means that the spores do not perform more turns on the approach to the sur‐
face. In contrast at a later point in time on FOTS (FOST‐A‐3, panel (d)) the values of the

v

(30‐40µm

25±2°, 20‐30µm 28±2°, 10‐20µm, 34±2°, 0‐10µm 53±2°) increase significantly and are similar to the
observed values on AWG (panel (a)). This increase can be correlated to the enhanced occurrence of
the gyration pattern and the movement along the surface. Furthermore, in figure 60, panel (b) the
value of

v

for the spores swimming away from the surface (green) is extremely high. Only the spores

assigned to the gyration and hit and run pattern contribute to this peak, because the spores belong‐
ing to the hit and stick pattern stick to the interface and subsequently swim according to the spinning
pattern and therefore do not leave the surface during the duration (54s) of the experiment (FOTS‐A‐
1). The high value of

v=139±6°

for the spores swimming away at this point in time indicates that the

spores perform sharp turns in the swimming direction and subsequently swim away from the sur‐
face. With the disappearance of the hit and stick pattern the surface exploration behaviour is getting
similar to the observed motility on AWG (see figure 60, panels (a, c, d)).
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Figure 60: Comparison of v and the observed motion patterns for a) AWG, b) FOTS‐A‐1 (please note the
different scale on the y‐axis), c) FOTS‐A‐2, d) FOTS‐A‐3. To study the approach towards and the detachment
from the surface only spores assigned to the gyration, hit and run pattern and the approach/detachment
part of the hit and stick pattern (abbreviated as ASM) are shown. The sticking phase and spores assigned to
the spinning pattern are excluded, because their movement obtains no information for the approach to‐
wards and the detachment from the surface. In panels (a‐d) the line color encodes the following: ⎯ towards
the surface, ⎯ all spores, and ⎯ away from the surface.

The observation of the change in swimming direction ( v) can be connected with the flow to‐
wards the surface ( z) and swimming velocity (vm) shown in figure 61. In this figure the same colour
systematic is used as figure 60. For PEG (discussed in the last section 6.2) and AWG (figure 61, panel
(a)) for the complete volume (aside of the distances 0‐20µm from the surface) no preference to swim
either towards or away from the surface is observed. This is also found for FOTS‐A‐2 (panel (c)) and
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FOTS‐A‐3 (panel (d)), as the

z

distribution for all recorded spores (blue curve) scatters within the

error margin around 90°. No trend being observed for spores to swim towards or away from the sur‐
face can be correlated to enhanced occurrence of the gyration pattern. In contrast, during the time
span the hit and stick pattern is the most dominant surface pattern (FOTS‐A‐1, panel (b), blue curve)
the value of the

z

distribution is larger than 100° nearly throughout the complete volume. This

means that the observed spores prefer to swim towards the surface.
The spores assigned to ASM (spores assigned: to hit and run, gyration, and the approach/detach‐
ment part of the trajectories belonging to the hit and stick pattern) and shown in figure 61 (FOTS‐A‐1,
panel (b), red curve) approach the surface on average under a value of

z=100±1°

(0‐10µm). In sec‐

tion 10.3.1.1 the average approach angel is determined exclusively for the approach part of the tra‐
jectories assigned to the hit and stick pattern. Here the value of

z

is 140±26° which is considerably

larger than the value for the spores belong to ASM ( z=100±1°). Although the majority of the spores
belong to the hit and stick pattern (77%, approach angle

z=140±26°)

the general approach angle

( z=100±1°) is strongly influenced by the gyration and hit and run pattern. This decrease in the value
of

z

is due to the fact that the spores assigned to the gyration pattern, do swim parallel the surface,

leading to many low angles values in this regime and therefore an over representation of these tra‐
jectories.
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Figure 61: Comparison of FOTS (panels (b‐d, f‐h)) versus AWG (panels (a, e)) for z (panels (a‐d)) and vm
(panels (e‐h)) distribution. In all panels the line color encodes the following: ⎯ towards the surface, ⎯ all
spores, and ⎯ away from the surface.

Based on the mean velocity (vm) distribution the surface interaction strength during the explora‐
tion behavior can be studied. The stronger the drop in the swimming speed the stronger the interac‐
tion. For FOTS‐A‐3 (37% decrease) and AWG (38% decrease) the slowdown is similarly pronounced
(panels (e, h)). For both experiments the gyration pattern is the most dominant exploration pattern.
The decline gradually starts at a distance of at least 50µm from the surface and gets considerably
steeper at a distance of 10‐20µm from the surface. The spores swimming within these sections are
already able to touch the surface with the flagella and therefore the slowdown represents the sur‐
face interactions. In FOTS‐A‐1 (panel (f)) during the hit and stick pattern the vm distribution is notably
different. The spores swim towards the surface with a constant velocity, nearly as fast as they swim
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in the bulk (aside of the drop in velocity around 110µm). Only in the section 0‐10µm from the surface
an extremely sharp drop in the velocity is observed. This slowdown is due to the strong spore‐surface
interactions leading to the observed sticking phase during the hit and stick pattern. For the trajecto‐
ries assigned to the hit and stick pattern in section 10.3.1.1 it is described that the velocity drops
sharply from an average 200µm/s towards zero. This change in velocity occurs at a distance of
20±9µm from the surface. Since, the spores approach the surface under an angle of

z=140±26°

and

the flagella are hold behind the body while swimming, the spore swims against the surface without
havening contact between the flagella and the surface before. That the drop is observed at a dis‐
tance of 20±9µm from the surface is due to the fact that the spore swims ≈20µm between to conse‐
cutives frames and therefore the spore is observed that last time moving 20µm from the surface.
In conclusion: the

v,

z

and vm distributions change when the hit and stick pattern occurs. Based

on this analysis it is possible to conclude that the spores “crash” into the surface and are subsequent‐
ly trapped at the interface during the hit and stick pattern. For a spore trapped a sticking phase is
observed until it is able to spin and subsequently leave the surface.
After the motility on FOTS explained in detail the questions: “Why does the hit and stick pattern
occurs?” and “Why does it vanish already after approximately 3min?” are still open and need to be
further discussed. The next paragraph gives a possible explanation based on the literature but the
phenomenon is not yet completely understood and some further experiments are necessary, be‐
cause the focus of this thesis was to establish the foundations to determine and define 3D motion
patterns.
A possible explanation for the sticking phase in the hit and stick pattern can be found by making
a comparison to the observed anomalous spore settlement on cationic oligopeptide surfaces153, 154.
On these surfaces some spores are attached sidewise and are not able to continue in their lifecycle.
This sidewise attachment is explained by specific surface spore membrane interactions which trap
the spore in an odd orientation on the surface153. Being held in this configuration the spore is not
able to spin and continue in its life cycle. Nevertheless, most spores which are initially attached side‐
wise are strong enough to reorient themselves on the coating and either swim away or settle normal‐
ly.
Since the behavior on FOTS appears similar to the one on the cationic oligopeptide surfaces, it
can be interpreted similarly. Due to interactions with the surface the spores are initially stuck side‐
ways or in an odd orientation to the surface. Subsequently the spore wriggles until it is reoriented.
Following this reorientation, the spore always undergoes a spinning phase, even if the phase only
lasts for a few seconds. If the spore leaves the surface, it is out of the spinning motion but not direct‐
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ly out of the sticking phase. It seems that only a small percentage of spores are capable of imme‐
diately leaving the surface, but rather spin extensively. This is the reason why so many spinning
spores are observed on FOTS.
All spores on the FOTS coating are able to reorient themselves whereas on cationic oligopeptide
surface it is only a subfraction of the spores. Therefore, on the cationic oligopeptide but not on the
FOTS surface the anomalous spore settlement is observed in the standard settlement assay lasting
45min. This difference has to be due to different forces holding the spores on the surface. The catio‐
nic oligopeptides are hydrophilic (contact angle (CA)= 36‐45°) and the authors claim that the spores
are held to the surface by specific interactions caused by the surface bound peptides and the spore
membrane153, 154. Such specific interactions cannot cause the sticking phase on FOTS. There must be
another reason. The fluorinated monolayer is covalently bond to the surface and therefore the coat‐
ing is stable at the experimental conditions140. It does not leak into the solution and does not swell140.
FOTS is similar to AWG in respect to structure (topology, porosity, periodicity) and stiffness (both are
hard surfaces, Young modulus for AWG ≈69 GPa155). But the wettability of FOTS is different in com‐
parison to AWG. FOTS is hydrophobic (CA= 110.5°) whereas AWG is hydrophilic (CA= 30°). Therefore
the hit and stick pattern is probably caused by the hydrophobicity of the coating156. Whether the hit
and stick pattern also occurs on a soft hydrophobic coating –like the commercial available Intersleek®
coating of International Paint‐ has not been studied yet.
That the pattern vanishes could have several reasons and is need to proof by further experi‐
ments:
•

The FOTS surface could rearrange during the immersion appears to be unlikely because
the SAM is chemically bond to the surface and is composed out of a short (C8H4F13)
nearly completely fluorinated carbon chain.

•

The surface is being ‘conditioned’. There could at least three sources for the condition
the surface:
o

Substances from the ASW

o

Polysaccharide / protein from the Ulva thalus or bacteria released in the ASW

o

The spores could ‘self condition’ the surface by secretion of pre‐glue, glue and
signaling molecules during the hit and stick pattern.

The change in the behavior is most likely due to the fact that a conditioning film develops on the
coating. This film reduces the hydrophobic forces and allows the spores to reorient themselves. The
evidence that polysaccharides / proteins from the Ulva thalus or bacteria released in the ASW form a
film on hydrophobic surfaces is based on not yet published results observed by Thome et al.. In this
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study the development of a conditioning film on a hydrophobic surface (HS‐(CH2)11‐CH3 SAM) was
observed by ellipsometry. Additional to these substances the spore can ‘self condition’ the surface.
To distinguish between these two potential sources of conditioning is not possible without further
experiment, but based on the referred study above (Thome et al.) the substances out of the ASW can
be neglected for the formation of the condition layer. Whether a condition film also develops on hy‐
drophilic surfaces is still under investigation. The existence of this film can explain why the spores are
able to reorient themselves successfully on FOTS and why the hit and stick pattern vanishes.
Even if the hit and stick pattern last only for a short time it has further influence on the surface
exploration, because some spores are always observed to be spinning on the surface. Therefore al‐
ready in FOTS‐A‐3 the first settlement is witnessed. How this early settlement event influences ongo‐
ing settlement is not studied within the scope of this thesis, but the general spore settlement ob‐
served by the standard AMBIO assay can provide information. On hydrophobic surfaces in general a
high amount of settlement is observed after a 45min assay59, 60. Furthermore, the settlement is al‐
ways observed to be in patches and is not consisting of evenly distributed individually settled
spores59, 60. In these studies the authors could demonstrate that on a smooth surface the spores have
an advantage to settle in groups, because they are better protected against shear stress and can ad‐
here stronger to the surface. The earlier, e.g. forced by the trapping phase, the first settlement oc‐
curs the higher is the probability that another spore finds the already settled spore on the surface
and settles next to it. With elapsing time this behavior leads to the formation of a spore cluster. It is
known from literature that spores prefer to settle in depressions to be sheltered from shear stress72.
On a smooth surface a solitarily settled spore can provide shelter for further organisms in its vicinity.
Whether the spores are attracted by settled spores (quorum sensing) or whether they just find a set‐
tled spore randomly is not clear. However, an early settlement event induced by the trapping phase
on FOTS could explain the high amount and patchy settlement on this surface. Schilp et al.61 ex‐
plained the raft formation on EG6OH, where the adhesion strength is nearly zero, by an involuntary
gliding of spores on the surface, after they have committed themselves to settlement and lost their
ability to swim (a motion comparable to the diffusion of a physical adsorbed gas particle on a sur‐
face). Based on the results above this theory appears unlikely to explain the patch formation on hy‐
drophobic coatings where the spores adhere strong enough to withstand a shear stress as high as
56Pa59. An active selection of the spores to form patches appears to be a more likely explanation on
hydrophobic surfaces.
Based on the results a hypothesis to explain the high amount and patchy spore settlement on
hydrophobic coatings observed after 45min in the AMBIO settlement assay can be proposed:
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•

A trapping phase in the beginning exists on all hydrophobic coatings.

•

This short phase induces spinning of spores which leads to early settlement.

•

After a conditioning film has formed and the hit and stick pattern has vanished on the
FOTS surface the observed exploration behavior is similar to the behavior observed on
AWG.

•

An early settled spore can act as a nucleus for further spore settlement to form a clus‐
ter.

The nucleation hypothesis has to be verified by further 3D holographic motion analysis where the
spatial spore density distribution of spores exploring the surface is studied in dependency of settled
spores. The first experiment to verify this hypothesis has already been carried out but is not pub‐
lished yet. I. Thome et al. examined the spore settlement on hydrophobic surfaces in dependence of
conditioning layer formation on the surface. In this case a conditioning layer is defined as a film
which has formed out of molecules secreted by swimming spores. Comparing the surfaces with and
without conditioning films the amount of settled spores and their appearance is completely different.
Settlement on the hydrophobic coating is, as always, high and patchy, but on surfaces where assay a
conditioning layer was formed prior to the settlement it is significantly smaller and the spores settle
independently. Since it is shown in the 3D motion analysis that the hit and stick pattern does not oc‐
cur if the conditioning film is formed on FOTS, it is very likely that on conditioned surfaces the hit and
stick pattern will not occur. Therefore this observation verifies the theory that the trapping phase is
important for the patchy and high amount of settlement and that individually settled spores on
smooth surfaces can act as a nucleus for further and patchy settlement.
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6.4 Hydrodynamic trapping or active extended exploration
near the surface?
Within the motility study it is observed that the spores accumulate next to the surface. This
enrichment extends up to a distance of 200µm from the surface and exceeds the enrichment ob‐
served for other microorganisms. In literature for E.coli113 and bull spermatozoa112 an enrichment is
observed up to a distance of 40µm and is explained by hydrodynamic forces. The motility of Ulva
spores can be classified in three zones.
1) 0‐50µm from the surface
2) 50‐200µm from the surface
3) 200‐ ∞µm from the surface
The zone 3 (200‐ ∞µm from the surface) describes the motility in solution and is already dis‐
cussed in chapter 5.1. In the following the motility in zones 1 and 2 is discussed for the observed ex‐
ploration behavior on the different surfaces and additionally in dependency to the change in the ex‐
ploration behavior on FOTS.
Figure 62 shows the spore enrichment close to the investigated surfaces for the spores assigned
to ASM. Furthermore, for a comparison the surface enrichment of E.coli113 (red curve) and bull sper‐
matozoa112 (green curve) over a glass surface is shown in each panel. The distribution for these two
microorganisms is not studied further than 100µm from the surface so that the curve stops at this
distance. The enrichment for each organism is normalized to the highest cell density.
If the hit and stick pattern does not occur (AWG‐I‐A‐*, PEG‐A‐*, FOTS‐A‐3) the spores accumulate
up to a distance of 200µm from the surface (figure 62, panels (a, b, c)). For all these experiments the
spore enrichment near the surface is of the same order and starts to increase at a distance of 200µm
from the surface. In this general trend further details are observed and can be explained if the
swimming pattern distribution discussed before is envisioned (see figure 55). For AWG‐I‐A‐* (panel
(a), 63% gyration, 22% hit and run) and FOTS‐A‐3 (panel (d), 67% gyration, 2% hit and run) the gyra‐
tion pattern occurs by a similar percentage. In contrast, on PEG (panel (b), 57% gyration and 42% hit
and run) the gyration pattern is slightly less populated, but more importantly, the hit and run pattern
occurs with a high percentage, meaning that the spores do not stay at the interphase but rather
swim away. This is also visible in the spore distribution shown in panel (b) because the observed
spore concentration at the section 30‐60µm (second bin in the histogram) is considerably larger for
PEG (panel (b)) than for FOTS‐A‐3 (panel (d)) or AWG‐I‐A‐* (panel (a)). Furthermore, on PEG the ratio
of the amount of spores near (0‐200µm) the surface and the amount of spores in the bulk (200‐
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800µm) is smaller (1/0.13= 7.7) as in comparison to AWG (panel (a), 1/0.03=33.4) and FOTS‐A‐3
(panel (d), 1/0.03=33.4). Nevertheless for AWG‐I‐A‐*, PEG‐A‐* and FOTS‐A‐3 the increase in the
spore accumulation is observed to start at a distance of 200µm from the surface.

Figure 62: Spore enrichment near the investigated surfaces and in comparison to the enrichment of Bull
spermatozoa112 and E. coli113. a) AWG‐A‐*; b) PEG‐A‐*; c) FOTS‐A‐1; d) FOTS‐A‐3.

In contrast the described spore enrichment is not observed when the hit and stick pattern occurs
(FOTS‐A‐1, figure 62, panel (c)). During the hit and stick pattern, as discussed in detail in the last sec‐
tion 6.3 the spores are trapped at the interface. On AWG‐I‐A‐*, PEG‐A‐* and FOTS‐A‐3 the spore ac‐
cumulation is caused by the motility of the spores belonging to the gyration and hit and run patterns.
Spores assigned to these patterns are only present in a small amount during experiment FOTS‐A‐1.
Therefore no spore enrichment can build up close to the surface.
In figure 62 the enrichment of E. coli (red curve) and bull spermatozoa (blue curve) near a surface
is shown for comparison112, 113. For both organisms an extremely similar distribution is observed and
the concentration increases at a distance of 40µm from the surface. The accumulation in vicinity to
the surface is significantly smaller for E.coli and bull spermatozoa than for Ulva spores. Ulva spores,
E. coli, and bull spermatozoa have different sizes, swimming speeds, and shapes (summarized in ta‐
ble 9). Therefore they swim in different Reynolds number regime (Re). For E. coli the Re is 3∙10‐5 whe‐
reas for bull spermatozoa the Re is 7∙10‐4. Nevertheless the accumulation in vicinity to the surface is
for of E. coli and bull spermatozoa nearly identical. For these two organisms the enrichment next to
the surface is explained by hydrodynamic forces trapping the organisms at the interface112, 113 (see
also section 3.3.3).
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Table 9: Size, shape, swimming speed and Re for E.coli, Ulva spores and bull spermatozoa.
organism
E. coli
Ulva spores
Bull spermato‐
zoa

size
0.5 x 1µm83
2.5 x 2.5µm

shape
bar‐shaped
round

10x5µm95

cudgel‐shaped

swimming speed
≈30µm/s83
≈ 150µm/s
≈100µm/s average trajectory speed
for circular swimmers157

Re
3∙10‐5
4∙10‐4
7∙10‐4

To understand the response to hydrodynamic forces on the motility of Ulva spore the change in
the

z distribution

can provide further details. In figure 63 the

z

distribution is shown for AWG‐I‐A‐*,

PEG‐A‐* and FOTS‐A‐3 (panels (a‐c)). All curves show a similar trend.

Figure 63: Anisotropy of spore movement for AWG (a), PEG (b), FOTS‐A‐3 (c), and FOTS‐A‐1 (d).

As explained in detail in section 4.4 (figure 31, page 45) the

z

distribution is isotropic if its mean

value for the complete angle range is 90° (marked blue) and the value of

z

for the spore fraction

swimming towards the surface is 124°(marked red) and 56° for the fraction swimming away (marked
green).
In figure 63 the

z

distribution (blue curve) for AWG‐I‐A‐* (panel (a)), PEG‐A‐* (panel (b)) and

FOTS‐A‐3 (panel (c)) has a value of ≈90° within the error margin for the complete observation volume
(taking aside the first data point). This means that no trend is observed for the spores to swim either
towards or away from the surface. Nevertheless the movement is not isotropic for the complete ob‐
servation volume. Close to the surface it is observed that the spores swim along the surface whereas
in the water column the spores move in a random orientation. This direction of movement can be
studied by the

z

distribution of the spore fraction swimming towards (red curve) or away (green

curve) from the surface. From deep in the water column up to a distance of 50µm from the surface
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the observed

z

value for the spore fraction swimming towards (red curve) and away (green curve)

from the surface is close to the expected mean values of an isotropic distribution for AWG‐I‐A‐*
(panel (a)), PEG‐A‐* (panel (b)) and FOTS‐A‐3 (panel (c)). For the spore fraction swimming towards
the surface a value of

z≈124°

and for the fraction swimming away a value of

Closer than 50µm from the surface the

z

z≈56°

is observed.

distribution for the spore fraction swimming towards the

surface as well as for the fraction swimming away from the surface changes towards 90°. This change
in the

z

distribution for both spore fractions means that the spores change their swimming direction

and start to swim parallel to the surface. The change is symmetrical for both spore fractions and de‐
creases up to the section 10‐20µm from the surface. For the section 0‐10µm the

z

value does not

further decrease and remains the same. Already in the section 10‐20µm the spores can touch the
surface with their flagella while swimming and therefore the distribution in these two sections is sim‐
ilar.
The change from an isotropic motion in solution to a motion along the surface is caused by hy‐
drodynamic forces. This can be verified by the fact that the change occurs at the distance from the
surface where the hydrodynamic forces increase and (even more important) that the change in the
swimming direction is symmetrical for swimming towards and away from the surface. While swim‐
ming the spore is surrounded by a flow field. This flow field is altered by the hydrodynamic forces
forcing the spore to change its swimming direction. Berke et al.113 and Lauga et al.111 predicted in a
theoretical model that hydrodynamic forces near a surface cause E.coli to swim parallel to it. Fur‐
thermore they calculated that while approaching a surface the hydrodynamic forces gradually force
the organisms to change their direction of motion to a direction parallel to the surface. By the motili‐
ty analysis of Ulva spores we measured this hydrodynamic forced change in the swimming direction
for a microorganism, to our knowledge, for the first time in detail.
In summary, in zone 1 (0‐50µm) the hydrodynamic forces near a solid interface force a swimming
spore to change its direction of movement and swim along the surface. This change starts at a dis‐
tance of 50µm from the surface. However, the spore enrichment is observed up to a distance of
200µm from the surface and can therefore not be caused by hydrodynamic surface trapping as ob‐
served for E. coli and spermatozoa. Rather it has to be due to the exploration behavior of spores. To
characterize the spore enrichment in vicinity to the surface the obtained histograms presented in
figure 62 are fitted with an exponential function (equation (6.1)) leaving the free parameters a and b.
The result is shown in figure 64.
· exp
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Figure 64: Spore enrichment near the investigated surfaces shown already in figure 62 as a bar graph and
fitted by an exponential function (see equation (6.1)).

By the fit three different surfaces enrichment distances can be observed. For E. coli and bull
spermatozoa the cell enrichment near the surfaces increases at a distance of 40µm from the surface.
For FOTS‐A‐3 and AWG‐A‐* the accumulation extends up to 200µm. The observed exploration beha‐
vior on FOTS‐A‐3 and AWG‐A‐* is very similar after the hit and stick pattern has vanished (see discus‐
sion in section 6.3, similar decrease in the velocity close to the surface, similar percentage of gyration
pattern). On the deterrent PEG coating (see discussion 6.2, high percentage of hit and run pattern, no
spinning pattern, depletion layer) the spore enrichment exists further into the solution than ob‐
served for the other surfaces. This means that the spore motility alters the spore accumulation near
the surface of dependence to the explored surface. The results of the spore enrichment near a sur‐
face provide evidence that the spores react to the surface at a greater distance as the reach of the
hydrodynamic forces (0‐50µm) which force the spore to swim parallel to the surface.
Figure 65, panels (c, d, f, h) show the mean velocity (vm) distribution for all investigated surfaces
from the surface up to 800µm into the water column. The section 0‐200µm is highlighted in red in
the additional panels (a, c, e, g). In general (aside from FOTS‐A‐1 (panels (g, h), time period where the
hit and stick pattern occurs) the spores swim slower the closer they get to the surface. The distance
from the surface where the swimming speed starts to slow down is in consistency with the distance
where the spore concentration increases. What causes the spores to slow down is not yet unders‐
tood but it has to be related to the presence of the surface. Apart from FOTS‐A‐1 the slowdown in
the swimming speed is pronounced in the section 0‐50µm from the surface. A possible explanation
for the large extended spore enrichment into the solution could be that while searching for a suitable
settlement place the spores outswim the boundary layer (0‐50µm) in which they are slowed down
before they start a new surface approach. This postulated spore exploration pathway could insure
that the spores can effectively “sense” a large surface area. However, during this movement the
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spore does not move further away from the surface than it still can detect the surface, otherwise the
exploration behavior would be ineffective. Which mechanism the spore uses to detect the surface is
not known. To proof this explanation is the challenge for future work.

Figure 65: Velocity distribution (vm) for the investigated surfaces. Panels (a, c, e, g) show the vm distribu‐
tion for the section 0‐200µm; Panels (b, d, f, h) shows the vm distribution for the section 0‐800µm. Hig‐
hlighted in red is the same part of the distribution. Panels (a, b) AWG‐A‐*; panels (c, d) FOTS‐A‐3; panels (e, f)
PEG‐A‐* and panels (g, h) FOTS‐A‐1.

During the occurrence of the hit and stick pattern (FOTS‐A‐1, figure 63, panel (d)) detailed infor‐
mation of the spore exploration can be obtained. This is due to the fact that during the occurrence of
hit and stick the spores are trapped at the surface and therefore the approach towards the surface
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can be studied without the “backflow” from the surface. It is not possible to follow this behavior the
hit and stick pattern has vanished or on the other surfaces where this pattern does not occur. Fur‐
thermore, the motility analysis of FOTS‐A‐1 is started 30s after the spores’ injection. Therefore, the
arriving spores at the surface have most probably found an interface for the first time. This argumen‐
tation is also valid for the other surfaces. Still on the surfaces without hit and stick pattern the first
spores arriving at the surface explore the surface and swim according to the gyration pattern, mean‐
ing swimming towards and away from the surface. Since the spores accumulate near the surface and
can enter the observation volume from all sides (aside from the surface side) it is not possible to dis‐
criminate whether a spore is in the area where it can feel the surface (e.g. by hydrodynamic forces)
for the first time or not. Therefore the initial spore approach to the surface can only be studied dur‐
ing the hit and stick pattern.
In figure 63, panel (d) the

z

distribution is shown for FOTS‐A‐1. The value of

z

(blue curve) is

bigger than 100° nearly for the complete observation volume. This means that the spores prefer to
swim towards the surface even from a very large distance. The flow towards the surface is connected
to the fact that the recording is started only 30s after the spore injection into the wet. The witnessed
spores are the first spores which enter the field of view. To obtain the observed spore enrichment in
vicinity to the surface there must be a preference to swim towards the interface for a certain time
span otherwise no enrichment can develop. If the enrichment has build up a balanced condition is
achieved where as in the bulk no trend to swim towards the surface is observed anymore. On AWG
and PEG spore enrichment close to the surface builds up in a very short time because spores explore
the surface by swimming according to the gyration pattern. For FOTS‐A‐1 the spores are trapped at
the interface and therefore the time until the enrichment (or the balance state) is reached takes until
the hit and stick pattern does not occur anymore (FOTS‐A‐3). At this later point in time (FOTS‐A‐3)
the value of the

z

distribution is comparable to the values for AWG and PEG (see figure 63) and no

trend to swim towards the surface is observed. Based on these arguments and on the fact that the
surface is stable under the experimental conditions it appears unlikely that swimming towards the
surface observed for FOTS‐A‐1 is triggered chemotactically by molecules diffusing out of the coating
into the water column.
The spore fraction approaching the surface (red curve, figure 63, panel (d)) provides further de‐
tails of the spore motility. Aside from some outliers the spores approach the surface under a mean
value of

v

≈ 124° until a distance of 110µm from the surface. At a distance of 90µm from the surface

a peak (146±6°) is observed, which can be interpreted in the way that the spores actively change
their direction into a steeper approach path to the surface. Based on the discussion above this dis‐
tance is nearly twice as big as the distance at which hydrodynamic forces start playing a dominant
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role on the spore motility. This change in swimming direction (start 110µm, peak 90µm from the sur‐
face) coincides with a drop in swimming velocity shown in figure 66, panel (b). In figure 40, page 60 it
is shown that spores swim slower when turning. Therefore the concordant between the peak in the
z

distribution and the drop in the vm distribution supports the interpretation that the spores actively

turn and swim towards the surface. In the

v

distribution this change is identifiable but not strongly

pronounced. However, why this peak only occurs on FOTS‐A‐1 and how it is connected to the occur‐
rence of the hit and stick pattern is not yet completely understood and needs to be confirmed by fur‐
ther experiments. As discussed in detail in section 6.3, during the hit and stick pattern the spores ap‐
proach the surface in an unique way which differs significantly from the motility observed for all oth‐
er investigated surfaces. A possible answer could be that this behavior stems from spores approach‐
ing the area in which they can detect the surface for the first time, and therefore change their ap‐
proach direction into a steeper path straight towards the surface.

Figure 66: Distribution of

v

(a) and vm (b) for FOTS‐A‐1.

In conclusion: Ulva spores are, unlike E. coli and spermatozoa, not trapped by hydrodynamic
forces near surfaces. Nevertheless during the approach to the surface, the hydrodynamic forces near
(0‐50µm) the surface force the swimming organisms to change their swimming direction to a motion
parallel to the surface. For Ulva spores the change in the swimming direction is observed by the
change of the

z

distribution. For E.coli, spermatozoa and Ulva spores the distance from the surface,

where the hydrodynamics are strong enough to alter the swimming motion, is nearly identically.
Nevertheless the spore enrichment is extended to a distance from the surface of four times of the
hydrodynamic trapping distance. Within the area of the enrichment the spores are observed to swim
slower the closer they get to the surface. Furthermore, only during occurrence of the hit and stick
pattern (FOTS‐A‐1, no surface enrichment, no slow down) at a distance of 110µm from the surface it
is observed that the spores change their swimming direction into a stepper approach towards the
surface. These results show that the spores are able to responds to the surface before the hydrody‐
namic forces near the surface alter the swimming direction. How the spores detect the surface is an
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unresolved question in this thesis and is open to speculations and efforts to design further experi‐
ments.
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In this thesis, the development of a transportable in‐line holographic microscope for visible light
was achieved and successfully used to track the swimming path of Ulva zoospores in 3D for the first
time. Furthermore, a software program was developed and programmed from scratch to allow a fast
and accurate position determination139. In addition many different analysis tools were developed to
examine and classify the exploration behavior of Ulva spores.
Due to the large focus depth of the holographic technique it was possible to examine the motility
of microorganisms in a large wet cell with a depth of 5000µm. Therefore, for the first time, the motil‐
ity in solution (in an area without any boundary effects of the surface) and the exploration in vicinity
to surface was studied at the same time in the same experiment. The motility close to the surface is
different to the observed motility in solution. In the course of the study two different kinds of spores
are identified, one of which does not explore the surface. The increase of the hydrodynamic forces in
the vicinity (0‐50µm) to the surface forces the spores to swim parallel to the surface which is pre‐
dicted by theory111 but, to our knowledge, measured in detail for the first time. Nevertheless, the
spores accumulate from the surface up to a distance of at least 200µm from the surface (or greater
depending on the investigated surface). In this area the mean swimming velocity of the spores de‐
creases. Based on these observations and on the change in the approach angle observed on FOTS in
the beginning of the recording it is possible to conclude that the spores interact with the interface at
distances of at least 100µm from the surface.
To classify the spore motility the movement is analyzed and assigned to different motion pat‐
terns42. The motility close to the surface is analyzed in detail in dependence of the surface properties
and is set into context to the fouling kinetic on these surfaces, determined by additional experi‐
ments. The spore motility provides inside views of the settlement behavior in relation to the surface.
The different motility observed in the vicinity to the surfaces goes along with the observed fouling
kinetics determined by settlement assays. Thereby, in contrast to the duration of the 45min settle‐
ment assay, it is sufficient to study the motility for two minutes within the first five minutes of sur‐
face exploration to predict the fouling kinetics.
On the deterrent PEG coating it is observed that the spores stay away from the interface. The fla‐
gella‐surface contact is sufficient to disturb the exploration behavior so that the spores swim away
from the surface. On the FOTS coating the exploration behavior is time dependent which can most
probably be linked to a development of a conditioning film on the surface which alters the surface
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properties. In the beginning the spores are trapped at the interface. This trapping phase induces
spinning which leads to settlement. The early settled spores act as a nucleus for further spore set‐
tlement which leads to spore clusters on the surface. This mechanism could explain the fouling kinet‐
ics observed by the standard assays.
For future developments it is planned to develop a completely automated analysis software for
the position determination and analysis of trajectories. In the last couple of months promising results
were achieved to determine the position of algae automatically158. This new software will provide
further possibilities to study the motility of microorganisms in greater detail and for longer time pe‐
riods because even more motion data is feasible to process. In reference to the results shown in this
thesis and in cooperation with the Prof. B. Rosenhahn, University Hannover, Germany we successful‐
ly applied for a DFG grant to accomplish this project.
Parallel to the software development further experiments with microorganisms are planned and,
to some extent, were already carried out. Based on the results achieved in this thesis another grant
from the ONR (Office of Naval Research) is successfully obtained to carry out these studies. In the
near future it is planned to study different microorganisms, especially bacteria, with the developed
setup and the implemented analysis software. To achieve the required resolution to track bacteria a
new camera was already bought. Additionally it is planned to study the antifouling properties in a
more realistic environment by deploying the instrument in the ocean. This work will be done togeth‐
er with Prof. G. Swain, Institute of Technology, Florida, USA. The work with Ulva spores will be con‐
tinued to answer the open questions raised in course of the thesis. Furthermore, the exploration be‐
havior will be studied on different types of surfaces. The cationic oligopeptides154 mentioned in sec‐
tion 6.3 offer a great possibility to study the spore approach towards the surface. A topographic in‐
teresting surface is the sharklet AFTM pattern77 on which an extreme low spore settlement is ob‐
served. First promising experiments have already been carried out to study the exploration behavior
on this surface.
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10.1 Exploration behavior on AWG
The following exploration pattern analysis is based on 178 individual traces and 14,807 data
points. Table 10 gives an overview of the available statistics. Two experiments carried out with
spores harvested at different collection trips (trip A & B) are analyzed. The name of the experiments
follows the same systematic as described before (see section 5 page 49). The experiments are ana‐
lyzed at different points in time to investigate the time dependence of the spore motility in the vicini‐
ty of AWG surface.
Table 10: Statistics for the exploration behavior on AWG.

Name
AWG‐I‐A‐1
AWG‐I‐A‐2
AWG‐I‐A‐3

Distance 0‐50 µm
Number of
Number of
traces
data points
13
625
37
1,493
25
1,713

Distance 50‐200 µm
Number of
Number of
traces
data points
19
377
41
1,030
24
553

AWG‐II‐B‐1
AWG‐II‐B‐2

24
40

2,720
4,156

15
347

501
1,653

sum
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10,707

133

4,100

Elapsed time

Duration

[min:s]

[s]

0:35
3:14
11:57

41.9
41.8
42.0

5:00
22:39

102.8
102.4
303.9

Figure 67 and 68 show the obtained motion data. Both figures illustrate the same data set. While
figure 67 shows the trajectories up to a distance of 700µm from an overview, figure 68 scales only up
to a distance of 200µm for a more detailed depiction of the surface exploration behavior. Similar to
the observations for the bulk swimming pattern no swarm behavior is detected in the motion data
close to the surface. The spores swim individually and independently. The reported erratic, random
motion in solution is disturbed by the presence of the surface. The influence of the surface is best
seen in the xz projection in figure 67 and 68, panels (k‐o). With elapsing time the spore accumulation
close to the surface increases. The differences in spore motility are more obvious when individual
trajectories are analyzed. For the following discussion the focus will be on experiment AWG‐I‐A‐*
because it is analyzed at several different time points.
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Figure 67: 3D rendered plots of spores within a distance of 0‐700µm from the surface; a‐e) 3D view; f‐j)
xy view; k‐o) xz view. To distinguish between trajectories they are marked in different colors.
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Figure 68: 3D rendered plots of spores within a distance of 0‐200µm from the surface; a‐e) 3D view; f‐j)
xy view; k‐o) xz view. To distinguish between trajectories they are marked in different colors.
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10.1.1 Exploration on AWG: Swimming pattern analysis
In the following the motility patterns are discussed for individual, exemplary traces and are di‐
vided in two subsections: gyration and spinning. To understand the presented results it is important
to remember the spore physiology (see section 3.1). The spore has a droplet‐shaped body with a di‐
ameter of 5µm and attached to the body four flagella with a length of 15µm. This means that a spore
is able to “touch” a surface physically from a distance of about 20µm away from the surface.
Table 11: Distribution of the determined motion patterns for AWG.
Name
AWG‐I‐A‐1
AWG‐I‐A‐2
AWG‐I‐A‐3
sum
AWG‐II‐B‐1
AWG‐II‐B‐2
sum

Time [min]
0:35
3:14
11:57
5:00
22:39

Gyration (hit and run)
9 (3)
27 (8)
17 (5)
53 (16)
12 (6)
22 (9)
34 (15)

Spinning
0
0
2
2
6
8
14

Undefined
1
2
1
4
0
1
1

Total
13
37
25
75
24
40
64

The exemplary trajectories are named according to the following systematic: experiment name
(AWG‐I‐, AWG‐II), motion pattern abbreviation (Gy: gyration, H&R: Hit and run, Sp: spinning), conti‐
nuously number, e.g.: AWG‐I‐H&R‐1. The occurrence of the determined motion pattern is shown in
table 11. All shown trajectories are discussed with the help of five individual plots. In the correspond‐
ing figures (69‐78) panel (a) shows a 3D rendered plot. This plot gives an overview of the motion.
Panel (b) shows a velocity histogram with a fitted Maxwell‐Boltzmann distribution (see equation
(5.1), page 57). In panels (c‐e) detailed exploration parameters are shown and plotted versus the ob‐
servation time in seconds. These parameters are the following:
•

The change in the z‐position is shown in panels (c, d) in blue and the corresponding
scale on the right side of the graph.

•

The change in velocity is shown in panels (c, e) in black with the scale on the left side of
the graph.

•

αv distribution is plotted in red in panels (d, e). Depending whether it is plotted togeth‐
er with the change in the z‐position panel (d) it is shown on the left side, or if it is plot‐
ted together with the change in velocity panel (e) it is plotted on the right side.

10.1.1.1 AWG swimming pattern: Gyration
Many spores stay in vicinity to the surface once they have gotten close to it. The motion pattern
itself is very variable and the most dominant motion pattern on AWG (see table 11). The gyration
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pattern is assigned to a general motion pattern and already defined in section 5.2.4.3. The swimming
pattern gyration is illustrated with three exemplary trajectories shown in figures 69‐71.

Figure 69: Example 1 (AWG‐Gy‐1) for the gyration pattern. a) 3D rendered trajectory; b) velocity histo‐
gram with fitted Maxwell‐Boltzmann distribution; c) velocity (black, left side) and distance to the surface
(blue, right side) versus elapsed time; d) αv (red, right side) and distance to the surface (blue, left) versus
elapsed time; e) velocity (black, right side) and αv (red, left) versus elapsed time.

All trajectories can be divided into several phases (highlighted in each figure). The phases are
named (I, II, III, …) according to their temporal occurrence. In table 12 these phases are analyzed in
detail. In general the motility can be divided into a motion in solution, a motion in the boundary layer
near the surface (20‐50µm) and a motion with surface contact.
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Figure 70: Example 2 (AWG‐I‐Gy‐2) for the gyration pattern. a) 3D rendered trajectory; b) velocity histo‐
gram with fitted Maxwell‐Boltzmann distribution; c) velocity (black, left side) and distance to the surface
(blue, right side) versus elapsed time; d) αv (red, right side) and distance to the surface (blue, left) versus
elapsed time; e) velocity (black, right side) and αv (red, left) versus elapsed time.
Table 12: Z‐position and time if the spore change it motility.
AWG‐I‐Gy‐1
t(start) [s]
t(end) [s]
z(start) [µm]
z(end) [µm]
vm [µm/s]
[°]
AWG‐I‐Gy‐2
t(start) [s]
t(end) [s]
z(start) [µm]
z(end) [µm]
vm [µm/s]
[°]
AWG‐I‐Gy‐3
t(start)1 [s]
t(end) [s]
z(start) [µm]
z(end) [µm]
vm[µm/s]
[°]

phase I
0.0
1.0
20
46
210
15
phase I
0.0
1.0
25
15
155
15
phase I
0
14.3
5
17
158
20

phase II
1.0
4.6
46
13
85
45
phase II
1.0
10.3
15
10
100
70
phase II
14.3
15.8
17
2
90
70

phase III
4.6
12.1
13
9
130
30
phase III
10.3
11.9
10
12
120
15
phase III
15.8
16.5
2
28
158
20

phase IV
11.9
16.7
12
20
110
70

phase V
19.7
19.4
20
0
155
20

The values shown in table 12 and the corresponding figures 69‐71 show that if a spore gets close
to the surface the swimming behavior changes. In the approach or detachment phase (from the sur‐
face) the spore swims as fast as a spore assigned to the orientation pattern (vp >100µm/s). The αv
distribution for this phase is also typical for an orientation pattern ( ≈30°, see section 5.1.3). If a
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spore gets close to the surface the αv distribution changes significantly. The

value is 60±30°. The

velocity also decreases when a spore gets close to the surface. In figures 69‐71, panel (e) it can be
observed that the decrease in speed and the increase in αv occurs at the same time.

Figure 71: Example 3 (AWG‐I‐Gy‐3) for the gyration pattern. a) 3D rendered trajectory; b) velocity histo‐
gram with fitted Maxwell‐Boltzmann distribution; c) velocity (black, left side) and distance to the surface
(blue, right side) versus elapsed time; d) αv (red, right side) and distance to the surface (blue, left) versus
elapsed time; e) velocity (black, right side) and αv (red, left) versus elapsed time.

10.1.1.2 AWG swimming pattern: Hit and run
The hit and run motion is a special case of the gyration pattern but it is listed as an individual pat‐
tern here, because it is important for the description of the exploration behavior. Figure 72‐74 show
three example trajectories for the hit and run movement. All shown spores move fast (>100µm/s)
towards and away from the surface. None of the shown spores stays close to the surface for a long
time. In figures 72‐74 plot (b) shows a velocity histogram for each spore. The velocity distribution is
not significantly different from the distribution for a movement in solution (see section 5.1.2).
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Figure 72: Example 1 (AWG‐I‐H&R‐1) for a hit and run movement. a) 3D rendered trajectory; b) velocity
histogram with fitted Maxwell‐Boltzmann distribution; c) velocity (black, left side) and distance to the sur‐
face (blue, right side) versus elapsed time; d) αv (red, right side) and distance to the surface (blue, left) versus
elapsed time; e) velocity (black, right side) and αv (red, left) versus elapsed time.

Figure 73: Example 2 (AWG‐I‐H&R‐2) for a hit and run movement. a) 3D rendered trajectory; b) velocity
histogram with fitted Maxwell‐Boltzmann distribution; c) velocity (black, left side) and distance to the sur‐
face (blue, right side) versus elapsed time; d) αv (red, right side) and distance to the surface (blue, left) versus
elapsed time; e) velocity (black, right side) and αv (red, left) versus elapsed time.

The angle distribution (αv) in figures 72‐74 panels (d, e) is typical for a spore assigned to the
orientation pattern. When the spores get closer to the surface, the αv distribution on average has a
higher value and shows more fluctuations. The value of αv fluctuates around 60±30°, sometimes
even higher. In figure 73 in panels (d, e) the increase in αv is clearly visible for the time span (1.8‐4.5s)
while the spore is close to the surface. The change in αv occurs when the spore swims closer to the
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surface than 40µm. When it leaves the surface the αv distribution is typical for a “free” swimming
spore at a distance of ≈30µm from the surface. In figure 72 this effect is not pronounced that strongly
because the spore is close to the surface only for an extremely short time. But for this time span (5.0‐
5.5s) the anglular distribution is larger as for the spore swimming in a larger distance from the sur‐
face. The change in the αv distribution occurs when the spore is closer than 22µm to the surface. The
distribution is ‐ again ‐ typical for a “free” swimming spore when the spore swims further than 30µm
away from the surface.

Figure 74 Example 3 (AWG‐I‐H&R‐3) for a hit and run movement. a) 3D rendered trajectory; b) velocity
histogram with fitted Maxwell‐Boltzmann distribution; c) velocity (black, left side) and distance to the sur‐
face (blue, right side) versus elapsed time; d) αv (red, right side) and distance to the surface (blue, left) versus
elapsed time; e) velocity (black, right side) and αv (red, left) versus elapsed time.

For the spore represented by the trajectory shown in figure 74 the increase in αv is also clearly
visible. The spore stays in close contact to the surface for quite a long time (4.8‐10.0s) and swims pa‐
rallel to it before it leaves the FoV in a distance of 150µm away from the surface. The first change of
αv is detected 100µm from the surface and the αv distribution is “normal” for a swimming spore in
solution when the spore leaves the surface in a distance of 17µm from the surface.
In figure 72‐74 panels (c, e) the velocity (black, left side) is plotted versus the elapsed time. Addi‐
tionally in panel (d) the dependence of the distance towards the surface (blue, right side) and in pan‐
el (e) αv (red, right side) is included. These plots also show that the velocity of the spore movement is
influenced by the presence of the surface. The velocity decreases when the spore gets close to the
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surface. The decrease in speed and the increase in αv occur at the same time (see figure 72‐74, panel
(e)).

10.1.1.3 AWG swimming pattern: Spinning
Before a spore settles it spins on the surface for various time spans. The connection between set‐
tlement and spinning has already been explained in section 5.2.2 and 5.2.3 in the context of the dif‐
ferent identified exploration patterns. The expected settlement on glass within a holographic expe‐
riment is two spores per 40min in the FoV. This settlement rate is confirmed in the hologram analy‐
sis. The spinning on AWG is similar to the spinning on FOTS, but on AWG it always occurs subse‐
quently to the gyration pattern. The pattern is not as distinctive as on FOTS because no spore has yet
selected the surface suitable to settle within the analyzed time. In Heydt et al.42 a more pronounced
spinning event on AWG is already shown which, back then, was entitled “search pattern” (instead of
spinning). Nevertheless the first short spinning phases are observed.

Figure 75: Detailed settlement attempt of the spore shown in figure 76. S1‐S3 are the marked spinning
phases.

In figure 75 the top view of the spores AWG‐I‐Sp‐1 is shown. Three individual spinning phases are
observed. Between these phases the spores do not leave the surface and stays close to it (see also
figure 76 panels (a,c,d)). After several spinning attempts (S1‐S3) the spore leaves the FoV. As defined
in section 5.2.4.5 during the spinning phase the spore is fixed a position on the surface and rotates
around this position. During this motion the vm and αv values do not have any physiological meaning.
Therefore the spinning motion is characterized by the spinning radius (ra) and the angle β (see figure
32, page 45). Since, the spinning phase presented here only last for less than a second and subse‐
quently the spores moves parallel to the surface the trajectory is characterized in the same way as
for the gyration and hit and run pattern. The values of vm and αv shown in the following figures are
only used to discriminate the spinning phase from the motility along the surface and in solution
without introducing any physiological to the value. The spinning phase itself is analyzed in detail in
section 10.3.1.2.
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Figure 76: Example 1 (AWG‐I‐Sp‐1) for a settlement attempt. a) 3D rendered trajectory; b) velocity histo‐
gram with fitted Maxwell‐Boltzmann distribution; c) velocity (black, left side) and distance to the surface
(blue, right side) versus elapsed time; d) αv (red, right side) and distance to the surface (blue, left) versus
elapsed time; e) velocity (black, right side) and αv (red, left) versus elapsed time.

Figure 77: Example 2 (AWG‐II‐Sp‐2) for a settlement attempt. a) 3D rendered trajectory; b) velocity his‐
togram with fitted Maxwell‐Boltzmann distribution; c) velocity (black, left side) and distance to the surface
(blue, right side) versus elapsed time; d) αv (red, right side) and distance to the surface (blue, left) versus
elapsed time; e) velocity (black, right side) and αv (red, left) versus elapsed time.
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Figure 78: Example 3 (AWG‐II‐Sp‐3) for a settlement attempt. a) 3D rendered trajectory; b) velocity his‐
togram with fitted Maxwell‐Boltzmann distribution; c) velocity (black, left side) and distance to the surface
(blue, right side) versus elapsed time; d) αv (red, right side) and distance to the surface (blue, left) versus
elapsed time; e) velocity (black, right side) and αv (red, left) versus elapsed time.

In total 14 individual trajectories are assigned to the spinning pattern (see table 11, page 128).
The spinning pattern is a rare event on AWG in the small FoV. All occurring events are analyzed. The
spores shown in figures 76‐78 swim with a constant but slow average velocity (15‐25µm/s). The spin‐
ning phases at this point in time only last for a short period. Subsequently the spore travels a small
distance along the surface to start the next spinning phase. During the complete trajectory the αv
distribution fluctuates around 77±42° so that the spinning phases and the movement phases are not
easy to separate. Also the z‐position changes only within the length scale of the spore body (±5µm)
which is typical for the spinning pattern.

10.1.2 Exploration on AWG: General behavior
On AWG the spore motility in the vicinity of the surface can be described by the swimming pat‐
tern: gyration (occurs in majority), hit and run and spinning. In table 11, page 128 the occurrence of
the patterns is summarized. To obtain a more general understanding of the exploration behavior ve‐
locity histograms are analyzed. One aspect of the following discussion is to verify the observations of
the last section – shown there for exemplary traces ‐ for all recorded spores. Therefore, most of the
important observations of the last section are summarized:
•

Spores which are assigned to the gyration pattern swim fast (vp > 100µm/s) if they are
far from the surface. For this part of the trajectory the velocity and αv distribution is
similar to the orientation pattern.
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•

Spores are slower if they are close to the surface. Based on the analysis of the last sec‐
tion, the decrease of the velocity should be observable at least 50µm from the surface.

To simplify the complex analysis, histograms are first calculated only for three different sections
of the observation volume. Afterwards the whole observation volume is analyzed in greater detail.
The sections are defined according to the distance from the surface and named in the following
manner: bulk 200‐800µm, near the surface 50‐200µm and close the surface 0‐50µm. The definitions
of the sections are based on the observations of the last chapter. The bulk behavior has been dis‐
cussed in section 5.1.
The histograms shown in figure 79 include all recorded spores. Figure 80 shows the histogram
distributions for spores assigned to the gyration (panels (d‐i)), spinning (panels (j‐l)), and orientation
(panels (a‐c)) patterns separately. Both figures are arranged in the same order: bulk (200‐800µm,
panels (a‐c)), near the surface (50‐200µm, panels (d‐f)) and close the surface (0‐50µm, panels (g‐i)).
The spinning pattern only occurs close to the surface. The histograms in figures 79 and 80 are fur‐
thermore shown for different point in times. The histograms in panels (a, d, g, j) are recoded after
0:34.5min, panels (b, e, h, k) after 3:13.7min and panels (c, d, i, l) after 11:57.0min. The swimming
performance in the bulk (panels (a‐c)) is already explained in 5.1.1 under the name Bulk‐I‐A‐*.
The following discussion refers to the figures 79 and 80. Shortly after the injection (0:34.5min,
figure 79 panels (a, d, g)) only spores assigned to the orientation and gyration pattern are close (0‐
50µm, panel (g)) and near (50‐200µm, panel (d)) the surface, whereas in the bulk (>200, panel (a))
the wobbling and orientation pattern dominates. This statement is confirmed when the distribution
for all spores (figure 79, panels (a, d, g)) is compared to the histograms for the spores assigned to the
gyration pattern (figure 80, panels (a, d, g)). In the histogram close to the surface slow velocity values
are predominant. Comparing the histogram for all spores (figure 79, panel (g)) to the spores assigned
to the gyration pattern (figure 80, panel (g)) no significant differences are detected. Therefore all
slow velocity values in the histogram are due to spore assigned to the gyration pattern and have to
be due to interaction of spores with the surface (see exemplary traces in section 10.1.1.1 and
10.1.1.2).
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Figure 79: Velocity histogram for AWG‐I‐A‐* shown for three distances [panels (a‐c) 200‐800µm, panels
(d‐f) 50‐200µm and panels (g‐i) 0‐50µm] away from the surface. Panels (a, d, g) is analyzed after 0:35min,
panels (b, e, h) after 3:14min and panels (c, f, i) after 11:57min. The data shown in panels (a‐c) is already dis‐
cussed in section 5.1.1 under the name Bulk‐I‐A‐*. The red bars indicate a velocities of 50, 150, 250µm/s.

Figure 80: Velocity histogram on AWG‐I‐A‐* for the spores assigned to the fast spore fraction in the bulk
(panels (a‐c)), to the gyration (panels (d‐i)) and spinning (panels (j‐l)) pattern. The histograms are shown for
three distances [panels (a‐c) 200‐800µm, panels (d‐f) 50‐200µm and panels (g‐l) 0‐50µm] away from the sur‐
face. Panels (a, d, g, j) is analyzed after 0:35min, panels (b, e, h, k) after 3:14min and panels (c, f, i, l) after
11:57min. The data shown in panels (a‐c) is already discussed in section 5.1.1 under the name Bulk‐I‐A‐*. The
red bars indicate a velocities of 50, 150, 250µm/s.
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With elapsing time wobbling spores occur in nearly the whole volume. The amount of slow
spores near the surface (panels (e, f)) increases with elapsing time. In the intermediate time (panels
(b, e, h)) a few “slow” spores are detected near the surface (panel (e)), but no “slow” spores are de‐
tected close to the surface (panel (h)), even though some slow velocity values are present in the his‐
togram. However, these values are not caused by wobbling spores because there is no significant
difference detected when the velocity histograms shown in figure 79, panel (h), all recorded spores
and figure 80 panel (h), only gyration are compared. This leads to the conclusion that the slow veloci‐
ty values in the histograms are due to spores assigned to the gyration pattern and thus interaction
with the surface. The situation near (50‐200µm) the surface (panel (e)) is different at this interme‐
diate point in time. When the histograms for all spores (figure 79, panel (e)) and the spores only as‐
signed to the gyration and orientation pattern (figure 80, panel (e)) are compared the small peak in
figure 79, panel (e) can be assigned to spores belonging to the wobbling pattern.
At the last analyzed point in time (11:57.0min, panels (c, f, i)), the “slow” spores are present in a
majority in nearly the complete observation volume (panels (c, f)). But still, close to the surface the
wobbling pattern is not observed. The situation at this point in time is more complex because the
second surface exploration pattern (spinning) also occurs (see figure 80, panel (l)). As on AWG‐II‐B‐*
the first spinning event is observed after 3:33min (result not shown as an individual figure) it cannot
be generalized that the spinning occurs so late on AWG‐I‐A‐*. If the histogram for the spinning mo‐
tion (figure 80, panel (l)) and the histogram for the spores assigned to the gyration pattern (figure 80,
panel (i)) are combined together this “sum” represents the histogram for all spores (figure 79, pan‐
el (i)). The conclusion is that spores belonging to the wobbling pattern are close to the surface and
therefore these spores do not actively explore the surface. All exploration events up to this time can
be assigned to spores swimming in the gyration or spinning pattern.
If the histograms for spores assigned to the gyration pattern (figure 80) are compared after
0:34.5min (panel (g)), after 3:13.7min (panel (h)) and after 11:57.0min (panel (i)) the slow velocity
values increase with elapsing time. This leads to the conclusion that the number of surface interac‐
tions also increases. The most probable velocity (vp) for the spore assigned to the gyration pattern
(figure 80) is in a good agreement for the spore in the bulk (panels (a, b, c)) and near (panels (d, e, f))
to the surface. But ‐ particularly in the beginning of the experiment (panel (g)) ‐ vp close to the sur‐
face (panels (g, h, i)) is significantly slower than near the surface (panels (d, e, f)). This means that the
spores close to the surface are slower than in the bulk. To study this effect in detail the sectioning of
the observation volume in only three sections is too crude. A detailed analysis is provided after the
general spore distribution in the observation volume is discussed.
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In figure 81 the general spore distribution is shown for the complete observation volume. The
distribution is shown as histograms for all spores (panels (a‐c)) and for spores only assigned to the
gyration and orientation pattern (panels (d‐f)). The distribution is also shown for the different ana‐
lyzed points in time. The distributions are all fairly similar to each other and the same trend can be
found in each distribution. Spores accumulate close to the surface. This enrichment is detected start‐
ing at a distance of 160µm from the surface. Even if the first spinning pattern is not observed before
the last analyzed experiment (AWG‐I‐A‐3) the surface accumulation is already developed. The distri‐
bution in the first experiment (AWG‐I‐1, panels (a, d)) is identically for the first 6 columns (180µm)
for all analyzed spores (panel (a)) and the spores assigned to the orientation and gyration pattern
(panel (d)). This means that the wobbling pattern is not determined near the surface. At the second
point in time (AWG‐I‐2, panels (b, e)) only the first 5 bins of the histogram are the same. The slow
spore fraction gets closer to the surface but is not responsible for the surface enrichment. In the last
experiment the situation is more complex because of the occurrence of the spinning pattern. The
spores assigned to the spinning pattern just influence the height of the first bin (panel (c)). The bins
2‐4 are only populated by spores assigned to the gyration pattern (see comparison panels (c, f)). The
conclusion of this discussion is that the spores assigned to the gyration pattern are responsible for
the accumulation close to the surface.

Figure 81: General spore distribution on AWG‐I‐A‐* in the complete observation volume. Panels (a‐c) all
recorded spores, panels (d‐f) spores only assigned to the gyration and orientation pattern. Panels (a, d) is
recorded after 0:35min, panels (b, e) after 3:14min and panels (c, f) after 11:57min.

Based on the results for the velocity histograms (figure 79, 80) and the spore distribution (figure
81) it can be conducted that the spores assigned to the wobbling pattern do not explore the surface
and the area close to the surface. A spore assigned to the spinning pattern actively explores the sur‐
face but does not provide information about how the spore swam to this specific surface position.
Therefore, to study the exploration behavior of spores swimming towards and away from the surface
only spores assigned to the gyration and orientation patterns can provide information. However, for
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completeness and to verify this statement the distribution for all spores is also provided. The spore
distribution in the observation volume for the spores assigned to the gyration pattern (figure 81, pa‐
nels (d, e, f)) does not change significantly with elapsing time. Therefore all spores from all experi‐
ments (AWG‐I‐A‐*) are analyzed together.
In figures 82‐85 the surface exploration behavior for AWG is analyzed. From now on the observa‐
tion volume is analyzed by dividing the volume in equidistant sections parallel to the surface. Each
section has a height of 30µm. For each section the data is plotted as a histogram. The histograms of
each section are stacked together and combined in one graph. In figure 82, panels (a, d, g, j) a 3D
view is shown. The bars in the graph are colored according to their height, the higher the bar the
darker the color. Figure 82, panels (b, e, h, k) gives a 2D top view of the perspective 3D plots. Darker
squares represent higher bars. Figure 82, panels (c, f, i, l) shows the mean value for each section of
the variable shown in the panel before.
Figure 82 shows the angle distribution (αv) for all spores (panels (a‐c)), for the spores assigned to
the gyration and orientation pattern (panels (d‐f)). Also in figure 82 the αz distribution is shown. The
angle αz is the angle of the spore velocity vector with respect to the surface normal and is illustrated
in figure 29, panel (b), page 43. If αz is smaller than 90° the spore swims away from the surface and if
αz is bigger than 90° the spore swims towards the surface. In figure 82 the αz distribution is shown
for all analyzed spores (panels (g‐i)) and for the spores assigned to the gyration pattern only (panels
(j‐l)). Figure 82, panels (a‐f) shows that close to the surface the αv distribution is extremely variable
and many high values occur. This means that spores change their swimming direction abruptly and
frequently. In solution fewer changes in the swimming direction occur and therefore the value of the
αv distribution is smaller (see section 5.1). In figure 82, panels (a‐f) it is possible to analyze at which
distance from the surface the αv distribution observed in solution changes into the αv distribution
found close to the surface. The effect is more pronounced for the spores assigned to the gyration
pattern (panels (d‐e)) than for all recorded spores. As described earlier (see section 5.1.2.2) the
spores assigned to the wobbling pattern swim more fidgety than the spore fraction assigned to the
orientation pattern and therefore the αv distribution for all spores (see panels (a‐c)) is more change‐
ful in solution.
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Figure 82: αv and αz distribution on AWG‐I‐A‐*. Panels (a, d, g, j) 3d histogram; panels (b, e, h, k) 2D top
view of the perspective 3D histogram; panels (c, f, i, l) mean value of value shown in the two panels before;
panels (a‐c) αv for all recorded spores; panels (d‐f) αv for the spores only assigned to the gyration pattern,
panels (g‐i) αz for all recorded spores and panels (j‐l) αz for the spores assigned to the gyration pattern. The
numbers of counts in the histograms are color coded, the higher the numbers of counts the darker the color
of the bar.

At a distance of 200µm panel the surface the distribution which is observed for the solution
starts to change towards the distribution close to the surface (see figure 82, panel (e)). For the mean
value of αv the change is also observed but only at a distance of 90µm away from the surface. The
change in αv is also observed for all recorded spores (see panels (b, c)). For the mean distribution
(panel (c)) the change occurs at the same position as for the spore assigned to the gyration pattern
(panel (f)).
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In figure 82, panels (g‐l) the αz distribution is shown. In solution the distribution is broad and no
maximum is detected. That means there is no large preference to swim in a certain spatial direction.
Close to the surface the spores swim with a strong preference for 90° which means that the spores
swim parallel the surface. The

z

distribution for all spores (panel (i)) shows that from a distance of

200µm to 720µm from the surface the spores prefer (slightly) to swim towards the surface, because
the mean value of distribution is 98°. For the spores only assigned to the gyration pattern this trend
is also observed. The peak between 300 and 400µm is an outlier due to the statistics in this z‐regime.
The low statistic for this z‐regime is clearly visible in figure 82, panels (j, k). Within the first 200µm
from the surface (panels (i, l)) the same number of spores swims away and towards the surface. This
equilibrium is due to the exploration behavior of the spores. In the gyration pattern the spores swim
up and down and search for a place to settle. The spores which are “lost” for the equilibrium because
of settlement or spinning are replaced by spores coming from solution.

Figure 83: Velocity distribution on AWG‐I‐A‐*. Panels (a, c, e) for all recorded spores; panels (b, d, f) for
the spores assigned to the gyration pattern; panels (a, b) 3D histogram; panels (c, d) 2D top view of the pers‐
pective 3D histogram; panels (e, f) mean value of the corresponding panel.

In figure 83 the change in the velocity distribution is investigated for the complete volume. The
observation volume is sectioned as for figure 82. Figure 83, panels (a, c, e) shows the distribution for
all spores and figure 83, panels (b, d, f) for the spores assigned to the gyration and orientation pat‐
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tern. The spores assigned to the gyration and orientation pattern swim slower when they are close to
the surface. This observation is already stated in the discussion of figure 80. In figure 83 the change
of the velocity in solution and close the surface can be investigated. The slowdown can be detected
at a distance of 120µm from the surface as well as in the 2D top view of the histogram as for the
mean value (see panels (d, f)). For all recorded spores the slowdown is not so easy to determine, be‐
cause of the occurrence of the wobbling pattern (see panels (a, c, e)).
In figure 84 the velocity dependency for spores swimming towards and away from the surface is
studied in detail for the spores assigned to the gyration and orientation pattern. The distribution is
divided in three sections: all spores (blue), spores which swim towards the surface (red) and spores
which swim away from the surface. The discrimination whether a spore swims towards or away from
the surface is based on the αz value. All αz‐values bigger than 90° mean that a spore is swimming to‐
wards the surface and every value of αz smaller than 90° means that a spore is swimming away from
the surface. In the first 200µm from the surface the spores swim away from the surface slower than
towards the surface. In bulk the spores swimming away or towards the surface are equally fast.

Figure 84: Detailed analysis of for AWG‐I‐A‐*. The spores shown are assigned to the gyration and
orientation pattern. These spores are separated in the spores swimming towards the surface (red), all spores
(blue) and spores swimming away from the surface (green).

In figure 85 and 86 the same analysis is provided for the spores analyzed at collection trip B
(AWG‐II‐B‐*). The data for this experiment is analyzed after 3:33min and 22:38min. Both examina‐
tions are combined as it is done for AWG‐I‐A‐*. Also the observation volume is divided into the same
sections as in AWG‐I‐A‐*.
In figure 86, panels (a‐c) αv for all recorded spores are shown, panels (d‐f) shows the αv distribu‐
tion for the spores assigned to the gyration and orientation pattern, panels (g‐i) shows the αz distri‐
bution for all spores and panels (j‐l) shows the αz distribution of all spores assigned to the gyration
and orientation pattern.
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Figure 85: velocity distribution AWG‐II‐B‐*. Panels (a, c, e) for all recorded spores; panels (b, d, f) for the
spores assigned to the gyration pattern; panels (a, b) 3D view; panels (c, d) xy view; panels (e, f) mean value
of the corresponding panel before.

The αv distribution starts to change from the solution distribution to the surface distribution at a
distance of 200µm from the surface (panel (e)). This distance is also observed for

v shown

in figure

86, panel (f). The observation for αz of all recorded spores (figure 82, panel (i)) in experiment AWG‐I‐
A‐* is that for the first 200µm from the surface the same amount of spores swim away and towards
the surface. With larger distances the spores have a preference to swim towards the surface. This
observation is also ‐ less pronounced ‐ found for AWG‐II‐B‐* (figure 86, panel (i)). The reason why the
effect smaller is might be due to the fact that the motion of Ulva spores is analyzed about 10min lat‐
er as for AWG‐II‐B‐* than for AWG‐I‐A‐*.
Even if the general performance of the spores used in AWG‐I‐A‐* and AWG‐II‐B‐* is different re‐
garding the distribution of “slow” and “fast” spores and vp of the fast spore fraction (see figure 36,
83, 85), the distance from the surface where the solution behavior changes to the surface explora‐
tion behavior is the same. The surface interaction distance is determined to be observable for a dis‐
tance of ≈200µm from the surface.
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Figure 86: αv and αz distribution on AWG‐II‐B‐*. Panels (a, d, g, j) 3d histogram; panels (b, e, h, k) 2D top
view of the 3D histogram; panels (c, f, i, l) mean value of value shown in the two panels before; panels (a‐c)
αv for all recorded spores; panels (d‐f) αv for the spores only assigned to the gyration and orientation pat‐
tern, panels (g‐i) αz for all recorded spores and panels (j‐l) αz for the spores assigned to the gyration and
orientation pattern.
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10.2 Exploration on PEG coating
After the study of the exploration behavior on AWG in the previous section the exploration pat‐
terns of spores exploring PEG are analyzed. For spore settlement PEG is an unattractive (small set‐
tlement amount) surface and no settlement was observed in the FoV on this coating (see 5.2.2). This
chapter is arranged in the same order as the previous. At first, the individual motility is discussed fol‐
lowed by analysis of the general behavior is analyzed. The following analysis is based on 98 individual
traces and 4,544 data points. The available statistic is summarized in table 13. The experiment is
named according to the previously used and explained systematic. The first recording is not before
1:26min. Any time prior to this was not possible to analyze because of too much convection in the
observation chamber. The convection is due to the heat of the CCD chip of the camera and has al‐
ready been discussed in detail in section 4.1.5.
Table 13: Statistic for the exploration behavior on PEG

Name
PEG‐A‐1
PEG‐A‐2
PEG‐A‐3
PEG‐A‐4
sum

Distance 0‐50µm
Number of
Number of
traces
data points
16
449
18
495
12
403
24
1,067
70

2,414

Distance 50‐200µm
Number of
Number of
traces
data points
20
325
22
419
15
330
30
1043
87

Elapsed time

Duration

[min:s]

[s]

1:26
2:09
2:51
6:24

43.2
41.8
42.3
42.2

2,117

169.5

In figure 87 and 88 the motility data of all recorded spores is shown as a 3D‐rendered plot. Fig‐
ure 88 illustrate a magnification of motility near the surface (0‐200µm) of the complete observation
volume which is shown in figure 87. The typically erratic, random spore motion is observed for the
exploration on PEG. No swarm behavior or convection is detected in the data. The spores accumulate
within the first 200µm from the surface. With elapsing time the amount of spores near the surface
increases slightly (see figure 87). The xz view in figure 88, panels (i‐l) shows that most spores –
besides from one shown in panel (l)‐ do not swim down towards the surface. Most spores stop the
approach to the surface in a distance of 5µm away from the surface and turn around or swim along
the surface only. Just one spore of the 98 recorded trajectories swims closer to the surface (panel (l)
dark blue trace) and stays for a longer time at the interface. The motility characteristic of this trace is
unusual with respect to the other recorded traces and therefore it is discussed in a separate section
(10.2.1.3). This spore is hard to fit in general swimming patterns and can best be described as mix‐
ture of gyration and spinning pattern. This trace is named “PEG‐Un‐1” in the following.
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Figure 87: 3D rendered plots of spores exploring a PEG surface. The spores within a distance of 0‐850µm
from the surface are; a‐d) 3D view; e‐h) xy view; i‐l) xz view. To distinguish the trajectories from each other
they are colored.
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Figure 88: 3D rendered plots of spores exploring a PEG surface. The spores within a distance of 0‐200µm
from the surface are; a‐d) 3D view; e‐h) xy view; i‐l) xz view. To distinguish the trajectories from each other
they are colored.
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10.2.1 Exploration on PEG: Swimming pattern analysis
The swimming patterns in vicinity of a PEG surface are described with the same motion patterns
as used for glass in the last section 10.1.1. The name for the trajectories follows the same systematic
as used before, e.g. PEG‐Gy‐1. Only the dark blue trace (PEG‐Un‐1) visible in figure 88 panel (l) is
named differently. All shown trajectories are discussed with the help of five individual plots. In the
corresponding figures (89‐95) panel (a) shows a 3D rendered plot. This plot gives an overview over
the motility. Panel (b) shows the velocity histogram with a fitted Maxwell‐Boltzmann distribution
(see equation: (5.1), page 57). In panels (c‐e) detailed exploration parameters are shown and plotted
versus the observation time in seconds. These parameters are as follows:
•

The change in the z‐position is shown in panels (c, d) in blue and refers to the scale on
the right side of the graph.

•

The change in velocity is shown in panels (c, e) in black and refers to the scale on the
left side of the graph.

•

αv distribution is plotted in red in panels (d, e). Depending whether it is plotted togeth‐
er with the change in the z‐position panels (e) the scale is shown on the left side, or if it
is plotted together with the change in velocity panels (e) the scale is plotted on the
right side.

In table 14 the distribution of the determined motion patterns is summarized.
Table 14: Distribution of the determined motion pattern for PEG.
Name
PEG‐A‐1
PEG‐A‐2
PEG‐A‐3
PEG‐A‐4
sum

150

Time [min]
1:26
2:09
2:51
6:24

Gyration (hit and run)
9(7)
10(8)
7(5)
14(9)
40(29)

Spinning
0
0
0
0
0

Undefined
0
0
0
1
1

Total
16
18
12
24
70
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10.2.1.1 PEG swimming pattern: Gyration

Figure 89: Example 1 (PEG‐Gy‐1) for a movement within the vicinity of the surface a) 3D rendered trajec‐
tory; b) velocity histogram with fitted Maxwell‐Boltzmann distribution; c) velocity (black, left side) and dis‐
tance to the surface (blue, right side) versus elapsed time; d) αv (red, right side) and distance to the surface
(blue, left) versus elapsed time; e) velocity (black, right side) and αv (red, left) versus elapsed time.

Figure 90: Example 2 (PEG‐Gy‐2) for a movement within the vicinity of the surface. a) 3D rendered trajec‐
tory; b) velocity histogram with fitted Maxwell‐Boltzmann distribution; c) velocity (black, left side) and dis‐
tance to the surface (blue, right side) versus elapsed time; d) αv (red, right side) and distance to the surface
(blue, left) versus elapsed time; e) velocity (black, right side) and αv (red, left) versus elapsed time.

In figures 89‐91 three exemplary trajectories for the gyration swimming pattern are shown. The
spore behavior within this pattern is similar to the previously discussed behavior on AWG (see sec‐
tion 10.1.1.1). The timestamp jitter, which is explained in section 4.1.4, is as well present in the data.
In fact, it is visible that sometimes the velocity jumps to an extremely high value for a single data
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point. For example in figure 89, panel (c) the velocity jumps at t≈9.5s from 150µm/s to 760µm/s and
back to 150µm/s. For the motion analysis velocity values larger than 500µm/s are therefore ignored.

Figure 91: Example 3 (PEG‐Gy‐3) for a movement within the vicinity of the surface. a) 3D rendered trajec‐
tory; b) velocity histogram with fitted Maxwell‐Boltzmann distribution; c) velocity (black, left side) and dis‐
tance to the surface (blue, right side) versus elapsed time; d) αv (red, right side) and distance to the surface
(blue, left) versus elapsed time; e) velocity (black, right side) and αv (red, left) versus elapsed time.

The swimming pattern of the spore shown in figure 89 is typical for the gyration pattern. In the z‐
projection the spore swims in a wavelike path over the surface. For the first 12s the spore swims up
to a distance of 30‐40µm away from the surface. Towards the end of the recorded trajectory it swims
to a distance of 90µm, where it turns around and swims back towards the surface. It is not possible
to identify a correlation between the distance from the surface and a change in αv (panels (d, e)). The
velocity does not change either with the distance from the surface.
For the spore movement shown in figure 90 and 91 a similar behavior is observed. The spore
swims wavelike over the surface (in z). Both traces swim more than 120µm away from the surface
before they turn around and swim again towards the surface. Neither for αv nor for the swimming
speed a correlation between the distance from the surface and changes in αv or speed is detected. In
comparison to the AWG surface less spores are assigned to the gyration pattern (see table 11, page
128 for AWG and table 14, page 150 for PEG).
The next difference to AWG is that for none of the spores assigned to the gyration pattern the
determined center of the spore body is observed in the surface plane. The smallest observed dis‐
tance for the center of mass of the spore body to the surface is 5µm. Due to the observation that the
spores swim along the surface it is extremely likely that they make contact with the surface with their
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flagella. That the center of mass of the spore body is not observed in the surface plane can be seen in
figures 89‐91 and in figures 92‐94 described in the next section.

10.2.1.2 PEG swimming pattern: Hit and run

Figure 92: Example 1 (PEG‐H&R‐1) for a hit and run movement. a) 3D rendered trajectory; b) velocity his‐
togram with fitted Maxwell‐Boltzmann distribution; c) velocity (black, left side) and distance to the surface
(blue, right side) versus elapsed time; d) αv (red, right side) and distance to the surface (blue, left) versus
elapsed time; e) velocity (black, right side) and αv (red, left) versus elapsed time.

Figure 93: Example 2 (PEG‐H&R‐2) for a hit and run movement. a) 3D rendered trajectory; b) velocity his‐
togram with fitted Maxwell‐Boltzmann distribution; c) velocity (black, left side) and distance to the surface
(blue, right side) versus elapsed time; d) αv (red, right side) and distance to the surface (blue, left) versus
elapsed time; e) velocity (black, right side) and αv (red, left) versus elapsed time.
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Figures 92‐94 show three example trajectories for the hit and run swimming pattern. As already
pointed out in the description of the motion pattern on AWG, the hit and run pattern is a special case
of the gyration pattern. However, it is listed as an individual pattern because it used to rate for the
antifouling performance of the surface. In the hit and away pattern the spores move fast
(vp >100µm/s) towards and away from the surface. As it is apparent in figure 89‐91, panel (c), the
timestamp jitter (see section 4.1.4) occurs in the data.
The spores shown in figures 92‐94 stay close to the surface only for a short time period. For the
αv distribution no clear correlation between the changes in αv and the distance from the surface is
found in the data. The swimming speed does not decrease either when the spore swims close to the
surface. In all three trajectories the spore does not get closer than 5µm away from the surface. All
three spores approach the surface from a great distance (between 300 and 400µm) but do not move
towards the surface as straight as the traces recorded on other surfaces. In table 14, page 150 the
spore distribution for the exploration patterns is shown. Many spores can be assigned to the hit and
run swimming pattern. The population of this pattern is greater than the one for the exploration of
AWG (see table 11, page 128).

Figure 94: Example 3 (PEG‐H&R‐3) for a hit and run movement. a) 3D rendered trajectory; b) velocity his‐
togram with fitted Maxwell‐Boltzmann distribution; c) velocity (black, left side) and distance to the surface
(blue, right side) versus elapsed time; d) αv (red, right side) and distance to the surface (blue, left) versus
elapsed time; e) velocity (black, right side) and αv (red, left) versus elapsed time.

10.2.1.3 Detailed description of “the unusual” spore
Figure 95 panels (a‐e) shows “the unusual” spore of figure 88 panel (l). The spore clearly swims
much slower (26±20µm/s figure 95 panel (b)) than the spores described in the subsection before. It is
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the only one out of 70 recoded traces exploring a PEG surface where the spore body “touches” the
surface. The characteristics of this spore do not fit in the defined swimming pattern. For the spinning
pattern, the movement in the z‐position is too large and the spore swims in loops over the surface
(panels (a, c, d)) rather than staying at the same distance to the surface. Nevertheless, the αv distri‐
bution (panels (d, e)) and the velocity (panels (c, e)) would fit the characteristics of the spinning pat‐
tern. It also does not fit the gyration pattern because the trace is too slow and spends too much time
close to the surface. The characteristics of the spore are somewhere between these two swimming
patterns. The spore swims mostly at a distance of 25µm to the surface, but sometimes it swims down
to the surface (best seen in figure 95 panels (c, e) blue curve). As it is discussed in 4.5 this trajectory is
used to determine the position of the surface. The surface position is also checked by individual
spores trajectories 30min later and can be approved at this position.

Figure 95: Detailed plot for “the unusual” spore (PEG‐Un‐1). a) 3D rendered trajectory; b) velocity histo‐
gram with fitted Maxwell‐Boltzmann distribution; c) velocity (black, left side) and distance to the surface
(blue, right side) versus elapsed time; d) αv (red, right side) and distance to the surface (blue, left) versus
elapsed time; e) velocity (black, right side) and αv (red, left) versus elapsed time.

10.2.2 Exploration on PEG: General behavior
The following section is organized as the corresponding section for glass (10.1.2). With the help
of velocity histograms the spore exploration behavior is analyzed. One aspect is to generalize the re‐
sults obtained by the analysis of exemplary trajectories in the last section. The results are:
•

The spores (except for PEG‐Un‐1) do not swim up to the surface but rather swim away
or along in a distance of 5µm from the surface.

•

The spores are not significantly slower close to the surface than in the bulk.
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•

No correlation between the αv distribution and the distance to the surface is found.
However it is observed that the spores perform many turns in the area close (0‐50µm)
and near (50‐200µm) the surface.

In figure 96 the velocity histograms are shown for three different sections of the observation vo‐
lume. The sections are defined in the same way as for AWG (see section 10.1.2) and named in the
following matter: bulk (200‐800µm, panels (a‐c)), near the surface (50‐200µm, panels (d‐f)) and close
to the surface (0‐50µm, panels (g‐i)). The histograms in figure 96 are also shown for different points
in time. The histograms in panels (a, d, g) are recorded after 1:26min, panels (b, e, h) after 2:51min
and panels (c, f, i) after 6:24min. The swimming performance in the bulk (panels (a‐c)) is already ex‐
plained in 5.1.1 under the name Bulk‐II‐A‐*. Figure 97 shows the velocity histograms for the same
sections and times as figure 96 but only for the spores assigned to the orientation pattern (panels (a‐
c)) and to the gyration pattern (panels (d‐i)). The velocity distribution of the unusual trace is also
shown in figure 97 (panels (j‐l)).
The following analysis is based on figures 96 and 97. Shortly after the spore injection (1:26min,
panels (a, d, g)) and after the intermediate time (2:51min, panels (b, e, h)) spores belonging to the
wobbling pattern are only detected in the bulk. At the latest analyzed point in time (6:24min, panels
(c, f, i)) the spores assigned to the wobbling pattern are detected in the complete observation vo‐
lume. This observation is clearly visible for the spores near (50‐200µm) the surface (panel (f)) when
the histograms for all spores (figure 96) are compared to the histogram for the spores assigned to the
gyration and orientation pattern (figure 97). The situation close (0‐50µm) to the surface (panels (i, l))
is more complex. The histogram (figure 96, panel (i)) close to the surface is strongly influenced by the
occurrence of the “unusual” trajectory (PEG‐Un‐1, see section 10.2.1.3). Looking at the count rate for
the slow velocities (figure 96, panel (i)) it becomes clear that the counts of movement vectors ob‐
served for “PEG‐Un‐1” (figure 97, panel (l)) and gyration (figure 97, panel (i)) are less than the total
number of observed slow velocity vectors. Therefore, spores assigned to the wobbling pattern must
be present close to the surface.
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Figure 96: Velocity histograms on PEG‐A‐* shown for three distances [panels (a‐c) 200‐800µm, panels (d‐
f) 50‐200 µm & panels (g‐i) 0‐50µm] away from the surface. Panels (a, d, g) is recorded after 1:26min, panels
(b, e, h) after 2:51min and panels (c, f, i) after 6:24min. The data shown in panels (a‐c) is already discussed in
section 5.1.1 by the name Bulk‐II‐A‐*. The red bars indicate velocities of 50, 150, 250µm/s.

Figure 97: Velocity histograms on PEG‐A‐* for the spores assigned to the orientation pattern (panels a‐c),
to gyration pattern (panels (d‐i)) and PEG‐Un‐1 (panels (j‐l)). The histograms are shown for three distances
[panels (a‐c) 200‐800µm, panels (d‐f) 50‐200µm & panels (g‐l) 0‐50µm] from the surface. Panels (a, d, g, j) is
analyzed after 1:26min, panels (b, e, h, k) after 2:51min and panels (c, f, i, l) after 6:24min. The data shown in
panels (a‐c) is already discussed in section 5.1.1 under the name Bulk‐II‐A‐*. The red bars indicate velocities
of 50, 150, 250µm/s.

To determine the motility of the spores belonging to the wobbling pattern in figure 98 all ob‐
served trajectories for PEG‐A‐4 are shown and are color coded for different velocities. The slow ve‐
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locity values in the histogram in figure 96, panel (i) are caused by the spore PEG‐Un‐1 and by the
spore named “slow 3”. The spore named “slow 3” swims in a typical wobbling pattern from a dis‐
tance of 150µm to the surface towards the surface. In a distance of 40µm above the surface it swims
along the surface until it leaves the field of view. The traces “slow 1” and “slow 2” swim parallel to
the surface and do neither show a bias to swim towards nor away from the surface. However, these
three trajectories (“slow 1‐3”) explain the big peak for small velocity in the velocities histogram in
figure 96, panel (i). In the same histogram the counts for the fast velocities are much smaller than the
counts for the slow velocities, even though many fast and individual trajectories are observed close
to the surface (see figure 98). This is due to the fact that the majority of trajectories assigned to the
gyration pattern is in the FoV only for a short time period so that not many counts are present in the
histogram shown figure 96, panel (i). To study and understand the surface exploration the spores
assigned to the gyration pattern are more important even if the corresponding peak in the histogram

PEG‐A‐4‐(6:24min)

is much smaller than the peak of the spores assigned to the wobbling pattern.

Figure 98: Spore trajectories close and near the surface (0‐200µm) color coded according to different ve‐
locities (• v<50µm/s; •100<v <500µm/s). The slow traces and PEG‐Un‐1 are marked.

Figure 97 shows that the most probable speed (vp) for the spores belongs to the orientation pat‐
tern (panels (a‐c)) and for the spores assigned to the gyration pattern (panels (d‐i)) are not signifi‐
cantly different. The spores close to the surface swim as fast as the spores near the surface or in the
bulk. This observation is different to the observation on AWG where it is observed that the velocity
close to the surface is significantly slower than near the surface for the spores assigned to the gyra‐
tion pattern (see figure 80, panels (d‐i) and section 6 for a detailed discussion).
In figure 99 the spore distribution in the observation volume is shown. The distribution is shown
for all recorded spores in panels (a‐c), panels (d‐f) show the distributions for the spores assigned to
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the orientation and gyration pattern. Even though the spores do not swim completely down to the
surface, but rather stay in a distance of 5µm from the surface, the spore concentration in vicinity to
the surface is bigger than in the bulk. The spore distribution in the observation volume does not
change with elapsing observation time. The spore accumulation is detectable in all shown histograms
for the first 200µm above the surface. Since the spore distribution in the observation volume is fairly
constant throughout the complete experiment time, the individual experiments (PEG‐A‐1 to PEG‐A‐4)
are discussed together for the following analysis.

Figure 99: General spore distribution on PEG‐A‐* in the complete observation volume. Panels (a‐c) all
recorded spores, panels (d‐f) spores only assigned to the orientation and gyration pattern. Panels (a, d) is
recorded after 1:26min, panels (b, e) after 2:51min and panels (c, f) after 6:24min.

As for AWG the observation volume is divided into 30µm slices. The layout of figures 100 and 101
is the same as for AWG (see figure 82, 83). In figure 100, panels (a‐f) the αv distribution is discussed
and the αz distribution is shown in panels (g‐l). In figure 100, panels (a‐c) for αv and panels (g‐i) for αz,
the distribution is shown for all spores whereas in figure 100, panels (d‐f) for αv and panels (j‐l) for αz,
the spores assigned to the gyration and orientation pattern are shown.
The αv distribution close to the surface is broader than the one in the bulk. The change from the
bulk distribution to the surface distribution is observed in the 2D top view of the perspective 3D his‐
togram (panels (b, e)) in a distance of 200µm from the surface. Additionally, for the mean value of αv
(panels (c, f)) the change between the surface distribution and the solution distribution is observed
at a distance of 200µm from the surface. Between all recorded spores and the spores assigned to the
gyration pattern no significant difference is observed. The distance from the surface where this
change is observed coincides with the position of the accumulation of spores in vicinity (0‐200µm) to
the surface. A change in the αv distribution is not expected from the exemplary trace analysis shown
in section 10.2.1. For the exemplary trace analysis it is not possible to correlate a change in the αv
with the distance to the surface because many changes in the angle occur far away in solution (>
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100µm). Therefore, the increase of the αv distribution cannot only be linked to direct surface contact
(see discussion AWG) but it describes the gyration motion in which the spores swim in a changeful
matter towards and away from the surface.
As for αv distribution, there is no significant difference for αz distribution between the spore as‐
signed to the orientation and gyration pattern (panels (j‐l)) and to all recorded (g‐h) spores. Up to a
distance of 60µm (second data point (panels (i, l))) the spores have a small preference to swim to‐
wards the surface.

Figure 100: αv and αz distribution on PEG‐A‐*. Panels (a, d, g, j) 3D histogram; panels (b, e, h, k) 2D top
view of the perspective 3D histogram; panels (c, f, i, l) mean value of value shown in the two panels before;
panels (a‐c) αv for all recorded spores; panels (d‐f) αv for the spores only assigned to the gyration pattern,
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panels (g‐i) αz for all recorded spores and panels (j‐l) αz for the spores assigned to the gyration pattern. The
count rate is encoded in the height and in the color of the bars; the darker the bar, the higher the count rate.

Figure 101 shows the velocity distribution in the whole observation volume. In panels (a, c, e) the
distribution is shown for all spores and in panels (b, d, f) the velocity distribution is shown for the
spores assigned to the orientation and gyration pattern. For the spores assigned to the gyration pat‐
tern (panels (b, d, f)) the velocity gets slightly slower when the spores are near to the surface. The
slowdown is also detected for a distance of 200µm from the surface. This effect is not seen for all
recorded spores (panels (a, c, e)) because the slow spores and the spore “PEG‐Un‐1” disturb the
trend.

Figure 101: Velocity distribution on PEG‐A‐*. Panels (a, c, e) for all recorded spores; panels (b, d, f) for
the spores assigned to the gyration pattern; panels (a, b) 3D histogram; panels (c, d) 2D top view of the pers‐
pective 3D histogram; panels (e, f) mean value of the corresponding panel before. The count rate is encoded
in the height and in the color of the bars; the darker the bar, the higher the count rate.

In figure 102, the

v

distribution (panel (a)) and the mean velocity distribution (panel (b)) are

shown in detail for the spores assigned to the orientation and gyration pattern. The spores’ motility
is analyzed for three cases: all spores assigned to this analysis (blue), the fraction of spores swimming
towards the surface (red) and the fraction of spores swimming away from the surface (green). In the
mean velocity distribution in figure 102, panel (b) no significant difference is detected for the fraction
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of spores swimming towards or away from the surface. In the

v

distribution (panel (a)) for the spore

fraction which swims towards the surface (red) and away from the surface (green) in the bulk no dif‐
ference is found, whereas in vicinity (30‐150µm) to the surface a difference is observed. For the
spores (assigned to the gyration pattern) shown in figure 102, panel (a) which swim towards the sur‐
face (red curve) a higher

v

value is observed. This means that the spores swimming towards the sur‐

face perfore more changes in the swimming direction than the spores swimming away from the sur‐
face (green curve). To remember: spores accumulate in vicinity (0‐200µm) to the surface (see figure
99).

Figure 102: Detailed analysis of v (panel (a)) and (panel (b)) on PEG‐A‐*. Only the spores shown as‐
signed to the gyration and orientation pattern are shown. These spores are analyzed apparently for the
spores swimming towards the surface (red), all spores (blue) and spores swimming away from the surface
(green).

In summary, the exploration behavior on PEG can be characterized as follows: The spores do not
interact strongly with the surface and except for one individual. The smallest observed distance of
the center of mass of the spore body and surface is 5µm. Furthermore, the surface interaction is
small which is verified by the observation that close to the surface the velocity is only slightly slower.
This observation leads to the hypothesis that the spore needs a sufficient strong interaction with the
surface and the flagella to establish a spore body surface contact. In comparison to AWG the interac‐
tion strength between the flagella and the surface appears to be too small support this exploration
mechanism. However, the spores still accumulate in vicinity (0‐200µm) to the surface. Approaching
the surface the spores perform more turns than while swimming away from the surface.
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The last surface discussed is the attractive FOTS surface. In table 15 the available statistic is
summarized. In total 136 traces and 20,312 data points are analyzed. The experiment in this section
is named according to the systematic explained in section 5 page 49. The chapter is organized in the
same way as the corresponding chapter for AWG (10.1) and PEG (10.2). In section 5.2.3 a detailed
settlement analysis is shown based on a direct hologram analysis. Four spores settle in the FoV dur‐
ing this experiment but many more attempt to settle.
Table 15: Number of analyzed traces, data points and total observation time, close to the surface

Name
FOTS‐A‐1
FOTS‐A‐2
FOTS‐A‐3
sum

Distance 0‐50µm
Number of Number of
traces
data points
13
3,440
33
9,609
72
4,599
118

17,648

Distance 50‐200µm
Number of Number of
traces
data points
17
309
32
855
47
1,500
96

Elapsed time

Duration

[min:s]

[s]

0:29
1:24
5:54

55.1
83.8
59.4

2,664

198.3

Figure 103 and 104 panels (a‐i) show the spore exploration behavior at three different points in
time for all recorded spores over the complete observation volume (figure 103) and for a magnifica‐
tion of the area near (0‐200) the surface (figure 104). The spores swim independently from each oth‐
er and in an erratic motion. No swarm behavior or convection is observed in the data. Only for the
first point in time data (FOTS‐A‐1), 29s after the injection, a preference in the swimming direction of
the spores is found. The spores swim towards the surface. This preference exists not only within the
first 200µm from the surface (shown in figure 104) but also in the complete observation volume
(figure 103). This preference in the swimming direction is lost with elapsing time. The effect is dis‐
cussed in detail in section 10.3.2.
Figure 104 shows that the exploration behavior changes dramatically with increasing time. If a
spore swims close to the surface in the beginning of the experiment (after 29.3s, panel (g)) it does
not explore the surface but rather stick to it. With increasing experiment time this approach pattern
vanishes and spores explore the surface in the same way as described for AWG. This is best seen in
the xz view of figure 104, panels (g‐i) in the change of the spore distribution close (0‐50µm) and near
(50 ‐200µm) to the surface. The details for the approach patterns are discussed below.
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Figure 103: Spore trajectories near the surface (0‐1100µm) above the FOTS coating. a‐c) 3D view; d‐f) xy
view; g‐i) xz view; To distinguish the trajectories the trajectories are colored different.
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Figure 104: Spore trajectories near the surface (0‐200µm) above the FOTS coating. a‐c) 3D view; d‐f) xy
view; g‐i) xz view; To distinguish the trajectories the trajectories are colored different.

10.3.1 Exploration on FOTS: Swimming pattern analysis
In the following the motility patterns are discussed for individual, exemplary traces and is sepa‐
rated in three subsections: Hit and stick, gyration and spinning. Gyration and spinning are general
motion patterns and are defined in section 5.2.4. Hit and stick is a unique motion patter for FOTS.
The hit and run pattern also occurs but in a smaller percentage than for the other surfaces. Therefore
it plays a minor role for the exploration of FOTS surfaces and is not discussed as an individual section.
In table 16 the occurrence of each pattern is summarized. The trajectories shown in this section are
discussed in the same matter as for AWG and PEG. A detailed description can be found in the corres‐
ponding sections (10.1.1 or 10.2.1).
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Table 16: Distribution of the determined motion pattern for FOTS.
Name
FOTS‐A‐1
FOTS‐A‐2
FOTS‐A‐3
sum

Time [min]
0:29
1:24
5:54

Hit and stick
10
11
1
22

Gyration (hit and run)
2 (1)
9(2)
36 (1)
47 (4)

Spinning
0
11
17
28

Settlement
0
0
1
1

Total
13
33
55
101

10.3.1.1 FOTS swimming pattern: Hit and stick
The hit and stick swimming pattern only occurs on FOTS. The pattern is described with three ex‐
emplary traces. Additionally for all analyzed traces the important parameters are summarized in ta‐
ble 17.

Figure 105: Example 1 (FOTS‐H&S‐1) for a hit and stick movement. a) 3D rendered trajectory for the ap‐
proach to the surface; b) velocity (black, left side) and distance to the surface (blue, right side) versus elapsed
time for the approach and the beginning of the sticking phase; c) xy view of the sticking phase; d) xy view of
the spinning phase. A sketch of the spore is shown to clarify the dimension of the sticking and spinning
phase. The spinning phase is characterized by the angle β and the radius (ra) as defined in figure 32, page 45.
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All traces assigned to this pattern have in common that a spore swims fast (vp >100µm/s) and
straight towards the surface. Even from a great distance (>90µm) the approach towards the surface
is fairly straight (not many turns, see figure 105‐107, panel (a)). This visual impression can also be
observed for the αv distribution which is smaller and less changeful (αv = 20±15°, see table 17) on the
approach to the surface than in solution (αv = 28±25°, see section 5.1.3). This straight approach is
also observed in the general motion pattern shown in figure 104, panel (c). If a spore reaches the sur‐
face it stops swimming immediately (see drop in velocity in figure 105‐107 panel (b), black line). The
spore sticks on the surface for a certain time span before it starts to move according to the spinning
pattern. Even if the spore detaches from the surface a motion according to the spinning pattern al‐
ways occurs and lasts for thousands or just for a few turns.

Figure 106: Example 2 (FOTS‐H&S‐2) for a hit and stick movement. a) 3D rendered trajectory for the ap‐
proach to the surface; b) velocity (black, left side) and distance to the surface (blue, right side) versus elapsed
time for the approach and the beginning of the sticking phase; c) xy view of the sticking phase; d) xy view of
the spinning phase. A sketch of the spore is shown to clarify the dimension of the sticking and spinning
phase. The spinning phase is characterized by the angle β and the radius (ra) as defined in figure 32, page 45.
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The hit and stick pattern can be divided into four parts: (i) approach, (ii) sticking to the surface,
(iii) spinning and (iva) detachment from the surface or (ivb) settlement. Every part except for the spin‐
ning part is described in detail in this section. The spinning pattern is described as an individual mo‐
tion pattern in section 10.3.1.2. In Figures 105‐107 three examples for the hit and stick swimming
pattern are shown. The motility for the different parts of the hit and stick pattern [i) approach panels
(a, b), ii) sticking panel (c), iii) spinning panel (d), iv) detachment (if existing) panels (e, f)] are shown
as individual plots.
Figure 105 shows a spore which enters the FoV 400µm from the surface. With some turns the
spore finds its way towards the surface (see figure 105, panel (a)). On the approach to the surface
the spore swims at an average velocity of 212±37µm/s. On this path towards the surface the spore
swims slightly more directed (with less changes) (αv =16±13°(±80%)) than it is typically observed for a
spore assigned to the orientation pattern (αv = 28±25°(±90%), see section 5.1.3). After the spore
reaches the surface it stops swimming immediately (see panel (b), black line) and stays at the same
position until the end of the recording (143s). During that time the spore sticks for about 17.1s be‐
fore it starts moving according to the spinning pattern. The motion of the sticking phase is shown in
(panel (c)). During this phase the spore position changes by some infrequently “flips” of the spore on
the surface. Subsequently to the sticking the spore starts spinning (rf= 187±30rpm; ra= 3.6±0.2µm
and af =1124±179°/s) until the end of the recording. This spore neither leaves the surface nor settles
during the observation time. Based on the analysis in FOTS‐A‐3 it is known that the spore left the sur‐
face at some point in time between FOTS‐A‐2 and FOTS‐A‐3.
The spore shown in figure 106 has the same characteristics in its swimming performance. The
spore approaches the surface with a velocity of 251±73µm/s. The sticking phase last 8.3s and the
spinning characteristics are rf= 152±30rpm; ra= 3.5±0.4µm and af =914±179°/s.
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Figure 107: Example 3 (FOTS‐H&S‐3) for a hit and stick movement. a) 3D rendered trajectory for the ap‐
proach to the surface; b) velocity (black, left side) and distance to the surface (blue, right side) versus elapsed
time for the approach and the beginning of the sticking phase; c) xy view of the sticking phase; d) xy view of
the spinning phase. A sketch of the spore is shown to clarify the dimension of the sticking and spinning
phase; e) 3D trajectory for the detachment from the surface; f) velocity (black, left side) and distance to the
surface (blue, right side) versus elapsed time for the detachment from the surface. The spinning phase is cha‐
racterized by the angle β and the radius (ra) as defined in figure 32, page 45.

The spore shown in figure 107 approaches the surface in the same way as the already discussed
spore trajectories except that this spore is able to leave the surface again. The shown detachment
from the surface occurs after an extremely short spinning period. It was possible to follow the ap‐
proach part of the trajectory for more than 800µm towards the surface which is unusual because
normally the spore leaves the FoV already after a shorter travel distance. In the approach all the ob‐
tained parameters are typical for a fast moving spore: vp is 248.9±60.5µm/s and αv is mostly below
30° but never larger than 50° (not shown as an additional figure). To swim this long distance the
spore needs 7.4s. Subsequently it sticks (panel (c)) to the surface for 11.4s before it starts to spin for
a few turns (panel (d)). Afterwards it detaches from the surface (panel (e, f)). The spore spins for a
short period ‐only 2.2s (see panel (d))‐ before it leaves the surface, but the characteristics are typical
for the spinning phase (rf =191±27rpm; ra =2.9±0.1µm; af =1147±164). The first phase of the de‐
tachment from the surface is visible in figure 107, panel (f). Suddenly the velocity increases and αv
gets smaller (40°, not shown as an individual figure). The spore leaves the surface with an angle (αz)
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of 79° towards the surface normal. That means that the spore swims parallel to the surface for a
short time period before swimming back into the solution. The final detachment phase is shown in
panel (e). The spore leaves the FoV at a distance of 200µm from the surface.
In the section of trace “FOTS‐H&S‐3”, shown in figure 107, the spore swims towards the surface
at a speed (vp) of 249±64µm/s. After surface contact it swims at a velocity (vp) of 150±46µm/s which
is slower than it was before surface contact. From a closer look at the velocity distribution in panel (f)
one can see that the velocity increases with increasing time of the spore swimming in solution. It is
not known whether the swimming speed gets as fast as it was before the surface contact because
the spore leaves the FoV before a maximum velocity is reached.
In table 17 important parameters for the hit and stick swimming pattern are summarized for the
spores observed in FOTS‐A‐1 (0:29min) and FOTS‐A‐2 (1:24min). In FOTS‐A‐3 (5:54) the hit and stick
swimming pattern is not observed any more (see table 16, page 166). In table 17 spores are listed in
the order of their occurrence during the recording. For all observed spores the following parameters
are shown (in brackets the abbreviations used in table 17 are defined):
•

Number of the trace (number)

•

First frame and last frame of the observed spore (frame)

•

Approach velocity (vp app.)

•

Detachment velocity (vp det.)

•

αz for the approach to the surface (αz app.)

•

αz for the detachment from the surface (αz det.)

•

Time the spore sticks to the surface (sticking)

•

A comment for the behavior (comment)

•

The spore swims further in the gyration pattern (gyration)

•

A part of the trajectory is assigned to the gyration pattern before the spore movement
is classified to the hit and stick pattern (out of gyration)

•

spore leaves the surface (detach)

•

The mean value of αv for the approach to the surface (

•

The mean value of αv for the swimming performance after the detachment from the
surface (

app.)

det.)
β

•

The mean value of angular frequency (af, ) for the sticking phase (af stick)

•

The distance from the surface for the approach when the velocity gets slower (dist.

dt

app.)
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•

The distance from the surface for the detachment from the surface when the velocity
increases (dist. det.)

•

The distance from the surface when the spore leaves the FoV (dist. leave)

•

Some phases (approach, sticking, spinning, detach) of the pattern can be extremely
short. For these cases it is not feasible to determine a mean value (e.g. spore 19 spins
on the surface but the pattern is too short to determine a mean spinning speed). (short)

•

If a phase (approach, sticking, spinning, detach) of the hit and stick pattern is short (but
bigger as the case “short”, see above), a value (e.g. velocity) for this part can be esti‐
mated. These values are not as reliable as the other obtained values and therefore no
error is stated. For example trace number 2 wriggles/spins close at the edge of the FoV.
Therefore the approach and the detachment are extremely short but observable. (‐‐‐ +)

•

The spore swims in the gyration pattern but for the determination of vp or αv a part of
the gyration pattern is chosen were the spore swims above the solution. (‐‐‐‡)

•

The spore swims in the gyration pattern but is not possible to determine a value for vp
or αv for a section without surface contact. (‐‐‐†)
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Table 17: Details for trajectories assigned to the hit and stick swimming pattern. The following abbrevia‐
tions are used: app.: Approach to the surface; det.: Detach from the surface; dist.: Distance from the surface
(for an explanation of “ +, ‡, †, short” please refer to the description in the text).

350‐1999
352‐865
442‐1999
448‐794
504‐1999
565‐999
732‐1363
742‐1999
778‐1081
797‐1088
999‐1196
1028‐1187
1037‐1999
1191‐1518
1220‐1999
1235‐1385
1276‐1999

vp (app.)
[µm/s]
221±37
160+
234±38
225±61
269±50
236±43
203±54
251±73
249±64
221±67
short
204±49
230±51
236±44
177±29
242±41‡
250±28‡

vp (det.)
[µm/s]
‐‐‐
124+
‐‐
204±23
‐‐‐
‐‐‐
147±36
‐‐‐
150±46
150±37‡
160±38‡
120±40†
‐‐‐
148±56
‐‐‐
183±25
‐‐‐

αz (app.)
[°]
151
159
107
141
106
178
161
168
119
112
short
100
141
174
132
166
155

αz (det.)
[°]
‐‐‐
70
‐‐‐
62
‐‐‐
‐‐‐
58
‐‐‐
79
57
64
56
‐‐‐
76
‐‐‐
73
‐‐‐

18

1278‐1403

185±44‡

202±41‡

108

86

4.8

19
20
21

1328‐1999
1468‐1637
1487‐1684

245±49
212±42‡
221±49

‐‐‐
147±37
163±46

132
125
170

‐‐‐
89
56

12.8
1.7
16.0

223±48

166±38

140±26

69±12

15±12

dist. app.
[µm]
30.1
18.5
16.6
25.0
14.1
24.3
23.1
20.2
16.4
9.0
short
8.8
18.3
44.0
12.9
25.6
30.6

dist. det.
[µm]
‐‐‐
6.3
‐‐‐
7.7
‐‐‐
‐‐‐
9.5
‐‐‐
8.0
6.9
12.2
6.2
‐‐‐
8.9
‐‐‐
7.3
‐‐‐

dist. leave
[µm]
‐‐‐
25
‐‐‐
85
‐‐‐
‐‐‐
400
‐‐‐
200
24
64
13
‐‐‐
900
‐‐‐
109
‐‐‐

number

frame

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

mean

sticking [s]
17.1
2.4
18.6
14.2
21.8
15.2
31.7
8.3
11.4
7.9
10.7
3.4
50.0
11.3
0.8
4.3
short

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

(app.)
[°]
16.5±13.4
32.9±17.7
23.5±10.8
14.5±10.0
20.0±17.7
24.2±18.8
25.5±19.8
17.1±13.6
18.4±11.0
20.2±21.9
short
31.3±17.9
18.1±16.0
13.4±13.5
17.8±14.7
24.7±16.4‡
10.8±7.6‡

‐‐‐
48.8±25.6
‐‐‐
11.5±7.6
‐‐‐
‐‐‐
28.9±25.0
‐‐‐
19.5±11.0
33.6±30.7†
17.1±7.8‡
40.0±47.5†
‐‐‐
28.2±18.3
‐‐‐
16.7±9.0
‐‐‐

af
(stick)[°/s]
378±209
647±249
338±213
417±222
283±185
147±109
458±188
213±182
325±150
203±128
335±170
358±191
411±213
302±183
‐‐‐
237±108
‐‐‐

18

18.6±10.8‡

7.9±4.5‡

319±165

15.8

13.4

26

19
20
21

22.8±15.3
17.5±12.3‡
27.9±23.7

‐‐‐
12.5±9.1
17.6±12.7

309±163
515±339
788±261

10.9
6.9
23.5

‐‐‐
5.7
4.4

‐‐‐
80
152

mean

20±15

18±12

367±191

20±9

8±3

number
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v

(det.) [°]

comment
detach
detach

detach
detach
gyration
gyration
gyration
detach
out of gyration
detach
out of gyration
out of gyration
+ gyration
out of gyration
detach

comment
detach
detach

detach
detach
gyration
gyration
gyration
detach
out of gyration
detach
out of gyration
out of gyration
+ gyration
out of gyration
detach
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From the data in table 17 the following conclusions can be drawn:
•

Spores swim faster towards the surface than they swim after they have been spinning
on the surface. The mean velocity for the approach is 223±48µm/s and for the detach
161±38µm/s. It was possible to follow “spore 14” after the detachment from the sur‐
face to a distance of 900µm from the surface. This spore still swims slower after the de‐
tachment than during the approach (app.: 236±44µm/s, det.: 148±56µm/s). The mean
angle ( v) distribution is not significantly different for the approach (20±15°) and for the
detachment (18±12°) from the surface.

•

Spores approach the surface steeper than they detach from the surface (see figure 108
or table 17).

•

With elapsing time (see frame number) the hit and stick pattern changes. In the begin‐
ning no spore is able to explore the surface. All spores which come very close to the
surface stick to the surface and subsequently start to spin. The spores 15, 17, 18 & 20
show the typical gyration pattern. They swim down to the surface, explore it for a cer‐
tain time (no sticking or spinning) and swim back into the vicinity (0‐200µm) of the sur‐
face. After the gyration part “spore 20” sticks to the surface (short spinning phase) be‐
fore it leaves the surface and the FoV at a distance of 80µm away from the surface. The
“spores 15” and “17” first “explore” the surface (gyration) before they stick to the sur‐
face at a different position for an extremely short time. Both spores start to spin and do
not leave the FoV before the end of the recording. The recorded trajectory of “spore
18” can be split into three parts: gyration, hit and stick and again gyration. With elaps‐
ing time the sticking phase gets shorter until it vanishes. From then onwards most
spores explore the surface via the gyration pattern. In the last analyzed time frame
(FOTS‐A‐3) the hit and stick behavior is nearly lost completely (see table 16, page 166).

•

While approaching the surface the velocity drops at a distance of 20±9µm from the sur‐
face. If a spore detaches from the surface the velocity increases at a distance of 8±3µm.

Figure 108: Sketch for the approach angle (green) and detachment angle (orange) observed for spores
assigned to the hit and stick pattern. a) shows the determined αz (angel against the surface normal); b) for a
better understanding the same angle is drawn within respect to the surface plane.
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10.3.1.2 FOTS swimming pattern: Spinning
Prior commitment to settlement the spore spins above the surface for a various amount of time.
This connection (spinning – settlement) has been already depicted in an earlier study51. Settlement is
an irreversible step in the spore lifecycle and it determines were the spore starts to grow into a new
plant. To be able to design an antifouling coating it is important to study the spinning behavior in de‐
tail to understand the motion which leads to settlement.

Figure 109: Example 1 (FOTS‐Sp‐1) for spinning on FOTS. a) 3D rendered view; b) xy view. A sketch of the
spore is shown to clarify the dimension of the spore motion. The spinning phase is characterized by the angle
β and the radius (ra) as defined in figure 32, page 45.

In figures 109 and 110 the details of the spinning pattern are shown. Figure 109, panels (a, b)
shows the 3D rendered and the xy view of the spinning pattern. The spore continues spinning until
the end of the recording. The center of mass of the spore changes on a circle with a diameter of
3.6±0.1µm. The angular frequency (af;

) is 1124±179°/s. Depending on these values the rotation

frequency (rf) can be calculated, which is rf =187±29rpm. The rotation frequency is in a good agree‐
ment with the rotation frequency (240rpm) determined before51.
The rotation frequency analyzed in FOTS‐A‐1 and FOTS‐A‐2 is constant even if a spore spins for
several minutes. In experiment FOTS‐A‐3 ‐ recorded 4:30min later than FOTS‐A‐2 ‐ most of the spin‐
ning spores of the experiment FOTS‐A‐1 and FOTS‐A‐2 have left the surface, only two spores still spin.
The rotation frequency is not significantly slower than before. In table 18 the mean rotation frequen‐
cy, the mean radius (ra) and angular frequency (af) is shown. The mean rotation frequency is
193±27rpm, the radius is 3.1±0.4µm and the mean angular frequency is 1160±164°/s. The high mean
angular frequency in combination with the small standard deviation is a definite indicator for a spin‐
ning motion. During the sticking phase, in comparison, the value of the mean angular frequency is
significantly smaller with a bigger relative variation (367±191°/s, see table 17).
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Figure 110: Example 2 (FOTS‐Sp‐2) for spinning on FOTS coating: a) 3D rendered view; b) xy view. A
sketch of the spore is shown to clarify the dimension of the spore motion. The spinning phase is characte‐
rized by the angle β and the radius (ra) as defined in figure 32, page 45.

Figure 110 shows another example of the spinning pattern. The characteristics (rf =230±33rpm,
ra =2.6±0.1µm, af =1383±199°/s) for this spore are similar to the one previously discussed.
Table 18: Details for the spinning spores assigned to the hit and stick swimming pattern. The following
abbreviations are used: spin.: Spinning; short: The spinning phase is too short to determine a mean value for
rf, ra and af.
number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
mean

frame
350‐1999
352‐865
442‐1999
448‐794
504‐1999
565‐999
732‐1363
742‐1999
778‐1081
797‐1088
999‐1196
1028‐1187
1037‐1999
1191‐1518
1220‐1999
1235‐1385
1276‐1999
1278‐1403
1328‐1999
1468‐1637
1487‐1684

rf (spin) [rpm]

ra [µm]

af (spin) [°/s]

187±29
206±46
230±33
168±39
219±33
209±34
short
152±29
191±27
148±23
195±39
short
205±35
short
167±39
187±25
217±30
238±45
206±35
156±38
short

3.6±0.1
2.5±0.1
2.6±0.1
3.0±0.2
3.1±0.2
2.5±0.2
short
3.4±0.4
2.8±0.0
3.0±0.2
3.3±0.2
short
3.2±0.1
short
3.3±0.4
2.8±0.5
3.2±0.1
3.7±0.3
2.6±0.2
3.2±0.2
short

1124±179
1238±277
1383±199
1008±234
1314±198
1259±206
short
914.±178
1147±164
890±143
1170±239
short
1233±210
short
1004±234
1124±152
1302±183
1432±273
1239±211
938.±232
short

193±27

3.1±0.4

1160±164
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In experiment FOTS‐A‐3 one spore out of the recorded 17 spinning spores stops spinning and set‐
tles in the FoV. This spore does not belong to the two spores which have been on the surface already
in FOTS‐A‐1 or FOTS‐A‐2. Since it is already on the surface in the first analyzed frame of FOTS‐A‐3 it
must have come to the surface at any point between FOTS‐A‐2 and FOTS‐A‐3. Therefore, it is not
known how long the spore actually spins on the surface. The trajectory including the settlement
event is shown in figure 111 and can be divided into three parts: Spinning part I (panel (a)), spin‐
ning part II (panel (b)) and settlement.
For spinning part I (panel (a)) the value of the rotation frequency (122±35rpm) is already slower
than it is observed for the other spinning patterns (193±27rpm). Consequently, the values of other
spinning parameters are also slightly different in comparison to the typically observed values listed in
table 18. The radius (ra = 4.5±0.8µm) is slightly bigger and the angular velocity is detectable slower
(737±213°/s). For the spinning part II the spore does not rotate anymore because the value of the
rotation frequency for an assumed rotation is very slow (rf = 50±20rpm). The motion is better de‐
scribed by a twitching motion where the cell body flips around on the surface. The radius in wich the
center of mass is distributed is bigger and more changeful (ra = 7.0±1.8µm) than observed for the
typical spinning motion. The angular frequency (af = 300±124°/s) is also slower meaning that the
spore does not move as fast as during the spinning. In the last part (settlement, panel (c)) the spore
finally stops moving and is adhered to the surface. This spore settles on the surface and establishes
the link between spinning and settlement.

Figure 111: Example 3 (FOTS‐Sp‐3) for a spinning spore on the FOTS coating which stops spinning and
settles in the FoV. a) xy‐view of the spinning part I; b) xy‐view of the spinning part II; c) xy‐view of the set‐
tlement. A sketch of the spore is shown to clarify the dimension of the spore motion. The spinning phase is
characterized by the angle β and the radius (ra) as defined in figure 32, page 45.

10.3.1.3 FOTS swimming pattern: Gyration
With elapsing time the hit and stick motion pattern vanishes and gyration pattern occurs. In
FOTS‐A‐2 the change in the exploration behavior is observed. After a couple of minutes the spores
are not longer immediately trapped when they approach the surface but are able to explore the sur‐
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face. In the FOTS‐A‐3 experiment spinning, gyration and hit and run patterns as well as a settlement
are observed. For the gyration motion on FOTS a typical example is shown in figure 112. The spore
swims towards the surface, “examines” the surface, swims away and starts to “explore” the surface
at a different position. As already stated for AWG (section 10.1.1), spores are slower when they are
close to the surface. In figure 112, panels (c, e) this correlation is also shown for the gyration pattern
on FOTS. The αv distribution changes as well with the distance to the surface (see panels (d, e)) coin‐
ciding with the velocity. For the approach to the surface the spore swims slower at a distance of
17.3µm from the surface. In a distance of 8.8µm from the surface the spore detaches and starts
swimming faster again. These observed values for the example shown in figure 112 are in the same
range as the values determined for the hit and stick pattern summarized in table 17, page 172.

Figure 112: Example 1 (FOTS‐Gy‐1) for a movement within the vicinity of the surface. a) 3D rendered tra‐
jectory; b) velocity histogram with fitted Maxwell‐Boltzmann distribution; c) velocity (black, left side) and
distance to the surface (blue, right side) versus elapsed time; d) αv (red, right side) and distance to the sur‐
face (blue, left) versus elapsed time; e) velocity (black, right side) and αv (red, left) versus elapsed time.
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10.3.2 Exploration on FOTS: General behavior
The exploration behavior on FOTS is complex and changes with elapsing time. In the following
the observations of the last section are put in a general context. The focus will be to determine the
surface interaction distance and to verify the change in the exploration behavior. In the last section
the following observations were described:
•

In the beginning of the experiment the hit and stick pattern occurs. Since, nearly all ob‐
served trajectories in FOTS‐A‐1 can be assigned to the hit and stick pattern the spores
are trapped at the surface at a specific position (sticking and spinning phase) and do not
explore the surface as observed on AWG and PEG (occurrence of the gyration pattern
on these surfaces).

•

After 5:54min the hit and stick pattern vanishes and the surface is explored according
to the gyration pattern. The exploration behavior at this time is similar to the behavior
on AWG (see discussion 6.3).

•

The first permanent settlement event is not witnessed before FOTS‐A‐3 when the hit
and stick pattern has vanished completely.

•

For a spore assigned to the gyration pattern the αv distribution increases significantly
and the speed is significantly lower if the spore is close to the surface (the same is ob‐
served on AWG for the spores assigned to the gyration pattern, but is not observed on
PEG).

Figure 113: Velocity histograms for on FOTS‐A‐* shown for three distances from the surface [panels (a‐c)
200‐800µm, panels (d‐f) 50‐200µm and panels (g‐i) 0‐50µm]. Panels (a, d, g) is analyzed after 0:29min, panels
(b, e, h) after 1:24min, and panels (c, f, i) after 5:54min. The data shown in panels (a‐c) is already discussed in
section 5.1.1 under the name Bulk‐III‐A‐*. The red bars indicate velocities of 50, 150 and 250µm/s.
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Figure 114: Velocity histograms for the spores assigned to orientation pattern (panels (a‐c)), to the
spores assigned to the gyration pattern (panels (d‐i)) and to the spinning pattern (panels (j‐l)) on FOTS‐A‐*.
The velocity histograms are shown for three distances from the surface [panels (a‐c) 200‐800µm, panels (d‐f)
50‐200µm and panels (g‐l) 0‐50µm]. Panels (a, d, g, j) are analyzed after 0:29min, panels (b, e, h, k) after
1:24min and panels (c, f, i, l) after 5:54min. The data shown in panels (a‐c) is already discussed in section
5.1.1 under the name Bulk‐III‐A‐*. The red bars indicate velocities of 50, 150 and 250µm/s.

To reduce the complexity of the analysis, first the velocity histograms in figure 113 and 114 are
discussed for three sections of the observation volume: bulk (panels (a‐c), 200‐800µm), near the sur‐
face (panels (d‐f), 50‐200µm) and close to the surface (panels (g‐l), 0‐50µm). The histograms are
shown for three different analyzed times: FOTS‐A‐1 (panels (a, d, g) 0:29min), FOTS‐A‐2 (panels (b, e,
h) 1:24min) and FOTS‐A‐3 (panels (c, f, i) 5:54min). The distribution in the bulk is already discussed in
section 5.1.1 under the name Bulk‐III‐A‐*.
In figure 113 the velocity histograms are shown for all analyzed spores whereas in figure 114 his‐
tograms are shown for the orientation pattern (panels (a‐c)), for the spores assigned to the gyration
pattern (panels (d‐i)) and for the spores assigned to the hit and stick and spinning pattern (panels (j‐
l)).
The following discussion is based on figures 113 and 114. Shortly after the injection (FOTS‐A‐1)
no spores assigned to the wobbling pattern are detected in the complete observation volume. How‐
ever, the two clearly distinguishable spore fractions observed close (0‐50µm) to the surface (panels
(g)) are assigned to the hit and stick pattern (see figure 114, panel (j)). This spore velocity distribution
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is due to surface interactions of the spores with the FOTS surface. The peak around 5µm/s can be
assigned to spores sticking (phase II of the hit and stick pattern) on the surface. The peak around
50µm/s is assigned to spinning spores on the surface. It is possible to exclude that the peak around
50µm/s is caused by spores swimming according to the wobbling pattern (see comparison figure 113,
panel (g), all spores) and figure 114, panel (j), spores assigned to the hit and stick pattern). The
amount (small number of counts in the histogram) of spores assigned to the gyration pattern at this
time (FOTS‐A‐1) is extremely small (see figure 113, panel (g) and figure 114, panel (g)).
With elapsing time the velocity distribution for spores belonging to the hit and stick and spinning
pattern changes close to the surface (figure 114, panels (j ,k, l)). After 1:24min (panel (k), FOTS‐A‐2)
the ratio of sticking and spinning spores is inverted compared to the situation after 0:30min (FOTS‐A‐
1). The situation after 5:54min (panel (l), FOTS‐A‐3) is similar to the situation in FOTS‐A‐2. Both peaks
which are assigned to sticking spores and spinning spores are observed. Based on the knowledge of
the individual trace analysis (section 10.3.1) in FOTS‐A‐3 (panel (l)) the sticking spores are not caused
by spores assigned to the hit and stick pattern (which does not occur anymore during FOTS‐A‐3) but
rather caused by the one settling spore (see figure 111).
The velocity distribution for the spores assigned to the gyration pattern also changes significantly
with elapsing time. Shortly after the injection nearly no spores assigned to the gyration pattern are
detected close to the surface (figure 114, panels (g‐i)). This is best seen comparing the velocity histo‐
gram of all analyzed spores (figure 113, panels (g‐i)) with the velocity histogram showing only the
spores assigned to the gyration and orientation pattern (figure 114, panels (g‐i)). Furthermore, in the
latter histograms it is shown that with increasing observation time the amount of spores assigned to
the gyration pattern strongly increases. At the last analyzed point in time (see figure 113, panel (i)),
FOTS‐A‐3) the spores assigned to the gyration pattern are clearly observed as an individual peak in
the velocity histogram of all spores. The occurrence of these spores clearly marks a change in the ex‐
ploration behavior on FOTS.
For the slow spore fraction the velocity distribution near (50‐200µm) the surfaces (figure 113,
panels (d, e, f)) also changes with increasing time. Shortly after the injection no slow spores are de‐
tected (panel (d)). At the intermediate time (panel (e)) a defined peak around 40µm/s is visible. This
peak is studied in detail to know whether it is caused by spores assigned to the wobbling pattern or
by spores slowly leaving the surface. In figure 115 the spore trajectories corresponding to the histo‐
gram (panel (e)) are shown. Two wobbling spores are detected in this figure. One spore swims to‐
wards the surface (“slow 1”). The other spore swims in a distance of 190µm parallel to the surface
(“slow 2”). Therefore the peak in the histogram is caused by wobbling spores and not by spores leav‐
ing slowly the surface.
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Figure 115: Spore trajectories near the surface (50‐200µm) color coded depending on different velocities
(• <50µm/s; 50< • <100µm/s; 100 < • <500µm/s; • >500µm/s).

The spores assigned to the gyration pattern are slower when they swim close (0‐50µm) to the
surface (figure 114, panels (h, i)) than when they swim near (0‐200µm) the surface (figure 114, pa‐
nels (e, f)). This observation is not made shortly after the injection (panels (d, g)) which might be due
to the low statistic at this time (only three spores are assigned to the pattern (see table 16, page 166,
plus the approaches/detachments of spores assigned to the hit and stick pattern). With elapsing time
and the increasing amount of spores assigned to the gyration pattern the difference between the
swimming speed close and near the surface increases.
In figure 116 the distribution of the spores is shown for the whole observation volume. All ana‐
lyzed spores are shown in figure 116, panels (a‐c) whereas in figure 116, panels (d‐f) only the spores
assigned to the fast spore fraction in the bulk and to the gyration pattern are shown. The distribution
of all spores is strongly influenced by the hit and stick and spinning pattern staying a long time on the
surface. To show the distribution in solution the identical distribution is plot with a different scale on
the y‐axis. For the last experiment (panel (c)) the distribution changes and a spore accumulation is
detected within the first 200µm. To investigate the exploration behavior the distribution of the
spores assigned to the gyration and orientation pattern is more important than the spores belonging
to the wobbling pattern because these are the spores which actively search for a place to settle. The
spores assigned to the spinning pattern have already selected a position on the surface where they
might be settling and therefore these trajectories do not provide information how the spore
achieved to get to this position. For this analysis the approach and detachment part of each spore
trajectory belonging to the hit and stick pattern is assigned to the gyration pattern. For this spore
fraction (figure 116, panels (d‐f)) the distribution changes significantly with elapsing time. In the be‐
ginning no accumulation of spores is detected in the vicinity of the surface. This can be explained by
the fact that all spores which get close to the surface are trapped at the interface. With elapsing time
the spores do not have to stick to the surface and are able to explore the surface. At the last experi‐
ment (FOTS‐A‐3) the typical (as observed for AWG (10.1.2) and PEG (10.2.2)) spore accumulation is
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observed in the vicinity of the surface. This enrichment is detected at 220µm (see figure 116, panels
(f)). In figure 116, panel (f) the spore distribution is very similar to the distribution on AWG (see sec‐
tion 10.1.2, and section 6.3 for discussion of the comparison between AWG and FOTS).

Figure 116: Distribution in the observation volume on FOTS‐A‐*. Panels (a‐c) shows all recorded spores
with two different y scales and panels (d‐f) only the spores assigned to the gyration and orientation pattern.

Since the spore distribution changes with elapsing time the experiments FOTS‐A‐1 to FOTS‐A‐3
are analyzed separately for the following detailed exploration analysis. Different parameters (figure
117: αv, figure 118: αz and figure 119: velocity) are shown. Panels (a, d, g) shows experiment FOTS‐A‐
1, panels (b, e, h) shows experiment FOTS‐A‐2 and panels (c, f, i) shows experiment FOTS‐A‐3. Figure
117‐119, panel (j) shows the mean value of the corresponding figure for all analyzed spores and pan‐
el (k) shows the mean value for the spores assigned to the gyration pattern and to the fast spore
fraction in the bulk. In panels (j, k) the red curve represents the spores from experiment FOTS‐A‐1,
the blue curve from experiment FOTS‐A‐2 and the green curve from the experiment FOTS‐A‐3. In fig‐
ure 117‐119, panels (a‐c) all analyzed spores are shown whereas in panels (d‐i) only the spores as‐
signed to the gyration pattern and to the fast spore fraction are shown.
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Figure 117: The αv distribution for the exploration on FOTS‐A‐*. Panels (a‐c) all analyzed spores; panels
(d‐i) spores assigned to the gyration pattern; panel (j) v for all spores; panel (k) v for the spores assigned to
the gyration and orientation pattern; panels (j, k) red curve: FOTS‐A‐1, blue curve: FOTS‐A‐2, and green
curve: FOTS‐A‐3; panels (a, d, g) FOTS‐A‐1 (0:29min); panels (b, e, h) FOTS‐A‐2 (1:24min); panels (c, f, i) FOTS‐
A‐3 (5:54min); panels (a‐f) 3D histogram of αv; panels (g‐i) 2D top view of the perspective 3D histogram. The
count rate is encoded in the height and in the color of the bars, the darker the bar the higher the count rate.
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Figure 118: The αz distribution for the exploration on FOTS‐A‐*. Panels (a‐c) all analyzed spores; panels
(d‐i) spores assigned to the gyration pattern; panel (j) z for all spores; panel (k) z for the spores assigned to
the gyration and orientation pattern; panels (j, k) red curve: FOTS‐A‐1, blue curve: FOTS‐A‐2, and green
curve: FOTS‐A‐3; panels (a, d, g) FOTS‐A‐1 (0:29min); panels (b, e, h) FOTS‐A‐2 (1:24min); panels (c, f, i) FOTS‐
A‐3 (5:54min); panels (a‐f) 3D histogram of αz; panels (g‐i) 2D top view of the perspective 3D histogram. The
count rate is encoded in the height and in the color of the bars, the darker the bar the higher the count rate.

In figure 117 the αv distribution is shown. For all analyzed spores (panels (a‐c)) the spores on the
surface (spinning or sticking) dominate the distribution. For the spores assigned to the gyration and
orientation pattern (panels (d‐i)) the distribution changes with elapsing time. This is best seen in the
top view (panels (g‐i)). For experiment FOTS‐A‐1 (panel (g)) no change in respect to the surface dis‐
tance is detected for the αv distribution. The distribution close to the surface is the same as the one
for the bulk. This means that the spores do not perform more turns when they get closer to the sur‐
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face. The αv distribution shown in figure 117, panel (g) even gives the impression that the angular
distribution is narrower between 50 ‐ 250µm from the surface. This would mean that the spores in
that segment prefer to swim straight towards the surface.
With elapsing time and with the occurrence of the gyration pattern the αv distribution changes
(see figure 117, panels (g, i)). For the experiment FOTS‐A‐3 (panel (i)) the αv distribution increase in a
distance of 200µm from the surface. These observations are also made for the

v

distribution (panel

(k)) although not as pronounced as for the αv distribution shown in panels (g, i).

Figure 119: Velocity distribution for the exploration on FOTS‐A‐*. Panels (a‐c) all analyzed spores; panels
(d‐i) spores assigned to the gyration pattern; panel (j) for all spores; panel (k) for the spores assigned to
the gyration and orientation pattern; panels (a, d, g) FOTS‐A‐1 (0:29min); panels (b, e, h) FOTS‐A‐2 (1:24min);
panels (c, f, i) FOTS‐A‐3 (5:54min); panels (a‐f) 3D histogram panels (g‐i) 2D top view of the perspective 3D
histogram. The count rate is encoded in the height and in the color of the bars, the darker the bar the higher
the count rate.

Figure 118 shows the αz distribution. The αz distribution changes significantly with elapsing time.
This is best seen for the

z

distribution in figure 118, panels (j, k). For the experiment FOTS‐A‐1 a

strong preference for all spores is to swim towards the surface (αz >90°). This preference is lost with
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elapsing time (FOTS‐A‐2: blue curve and FOTS‐A‐3 green curve). For experiment FOTS‐A‐3 (green
curve) there is a general tendency detected that all analyzed spores (panel (j)) swim away from the
surface whereas for the spores assigned to the gyration and orientation the same number of spores
swim towards and away from the surface. Only around a distance of 200µm to the surface more
spores swim away from than towards the surface.
Figure 119 shows the velocity distribution for the spore exploration on FOTS. For the spores as‐
signed to the gyration and orientation pattern (d‐i, k) the distribution also changes with elapsing
time. For FOTS‐A‐1 (panels (g, k (red curve))) the velocity is only slightly slower when the spores ap‐
proach the surface than compared to the observed velocity in the water column. For the last experi‐
ment (FOTS‐A‐3, panels (i, k (green curve))) a slowdown of the swimming speed is detected 200µm
from the surface. This effect is not seen for all spores because the slow spore fraction disturbs the
effect.

Figure 120: Detail analysis of z for the spores assigned to the gyration and orientation pattern. FOTS‐A‐
1 (panel (a)), FOTS‐A‐2 (panel (b)) and FOTS‐A‐3 (panel (c)). The blue curve represents all spores, the red
curve the spore fraction which swims towards the surface and the green curve the spore fraction which
swims away from the surface.
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In figure 120 the

z

distribution is shown in detail for each experiment (FOTS‐A‐1 panel (a), FOTS‐

A‐2 panel (b) and FOTS‐A‐3 panel (c)) and for the spores assigned to the gyration and orientation pat‐
tern. The

z

distribution in each panel is plotted for all analyzed spores (blue), the spores swimming

towards the surface (red) and the spores swimming away (green). Figure 120 shows that the spores
analyzed in FOTS‐A‐1 (panel (a)) a preference to swim towards the surface is observed for the whole
observation volume (blue curve).This flow exist only during the analysis of FOTS‐A‐1. With elapsing
time and the disappearance of the hit and stick pattern the flow towards the surface also vanishes. A
comparable flow towards the surface is neither observed for AWG nor PEG.
Furthermore, while the analysis of FOTS‐A‐1 figure 120, panel (a) in vicinity (0‐100µm) the spores
swim steeper towards the surface (red curve) than the spores that swim away (green curve). Only
shortly after the injection (FOTS‐A‐1, panel (a)) a peak in the αz distribution at a distance of 90µm
from the surface is detected. This peak means that the spores swim directly towards the surface.
With elapsing time the spores approach the surface (red curves, panels (b, c)) less steep and the dis‐
tribution for the spores swimming away from the surface gets steeper. For FOTS‐A‐3 (panel (c)) no
difference is detected between the steepness of the approach (red curve) and of the detachment
(green curve) from the surface.
In figure 121 the velocity distribution is studied in detail for the spores belonging to the gyration
and orientation pattern. Experiment FOTS‐A‐1 is shown in panel (a), FOTS‐A‐2 in panel (b) and FOTS‐
A‐3 in panel (c). The velocity distribution is divided into three sections: all analyzed spores (blue), the
fraction which swims towards the surface (red) and the fraction which swims away from the surface
(green). In figure 121 the spores in the bulk swim as fast towards the surface as away from the sur‐
face. But close to the surface the situation is different. For FOTS‐A‐1 (panel (a)) the spores swim fast‐
er away from the surface than the spores swim towards the surface. Indeed there is a minimum de‐
tected for the approach. This minimum coincides with the peak in the αz distribution for the spores
swimming towards the surface (see figure 120, panel (a)). This drop in velocity can be explained by
spores swimming a turn, precisely, the spores perform a turn towards the surface.
With increasing experiment time (panels (b, c)) the spores swimming away from the surface are
slower than the spores swimming towards the surface. In figure 121, panel (b) this effect is observed
up to a distance of 200µm from the surface, whereas in figure 121, panel (c) it can be seen up to a
distance of 580µm from the surface.
In summary, the exploration behavior in FOTS is complex and changes with elapsing time. In the
beginning no surface exploration is observed and all spores which come close to the surface are
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trapped on the surface. With elapsing time this behavior changes and the surface is explored similar
to an AWG surface.

Figure 121: Detail analysis of v for the spores assigned to the gyration and orientation pattern. FOTS‐A‐
1 (panel (a)), FOTS‐A‐2 (panel (b)) and FOTS‐A‐3 (panel (c)). The blue curve represents all spores, the red
curve the spore fraction which swims towards the surface and the green curve the spore fraction which
swims away from the surface.
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v

mean angle between two consecutive vectors

z

mean angle towards the surface normal
β

af

angular frequency

AMBIO

Advanced Nanostructured Surfaces for the Control of Biofouling

app.

approach to the surface
active searching motion: spore fraction assigned to the gyration, hit and

ASM

run, orientation pattern and detachment and approach for spores assigned
to the hit and stick pattern

ASW

artificial sea water

AWG

acid washed glass

CW

clockwise

CCW

counter clockwise

det.

detach from the surface

DIH

digital in‐line holography

DIHM

digital in‐line holography microscopy

dist.

distance away from the surface

E. coli

Escherichia coli

EG6

hexa(ethylene glycol)‐containing SAMs

EPS

adhesive vesicles

FOTS

per‐fluorinated coating on glass

FoV

field of view

FWHM

full width at half‐maximum

GB

giga byte

Gy

gyration

h

hour

H&R

hit and run

H&S

hit and stick

HWHM

half width at half‐maximum

L11

lower reconstruction distance

L12

higher reconstruction distance

min

minute
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NA

numerical aperture

Ox‐PDMS

oxidized PDMS

PDMS

polydimethylsiloxan

PEG

PEG2000 coating on glass

ra

radius [µm]

Re

Reynolds number

rf

rotation frequency

RSF

ratio between the amount of slow and fast spores

s

second

SEM

scanning electron microscopy

Sp

spinning

vm

mean velocity

vp

most probable velocity

η

dynamic viscosity

αv

angle between two consecutive vectors

αz

angle towards the surface normal

λ

wave length

σ

standard deviation
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Figure 1: In‐line holography setup as published by D. Gabor in his article “A New Microscope Principle”24. ____ 8
Figure 2: Schematic drawing of an in‐line geometry setup. The pinhole detector distance is L. The sample
(green) is positioned in a distance l from the pinhole and the detector size is D. The reference wave ref
is illustrated in black and the object wave obj in red. The half‐angle of beam spread is marked in
yellow. _______________________________________________________________________________ 9
Figure 3: Ulva life cycle. _____________________________________________________________________ 14
Figure 4: a) False colored SEM picture of Zoospores1; b) Cartoon showing the steps involved in the settlement
of Ulva spores1. _______________________________________________________________________ 15
Figure 5: a) Schematic flagellar beta pattern for swimming “normal” (forward) of green algae of the genus:
Bryopsis, Claulerpa, Ulva, Cymobomonas and Prasinopapilla; b) One frame out of a video microscopy
study showing the flagellar beat of Prasinopapilla vascuolata; c) Prasinopapilla vascuolata cell view from
the posterior side, showing cruciate profile of the flagellar beat. d) Schematic flagellar beat pattern for the
avoiding response of Prasinopapilla vascuolata and the backwards swimming flagellar beat pattern of
Cymobomonas tetramitiformis; e) Avoiding response of Prasinopapilla vascuolata; f) backwards swimming
flagellar beat pattern of Cymbomonas tetramitiformis; g) backwards swimming flagellar beat pattern of
Cymbomona tetramitiformis; h) schematic flagellar beat pattern of Ulva (Bryopsis maxina, Pertusa and
Caulerpa raceemosa) gamets while forward swimming; All images are taken form Inouye et al.55. _____ 16
Figure 6: Influence of wettability on spore settlement. a) mixed OH/CH3‐SAMs60 and b) EG6‐SAMs with different
end groups.61 _________________________________________________________________________ 18
Figure 7: Spore settlement on the PEGylated and fluorinated areas. The spores settle on the fluorinated strips
exclusively up to a dimension of 5µm. For 2µm strips the spore settlement is equally distributed. Images
are shown at a 10x magnification except the 5µm and 2µm images, which are shown at 20x
magnification62. _______________________________________________________________________ 19
Figure 8: Percentage of removal of cells dependent on the friction coefficient of the surface. _____________ 20
Figure 9: SEM image of the engineered Sharklet AFTM pattern77. _____________________________________ 21
Figure 10: a) SEM picture of E. coli; b) model for the “run” swimming phase of E. coli. The flagellum bundle is
rotating CCW while the cell body is rotating CW101. ___________________________________________ 23
Figure 11: This plot shows about 30s in the life of an E. coli K‐12 bacterium swimming in an isotropic
homogenous medium. The track spans about 0.1mm form left to right. The plot shows 26 runs and
tumbles, the longest run (nearly vertical) lasting 6.6s. The mean speed is 21µm/s103. ________________ 23
Figure 12: Cell distribution between tow glass surfaces. a) bull spermatozoa112; b) E.coli 113. ______________ 24
Figure 13: Theoretical calculation for the distance dependent increase of the drag force ( ) of an object of the
same size as an Ulva spore116. ____________________________________________________________ 25
Figure 14: Induced rotation of swimming cells by a solid interface. A cell which is pushed from behind is
hydrodynamically orientated into a swimming direction parallel to the surface.111 __________________ 25
Figure 15: a) schematic sketch of the in‐line geometry; b) picture of the built in‐line holograph. The optical path
is horizontal aligned in a cage system (Thorlabs GmbH, Germany). ______________________________ 29
Figure 16: wet cell: a) CAD assembly; b) drawing with dimensions; c) complete assembled wet cell. ________ 31
Figure 17: Example for the recording without a constant frame rate. a) xz view of a spore movement with
magnification of the readout delay; b) velocity calculation for the spore trajectory shown in a). _______ 31
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Figure 18: Two examples for an incorrectly stored timestamp. In panels (a, b) the velocity is plotted in black
(left side) and the change in z‐position is plotted in blue (right side). Both are plotted against the elapsed
observation time. In panel (c) the details for the spike in panel (a) are shown. _____________________ 32
Figure 19: Example for the timestamp jitter in the calculated velocity. Even if the saved timestamp is assigned
to the previous (“timestamp ‐1”) or the next (“timestamp +1”) image the velocity spikes still occur. Only if
the velocity is calculated assuming a constant frame rate the velocity jump can be prevented. ________ 33
Figure 20: Example for convectional flow a) 3D view; b) xy view; c) xz view. ____________________________ 33
Figure 21: Schematic overview of the procedure from the experiment to the motion analysis. _____________ 34
Figure 22: Calculated projections from the reconstruction stack. a) simple addition in XZ‐ & YZ‐projection; b)
addition of only the max values in XZ‐ &YZ‐projection139. ______________________________________ 36
Figure 23: Flowchart of the position determination program (see figure 22 for an complete overview of the
experimental procedure). _______________________________________________________________ 38
Figure 24: Screenshot of the main user interface._________________________________________________ 39
Figure 25: Screenshot of the “exclusion points” interface. __________________________________________ 39
Figure 26: Screenshot of the “determined trajectory control” interface._______________________________ 40
Figure 27: Screenshot of trace interpretation interface. ____________________________________________ 41
Figure 28: Fluctuation in position determination for a static point on the surface recorded over 40 seconds139.
____________________________________________________________________________________ 42
Figure 29: Sketch to illustrate the definition of αv (a) and αz (b). _____________________________________ 43
Figure 30: 2D sketch to illustrate the motility analysis in dependency to the distance from the surface. The
motility vectors marked red point towards the surface, whereas the vectors marked green point away
from the surface. Only vectors with a start value within the section are assigned to the section. The start
value of the gray vector is outside the section and therefore belongs to the upper section. The average
value of all observed vectors is plotted. This sketch is shown as an example for αv but is done in the
course of the thesis for αz and vm as well.___________________________________________________ 44
Figure 31: Simplified 2D sketch to illustrate the movement vector distribution. The orientation of the
movement vector in correlation to the surface is described by αz. Depending on the calculation only
angles between 0‐180° are possible. The possible orientation of the vector can be divided in two sections
(half spaces). A value of αz between 0 and 90° means that the spore swims away from the surface
(marked green), whereas a value of αz between 90 and 180° means that the spore swims towards the
surface (marked red). __________________________________________________________________ 45
Figure 32: Definition of the radius (ra) and of the angle β to quantify the spinning motion. _______________ 45
Figure 33: Example to determine the surface position on PEG (a) and on FOTS (b). The trajectories are colored
to distinguish between the individual trajectories. Please note that the field of view for FOTS is 1.5 times
larger than for PEG. This difference is due to a different pinhole sample distance. __________________ 46
Figure 34: Swimming pattern in solution. Any influence of the surface on the motility can be neglected because
only data points which are further than 200µm from a surface are taken into account. a‐d) 3D view; e‐h)
xy view; i‐l) xz view. The trajectories are colored differently for a better differentiation between
individuals trajectories. _________________________________________________________________ 51
Figure 35: Velocity histograms for the analyzed spores in solution. a) Bulk‐I‐A‐1 (0:35min); b) Bulk‐I‐A‐2
(3:14min); c) Bulk‐I‐A‐3 (11:57);d) Bulk‐II‐A‐1 (1:26min); e) Bulk‐II‐A‐3 (2:51min); f) Bulk‐II‐A‐4 (6:54min);
g) Bulk‐III‐A‐1 (0:29min); h) Bulk‐III‐A‐2 (1:24min); i) Bulk‐III‐A‐3 (6:24min); j) Bulk –IV‐B‐1 (5:00min); k)
Bulk‐IV‐B‐2 (22:39min). The red bars indicate velocities of 50, 150 and 250µm/s. ___________________ 53
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Figure 36: Comparison of the spore performance between the individual experiments. a) number of slow (v <
100µm/s) spores divided by number of fast (v >100µm/s) spores (RSF); b) comparison of vm for the fast
spores harvested at different collection trips (A and B). The exact release time after the collection trip is
summarized in table 1. For collection trip A the mean value of vp for Bulk‐I‐A‐*, Bulk‐II‐A‐* and Bulk‐III‐A‐*
is used; c) vm for the fast spores harvested at collection trip A versus storage time. _________________ 55
Figure 37: Color coded swimming pattern in solution (•: v < 100µm/s; •: 100µm/s < v < 500µm/s); a‐d) 3D view;
e‐h) xy view; f‐l) xz view. ________________________________________________________________ 56
Figure 38: Five fast swimming individual and exemplary traces; a‐e) 3D view; f‐j) xy view; k‐o) xz view. ______ 58
Figure 39: Five fast swimming individual and exemplary trajectories. a‐e) 3D view; f‐j) velocity histogram of the
trajectory with fitted Maxwell‐Boltzmann distribution; k‐o) elapsed time versus angle distribution (αv ,
red, scale on left side) and distance to the surface (blue, scale on right side). The meaning of αv is
explained in figure 29, page 43. __________________________________________________________ 59
Figure 40: Motility of fast spores in solution color coded for different velocities. Panel (a): 3D view and panel (b)
xz view. _____________________________________________________________________________ 60
Figure 41: Five slow swimming individual and exemplary traces; a‐e) 3D view; f‐j) xy view; k‐o) xz view). ____ 63
Figure 42: Five slow swimming individual and exemplary trajectories. a‐e) 3D view; f‐j) velocity histogram with
fitted Maxwell‐Boltzmann distribution; k‐o) time versus angle distribution (red, left side) and distance to
the surface (blue, right side). ____________________________________________________________ 64
Figure 43: Spore settlement per mm² on the investigated surfaces (PEG: poly(ethylene glycol) coated glass
surface; AWG: glass; FOTS: tridecafluoroctyl‐triethoxysilane monolayer on glass). __________________ 67
Figure 44: Time dependent settlement analysis for FOTS, AWG and PEG (see inset) surface. The settlement
increases linear with elapsing time145 (Black lines linear fit). ____________________________________ 68
Figure 45: Hologram series for the FOTS surface. For all images the time in minutes is printed in the upper left
corner. The first image (upper left corner, time: 00:00min) is the injection of the spores. The steel needle
is visible at the left side of the image (black) and the surface is clean. With elapsing time spores (marked
with different colors) settle in the field of view. After 6:32min (10,000 recorded frames) the frames are
acquired with a lower frame rate. The experiment is terminated about 30min later by sucking out the
spore suspension. For four spores the released glue was already hard enough to withstand the shear
stress created by sucking out the suspension, but the green spore is washed away. In total, during 36min
of the experiment, four spores settled in the field of view. _____________________________________ 70
Figure 46: 3D rendered plots for spores collected at collection trip A. All analyzed trajectories from the surface
(0µm) until far into the solution (>700µm) are shown (a‐c) 3D view; d‐f) xy view; g‐i) xz view). ________ 73
Figure 47: a) Swimming pattern of H. irregularis tracked by computer‐assisted motion analysis: (A) straight
path, (B) search circle, (C) orientation, (D) gyration and (E) wobbling22; b) 3D exploration pattern for Ulva
zoospores: (1) straight path, (2) orientation, (3) search circle, (4) gyration42. _______________________ 74
Figure 48: Schematic overview of the identified general motion patterns: a) orientation (section 5.2.4.1); b)
wobbling (section 5.2.4.2); c) gyration (section 5.2.4.3); d) spinning (section 5.2.4.5) and e) settlement
(section 5.2.4.6). The special pattern: hit and run (section 5.2.4.4) and hit and stick (section 5.2.4.7) are
not shown. ___________________________________________________________________________ 75
Figure 49: Two examples for the swimming pattern orientation: Panels (a, d) 3D view; panels (b, e) xy view;
panels (c, f) xz view.____________________________________________________________________ 76
Figure 50: Swimming pattern: Wobbling. This trace is discussed in section 5.1.2.2 in detail a) 3D view, b) xy
view, c) xz view. _______________________________________________________________________ 77
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Figure 51: Swimming pattern: Gyration. a) 3D view, b) xz view, c) αv versus elapsing time (red, left side) and z‐
position versus elapsing time (blue, right side). ______________________________________________ 77
Figure 52: Swimming pattern: Hit and run. ______________________________________________________ 78
Figure 53: Swimming pattern: Spinning. a) 3D view and b) xy‐view for the motion pattern. Each blue dot
describes the center of mass of the spore. To obtain a feeling for the dimensions a sketch of a spore is
included in the figure. The spinning motion is characterized in the following by the angle and the radius
of the circle. __________________________________________________________________________ 79
Figure 54: Example for the sticking phase during the hit and stick pattern. A sketch of the spore is included to
obtain a feeling for the dimension of the motion during the sticking phase. The blue dots denote the
center of mass of the spore _____________________________________________________________ 80
Figure 55: Summary of the observed motion patterns for the investigated surfaces (a‐c). d) spore settlement
amount after 45min observed in a standard AMBIO settlement assay145. e) for FOTS the exploration
behavior changes with elapsing time so that the individual experiments are shown in detail. _________ 86
Figure 56: Spore distribution close to PEG (a, c) and AWG for the spores assigned to ASM (Active Searching
Movement, see section 5.3, page 81). Panels (a, b) observed trajectories and panels (c, d) relative spore
distribution. __________________________________________________________________________ 89
Figure 57: Comparison of the exploration behavior on PEG and AWG. Only the spores assigned to ASM are
shown. Panels (a, c, e) show the behavior for PEG, whereas in panels (b, d, f) the behavior for AWG are
illustrated. Panels (a, b) v distribution, panels (c, d) z distribution, panels (e, f) vm distribution and
panels. In panels (a‐f) the line color encodes the following: ⎯ towards the surface, ⎯ all spores, and ⎯
away from the surface. _________________________________________________________________ 90
Figure 58: Sketch to illustrate the flagella arrangement and the dimensions of a swimming Ulva spore. a)
flagellar beating pattern of gametes from the alga Ulva Bryopsis maxima which has two flagella55; b)
lagella arrangement of Prasinopapilla vacuolata during normal forward swimming holding their flagella
back in a cruciate profile55; c) sketch of a Ulva zoospore with the marked dimensions for the cell body and
the flagella. __________________________________________________________________________ 92
Figure 59: Observed motion patterns on FOTS. __________________________________________________ 96
Figure 60: Comparison of v and the observed motion patterns for a) AWG, b) FOTS‐A‐1 (please note the
different scale on the y‐axis), c) FOTS‐A‐2, d) FOTS‐A‐3. To study the approach towards and the
detachment from the surface only spores assigned to the gyration, hit and run pattern and the
approach/detachment part of the hit and stick pattern (abbreviated as ASM) are shown. The sticking
phase and spores assigned to the spinning pattern are excluded, because their movement obtains no
information for the approach towards and the detachment from the surface. In panels (a‐d) the line color
encodes the following: ⎯ towards the surface, ⎯ all spores, and ⎯ away from the surface. _________ 98
Figure 61: Comparison of FOTS (panels (b‐d, f‐h)) versus AWG (panels (a, e)) for z (panels (a‐d)) and vm (panels
(e‐h)) distribution. In all panels the line color encodes the following: ⎯ towards the surface, ⎯ all spores,
and ⎯ away from the surface. __________________________________________________________ 100
Figure 62: Spore enrichment near the investigated surfaces and in comparison to the enrichment of Bull
spermatozoa112 and E. coli113. a) AWG‐A‐*; b) PEG‐A‐*; c) FOTS‐A‐1; d) FOTS‐A‐3. _________________ 106
Figure 63: Anisotropy of spore movement for AWG (a), PEG (b), FOTS‐A‐3 (c), and FOTS‐A‐1 (d). __________ 107
Figure 64: Spore enrichment near the investigated surfaces shown already in figure 62 as a bar graph and fitted
by an exponential function (see equation (6.1)). ____________________________________________ 109
Figure 65: Velocity distribution (vm) for the investigated surfaces. Panels (a, c, e, g) show the vm distribution for
the section 0‐200µm; Panels (b, d, f, h) shows the vm distribution for the section 0‐800µm. Highlighted in
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red is the same part of the distribution. Panels (a, b) AWG‐A‐*; panels (c, d) FOTS‐A‐3; panels (e, f) PEG‐A‐
* and panels (g, h) FOTS‐A‐1. ___________________________________________________________ 110
Figure 66: Distribution of

v

(a) and vm (b) for FOTS‐A‐1. __________________________________________ 112

Figure 67: 3D rendered plots of spores within a distance of 0‐700µm from the surface; a‐e) 3D view; f‐j) xy view;
k‐o) xz view. To distinguish between trajectories they are marked in different colors. ______________ 126
Figure 68: 3D rendered plots of spores within a distance of 0‐200µm from the surface; a‐e) 3D view; f‐j) xy view;
k‐o) xz view. To distinguish between trajectories they are marked in different colors. ______________ 127
Figure 69: Example 1 (AWG‐Gy‐1) for the gyration pattern. a) 3D rendered trajectory; b) velocity histogram with
fitted Maxwell‐Boltzmann distribution; c) velocity (black, left side) and distance to the surface (blue, right
side) versus elapsed time; d) αv (red, right side) and distance to the surface (blue, left) versus elapsed
time; e) velocity (black, right side) and αv (red, left) versus elapsed time. ________________________ 129
Figure 70: Example 2 (AWG‐I‐Gy‐2) for the gyration pattern. a) 3D rendered trajectory; b) velocity histogram
with fitted Maxwell‐Boltzmann distribution; c) velocity (black, left side) and distance to the surface (blue,
right side) versus elapsed time; d) αv (red, right side) and distance to the surface (blue, left) versus
elapsed time; e) velocity (black, right side) and αv (red, left) versus elapsed time. _________________ 130
Figure 71: Example 3 (AWG‐I‐Gy‐3) for the gyration pattern. a) 3D rendered trajectory; b) velocity histogram
with fitted Maxwell‐Boltzmann distribution; c) velocity (black, left side) and distance to the surface (blue,
right side) versus elapsed time; d) αv (red, right side) and distance to the surface (blue, left) versus
elapsed time; e) velocity (black, right side) and αv (red, left) versus elapsed time. _________________ 131
Figure 72: Example 1 (AWG‐I‐H&R‐1) for a hit and run movement. a) 3D rendered trajectory; b) velocity
histogram with fitted Maxwell‐Boltzmann distribution; c) velocity (black, left side) and distance to the
surface (blue, right side) versus elapsed time; d) αv (red, right side) and distance to the surface (blue, left)
versus elapsed time; e) velocity (black, right side) and αv (red, left) versus elapsed time. ____________ 132
Figure 73: Example 2 (AWG‐I‐H&R‐2) for a hit and run movement. a) 3D rendered trajectory; b) velocity
histogram with fitted Maxwell‐Boltzmann distribution; c) velocity (black, left side) and distance to the
surface (blue, right side) versus elapsed time; d) αv (red, right side) and distance to the surface (blue, left)
versus elapsed time; e) velocity (black, right side) and αv (red, left) versus elapsed time. ____________ 132
Figure 74 Example 3 (AWG‐I‐H&R‐3) for a hit and run movement. a) 3D rendered trajectory; b) velocity
histogram with fitted Maxwell‐Boltzmann distribution; c) velocity (black, left side) and distance to the
surface (blue, right side) versus elapsed time; d) αv (red, right side) and distance to the surface (blue, left)
versus elapsed time; e) velocity (black, right side) and αv (red, left) versus elapsed time. ____________ 133
Figure 75: Detailed settlement attempt of the spore shown in figure 76. S1‐S3 are the marked spinning phases.
___________________________________________________________________________________ 134
Figure 76: Example 1 (AWG‐I‐Sp‐1) for a settlement attempt. a) 3D rendered trajectory; b) velocity histogram
with fitted Maxwell‐Boltzmann distribution; c) velocity (black, left side) and distance to the surface (blue,
right side) versus elapsed time; d) αv (red, right side) and distance to the surface (blue, left) versus
elapsed time; e) velocity (black, right side) and αv (red, left) versus elapsed time. _________________ 135
Figure 77: Example 2 (AWG‐II‐Sp‐2) for a settlement attempt. a) 3D rendered trajectory; b) velocity histogram
with fitted Maxwell‐Boltzmann distribution; c) velocity (black, left side) and distance to the surface (blue,
right side) versus elapsed time; d) αv (red, right side) and distance to the surface (blue, left) versus
elapsed time; e) velocity (black, right side) and αv (red, left) versus elapsed time. _________________ 135
Figure 78: Example 3 (AWG‐II‐Sp‐3) for a settlement attempt. a) 3D rendered trajectory; b) velocity histogram
with fitted Maxwell‐Boltzmann distribution; c) velocity (black, left side) and distance to the surface (blue,
right side) versus elapsed time; d) αv (red, right side) and distance to the surface (blue, left) versus
elapsed time; e) velocity (black, right side) and αv (red, left) versus elapsed time. _________________ 136
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Figure 79: Velocity histogram for AWG‐I‐A‐* shown for three distances [panels (a‐c) 200‐800µm, panels (d‐f)
50‐200µm and panels (g‐i) 0‐50µm] away from the surface. Panels (a, d, g) is analyzed after 0:35min,
panels (b, e, h) after 3:14min and panels (c, f, i) after 11:57min. The data shown in panels (a‐c) is already
discussed in section 5.1.1 under the name Bulk‐I‐A‐*. The red bars indicate a velocities of 50, 150,
250µm/s. ___________________________________________________________________________ 138
Figure 80: Velocity histogram on AWG‐I‐A‐* for the spores assigned to the fast spore fraction in the bulk
(panels (a‐c)), to the gyration (panels (d‐i)) and spinning (panels (j‐l)) pattern. The histograms are shown
for three distances [panels (a‐c) 200‐800µm, panels (d‐f) 50‐200µm and panels (g‐l) 0‐50µm] away from
the surface. Panels (a, d, g, j) is analyzed after 0:35min, panels (b, e, h, k) after 3:14min and panels (c, f, i,
l) after 11:57min. The data shown in panels (a‐c) is already discussed in section 5.1.1 under the name
Bulk‐I‐A‐*. The red bars indicate a velocities of 50, 150, 250µm/s. ______________________________ 138
Figure 81: General spore distribution on AWG‐I‐A‐* in the complete observation volume. Panels (a‐c) all
recorded spores, panels (d‐f) spores only assigned to the gyration and orientation pattern. Panels (a, d) is
recorded after 0:35min, panels (b, e) after 3:14min and panels (c, f) after 11:57min. _______________ 140
Figure 82: αv and αz distribution on AWG‐I‐A‐*. Panels (a, d, g, j) 3d histogram; panels (b, e, h, k) 2D top view of
the perspective 3D histogram; panels (c, f, i, l) mean value of value shown in the two panels before;
panels (a‐c) αv for all recorded spores; panels (d‐f) αv for the spores only assigned to the gyration pattern,
panels (g‐i) αz for all recorded spores and panels (j‐l) αz for the spores assigned to the gyration pattern.
The numbers of counts in the histograms are color coded, the higher the numbers of counts the darker
the color of the bar.___________________________________________________________________ 142
Figure 83: Velocity distribution on AWG‐I‐A‐*. Panels (a, c, e) for all recorded spores; panels (b, d, f) for the
spores assigned to the gyration pattern; panels (a, b) 3D histogram; panels (c, d) 2D top view of the
perspective 3D histogram; panels (e, f) mean value of the corresponding panel. __________________ 143
Figure 84: Detailed analysis of for AWG‐I‐A‐*. The spores shown are assigned to the gyration and orientation
pattern. These spores are separated in the spores swimming towards the surface (red), all spores (blue)
and spores swimming away from the surface (green). _______________________________________ 144
Figure 85: velocity distribution AWG‐II‐B‐*. Panels (a, c, e) for all recorded spores; panels (b, d, f) for the spores
assigned to the gyration pattern; panels (a, b) 3D view; panels (c, d) xy view; panels (e, f) mean value of
the corresponding panel before._________________________________________________________ 145
Figure 86: αv and αz distribution on AWG‐II‐B‐*. Panels (a, d, g, j) 3d histogram; panels (b, e, h, k) 2D top view of
the 3D histogram; panels (c, f, i, l) mean value of value shown in the two panels before; panels (a‐c) αv for
all recorded spores; panels (d‐f) αv for the spores only assigned to the gyration and orientation pattern,
panels (g‐i) αz for all recorded spores and panels (j‐l) αz for the spores assigned to the gyration and
orientation pattern. ___________________________________________________________________ 146
Figure 87: 3D rendered plots of spores exploring a PEG surface. The spores within a distance of 0‐850µm from
the surface are; a‐d) 3D view; e‐h) xy view; i‐l) xz view. To distinguish the trajectories from each other
they are colored. _____________________________________________________________________ 148
Figure 88: 3D rendered plots of spores exploring a PEG surface. The spores within a distance of 0‐200µm from
the surface are; a‐d) 3D view; e‐h) xy view; i‐l) xz view. To distinguish the trajectories from each other
they are colored. _____________________________________________________________________ 149
Figure 89: Example 1 (PEG‐Gy‐1) for a movement within the vicinity of the surface a) 3D rendered trajectory; b)
velocity histogram with fitted Maxwell‐Boltzmann distribution; c) velocity (black, left side) and distance to
the surface (blue, right side) versus elapsed time; d) αv (red, right side) and distance to the surface (blue,
left) versus elapsed time; e) velocity (black, right side) and αv (red, left) versus elapsed time. ________ 151
Figure 90: Example 2 (PEG‐Gy‐2) for a movement within the vicinity of the surface. a) 3D rendered trajectory; b)
velocity histogram with fitted Maxwell‐Boltzmann distribution; c) velocity (black, left side) and distance to
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the surface (blue, right side) versus elapsed time; d) αv (red, right side) and distance to the surface (blue,
left) versus elapsed time; e) velocity (black, right side) and αv (red, left) versus elapsed time. ________ 151
Figure 91: Example 3 (PEG‐Gy‐3) for a movement within the vicinity of the surface. a) 3D rendered trajectory; b)
velocity histogram with fitted Maxwell‐Boltzmann distribution; c) velocity (black, left side) and distance to
the surface (blue, right side) versus elapsed time; d) αv (red, right side) and distance to the surface (blue,
left) versus elapsed time; e) velocity (black, right side) and αv (red, left) versus elapsed time. ________ 152
Figure 92: Example 1 (PEG‐H&R‐1) for a hit and run movement. a) 3D rendered trajectory; b) velocity histogram
with fitted Maxwell‐Boltzmann distribution; c) velocity (black, left side) and distance to the surface (blue,
right side) versus elapsed time; d) αv (red, right side) and distance to the surface (blue, left) versus
elapsed time; e) velocity (black, right side) and αv (red, left) versus elapsed time. _________________ 153
Figure 93: Example 2 (PEG‐H&R‐2) for a hit and run movement. a) 3D rendered trajectory; b) velocity histogram
with fitted Maxwell‐Boltzmann distribution; c) velocity (black, left side) and distance to the surface (blue,
right side) versus elapsed time; d) αv (red, right side) and distance to the surface (blue, left) versus
elapsed time; e) velocity (black, right side) and αv (red, left) versus elapsed time. _________________ 153
Figure 94: Example 3 (PEG‐H&R‐3) for a hit and run movement. a) 3D rendered trajectory; b) velocity histogram
with fitted Maxwell‐Boltzmann distribution; c) velocity (black, left side) and distance to the surface (blue,
right side) versus elapsed time; d) αv (red, right side) and distance to the surface (blue, left) versus
elapsed time; e) velocity (black, right side) and αv (red, left) versus elapsed time. _________________ 154
Figure 95: Detailed plot for “the unusual” spore (PEG‐Un‐1). a) 3D rendered trajectory; b) velocity histogram
with fitted Maxwell‐Boltzmann distribution; c) velocity (black, left side) and distance to the surface (blue,
right side) versus elapsed time; d) αv (red, right side) and distance to the surface (blue, left) versus
elapsed time; e) velocity (black, right side) and αv (red, left) versus elapsed time. _________________ 155
Figure 96: Velocity histograms on PEG‐A‐* shown for three distances [panels (a‐c) 200‐800µm, panels (d‐f) 50‐
200 µm & panels (g‐i) 0‐50µm] away from the surface. Panels (a, d, g) is recorded after 1:26min, panels (b,
e, h) after 2:51min and panels (c, f, i) after 6:24min. The data shown in panels (a‐c) is already discussed in
section 5.1.1 by the name Bulk‐II‐A‐*. The red bars indicate velocities of 50, 150, 250µm/s. _________ 157
Figure 97: Velocity histograms on PEG‐A‐* for the spores assigned to the orientation pattern (panels a‐c), to
gyration pattern (panels (d‐i)) and PEG‐Un‐1 (panels (j‐l)). The histograms are shown for three distances
[panels (a‐c) 200‐800µm, panels (d‐f) 50‐200µm & panels (g‐l) 0‐50µm] from the surface. Panels (a, d, g, j)
is analyzed after 1:26min, panels (b, e, h, k) after 2:51min and panels (c, f, i, l) after 6:24min. The data
shown in panels (a‐c) is already discussed in section 5.1.1 under the name Bulk‐II‐A‐*. The red bars
indicate velocities of 50, 150, 250µm/s. ___________________________________________________ 157
Figure 98: Spore trajectories close and near the surface (0‐200µm) color coded according to different velocities
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after 1:26min, panels (b, e) after 2:51min and panels (c, f) after 6:24min. ________________________ 159
Figure 100: αv and αz distribution on PEG‐A‐*. Panels (a, d, g, j) 3D histogram; panels (b, e, h, k) 2D top view of
the perspective 3D histogram; panels (c, f, i, l) mean value of value shown in the two panels before;
panels (a‐c) αv for all recorded spores; panels (d‐f) αv for the spores only assigned to the gyration pattern,
panels (g‐i) αz for all recorded spores and panels (j‐l) αz for the spores assigned to the gyration pattern.
The count rate is encoded in the height and in the color of the bars; the darker the bar, the higher the
count rate. __________________________________________________________________________ 160
Figure 101: Velocity distribution on PEG‐A‐*. Panels (a, c, e) for all recorded spores; panels (b, d, f) for the
spores assigned to the gyration pattern; panels (a, b) 3D histogram; panels (c, d) 2D top view of the
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perspective 3D histogram; panels (e, f) mean value of the corresponding panel before. The count rate is
encoded in the height and in the color of the bars; the darker the bar, the higher the count rate. _____ 161
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of the spinning phase. A sketch of the spore is shown to clarify the dimension of the sticking and spinning
phase. The spinning phase is characterized by the angle β and the radius (ra) as defined in figure 32, page
45. ________________________________________________________________________________ 166
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phase. The spinning phase is characterized by the angle β and the radius (ra) as defined in figure 32, page
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